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AIDS AND YOUNG CHILDREN IN SOUTH
FLORIDA

MONDAY. AUGUST 7. 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC
The select committee met, pursuant to notice at 10:08 a.m., at

the University of Miami, Jackson Memorial Medical Center, Mail-
man Center for Child Development, Auditorium 8th floor, 1601
NW. 12th Street, Miami, FL, Hon. George Miller, presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Lehman, and Durbin.
Staff present: Ann Rosewater, staff director; Karabelle Pizzigati,

professional staff, and Carol M. Statuto, minority deputy staff di-
rector.

Chairman MIL:.ER The Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families will come to order, for the purpose of conducting a
hearing this morning on AIDS among young children in Florida.
And I want to begin by thanking my colleague and Senior Demo-
crat on this committee, Congressman Bill Lehman " N?' -

tion to come here to discuss this very, very trout,.
matter and for all of the help that he and his office
arranging this hearing for this Select Committee.

I would also like to thank the University of Miami, Jackson Me-
morial Center and the Mailman Center for their support for this
hearing. I would have to say that Jackson Memorial Hospital has
been a major contributor, if you will, to the body of knowledge of
the Select Committee over its six years of existence, they have
helped us make some public policy decisions with respect to health
care for children and to other emerging problems that we have wit-
nessed in this country, they have also shown us in hearings and in
evidence presented to this committee some of the ways that we can
avoid not only the tragic cost of uncared for children and families,
but some of the very real financial costs to our society by not pro-
viding first class care at the right times, but rather a lot of remedi-
al care later on in the process.

This hearing on AIDS in young children was one of the most dif-
ficult subject matters that tnis committee has undertaken. It was
extremely hard to see these children and to talk to their families;
to talk to those who are providing care and to see these victims
who really essentially are the smallest victimsthe littlest victims
of our failing war on drugs and our failed policy with respec.q to
drugs in this country, to hear, as we will this morning, testimony
of care givers that are stretching every conceivable resource to try
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to provide help both to the children and to their families. This
story is not terribly different than in other areas of this country
where the Select Committee has heard testimony; where we have
listened to individuals talk about trying to find sufficient resources,
not only to treat the infected babies, but also to try to stem the tide
of children born with AIDS.

This is a problem that, considering the numbers, is going to con-
tinue to rush at the Congress. It is going to be expensive. It is going
to be difficult and it is going to have to be long term. This is not
something that is going to be remedied with slogans or one-year po-
litical campaigns. This is going to require a sustained effort on
behalf of the Federal Government.

[Statement of Hon. George Miller follows:1

OPENING STATEMENT OF 110N. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA. AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUTH, AND FAMILIM

The Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families has come to Miami today
to address the rising tide of AIDS among Florida's infants and young children. It is
especially notevorthy that the Select Committee is in Florida to continue its investi-
gation, begun three years Iwo, for this State has just climbed into second place,
behind New York, with its tragically high number of reported cases of childhood
AIDS.

Let me give special thanks to my colleague on the Select Committee, Long -
man William Lehman, the ranking Member of our Committee and a long-time advo-
cate for children in Congress and in this State. Without his invitation and assist-
ance, we would not be in Miami today.

I would also like to thank the University of Miami Jackson Memorial Medical
Center for hosting the Select Committee once again aad for their commitment and
compassion in treating Florida's most vulnertibk babies.

During the last decade, AIDS has emerged as one of the most serious public
health threats of Jur time. It is commonly perceived, however, that the AIDS epi-
demic has stabilized. But as Florida most powerfully demomtrates, for mothers, and
all too often their babies, this is not the case. In Florida this year, 1,000 women in-
fected with the AIDS virus will give birth, and as many as half of their newborn
children will develop AIDS before their fifth birthday.

Nationally, the escalation for children is so rapid, that in loss than three year-a, at
least 10,000 to 20.000 children will be HIV-infected. Forty percent of all pediatric
AIDS cases were reported in 19148 alone.

These babies are the littlest victims of our failing war on drugs, which daily pro-
vides an ever-expanding pool of drug-exposed infants at great risk of having the
AIDS virus. A recent Select Committee survey found I three- to fourfold increase in
drug exposure among newborns in major metropolitan hospitals across the country.
Public health experts project that more than 10,000 substance-exposed infants will
be born in Florida this year_

Minority children a.e without question the hardest hit by this onerous virus, with
more than three-fourths of all childhood AIDS cases affecting Black and Hispanic
children, and an even greater percentage it Florida. Already at greater risk for pov-
erty and poor health, these children bear the brunt of failing policies and insuffi-
cient resources and attention.

As tragic and costly as this epidemic has been. there is some light at the end of
the tunnel. At our first hearing on infants born with AIDS and drug addiction in
198fi, James Oleske, a pediatrician from Newark, NOW Jersey, warned us that aban-
doning these children to certain rapid death was a serious mistake and lamentable
policy. He has since documented that providing a comprehensive and compassionate
course of care results in more and better days of life than we might ever have ex-
pected for these children.

Today we will learn about other advances in medical care and social supports that
provide hope and new opportunities for improving these children's life chances. We
will also hear from noted pediatric AIDS researchers, clinicians and community
leaders from South Florida and communities such aa Miami and Belle Glade that
have been heavily affected.

Welcome. I look forward to the testimony we will ..ear today.

7
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AIDS AND YOUNG CHILDREN IN SOUTH FLORIDA

A FACT SHEET

AIDS AMONG TOP TEN CAUSES OF CHILD DEATHS

AIDS ranks as the ninth leading cause of death among children
ages 1 to 4, and seventh in young people ages 15 to 24. If
current trends continue, AIDS will move into the top five causes
of death in the next three or four years. (Secretary's Work
Group on Pediatric HIV Infection and Disease, U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services November 1988)

As of June 1989, there were a total of 99,936 reported AIDS
cases in the U.S. Of that number, 1,681 involved infants and
children under age 13. (Centers for Disease Control [CDC], July
1989)

The number of pediatric AIDS cases has increased steadily over
the past 5 years, with 85% of the cases reported since 1985.
40% of the pediatric AIDS cases were reported in 1988. (DHHS,
Health Resources and Services Administration {HRSA], July
1989)

For every child who actually has AIDS, another 2-10 children are
estimated to be HIV infected. By 1991, it is estimated that at
least 10,000-20,000 U.S. children will be HIV-infected. (HHS,
November 1988)

AIDS CASES FOR FLORIDA'S CHILDREN AND ADULTS AMONG
NATION'S HIGHEST

Florida, with 8,019 AIDS cases reported, ranks third nationally
in the total number of AIDS cases reported, behind New York
(23,030) and California (19,821). Of these States, Florida has
seen the greatest increase in the rate of infection, up 56% in the
past two years. (CDC, July 1989)

Florida has the second highest number of reported pediatric
AIDS cases (215), following New York (500). The city of Miami
alone has seen 105 reported pediatric AIDS cases. (CDC, July
1989., Dade County AIDS Surveillance, HRS, July 1989)
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In a study of 50-60% (11,588) of Dade county babies born
between July and December 1988, 102 newborns tested positive
for HIV antibodies, suggesting that 170-200 babies were born
1-UV-positive during this period. (Florida Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services {Florida HRSJ, May 1989)

MINORITY CHILDREN IIIT IIARDE.ST BY AIDS

Black children constitute 15% of the nation's children, yet
account for 53% of all childhood AIDS cases. Hispanic children,
who represent 10% of U.S. children, account for 23% of all
pediatric AIDS cases. (CDC, July 1989)

Eighty-seven percent of Florida pediatric AIDS cases involve
minority children (80% black and 7% Hispanic). In Dade
County, 91% of the pediatric AIDS cases involve black children
and 7% Hispanic children. (Florida HRS, May 198% Dade
County AIDS Surveillance, HRS, July 1989)

ITV IN CTION PROMINENT IN FLORIDA HETEROSEXUAL
COMMUNITY

Nationally, 29% of all reported AIDS cases involve heterosexual
persons, compared with 41% of all reported AIDS cases in
Florida and 47% of cases in Dade County. (CDC, July 1989;
Florida HRS, May 1989)

While women represent approximately 9% of reported AIDS
cases in the U.S., they represent 12% of reported cases in
Florida. (CDC, July 1989; Florida HRS, July 1989)

MORE AND MORE NEWBORNS AT RISK

Over 75% of AIDS cases in children result from perinatal
transmission. Pediatric AIDS specialists estimate that 30-50% of
infants born to HIV-infected women will be HIV-infected.
(CDC, 1989; Association for the Care of Children's Health
{ACCI-11, 1989)

Nearly 1,000 women infected with the AIDS virus will give birth
in Florida in 1989, and 300 to 500 of their newborn children will
develop AIDS before their fifth birthday. (Florida HRS, March
1989)
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Of children who became infected perinatally, 73% have mothers
who are either IV drug users or the sexual partners of IV drug
users. A recent 15-city survey found a three to four fold increase
in drug exposure among newborns in major metropolitan
hospitals. (HRSA, July 1989, Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families, 1989)

In Florida, a 1986 statewide survey of 25 hospitals with neonatal
units revealed that as many as 5,000 babies were born with
symptoms or evidence of drug, primarily cocaine, exposure.
Estimates indicate that over 10,000 substance-exposed infants will
be born in Florida this year. (Co ler, July 1989)

PDIATRIC AIDS BURDENS HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

By 1991, one out of ten U.S. pediatric beds may be occupied by
an HIV-infected patient. (HHS, November 1988)

Treatment and support services for an eligible perinatally-infected
infant can be expected to cost Medicaid from $18,000 to $42,000
per year. In Florida, the average annual health care cost in 1986
for children with HIV-related diagnoses was approximately
$20,000. (HHS, November 1988)

TREATMENJ OF PEDIATRIC AIDS CAN MA An111AFF ENCE

The provision of comprehensive care services to children with
AIDS has decreased the immediate mortality rate from 65% to
35%, reduced the average hospitalizations from 2-3 per year to
1-2, and cut in half the average length of stay from 30 to 14 days.
(Oleske, Children's Hospital, Newark, NJ, personal communica-
tion, 1989)

A study of 21 pediatric AIDS cases found that the continuous
infusion of AZT produces significant improvements in appetite,
weight gain, and neurologic development of the children,
including better 10 scores and adaptive behavior. (Pizzo, October
1988)

The life expectancy of an HIV-infected infant varies. Many
children who show symptoms before the age of 2 die within a
year of diagnosis. Other children do not become sick until they
are 5 or 6, and with aggressive medical treatment, may live for
if. number of years. (ACCH, 1989)

8/7/89
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Chairman MILLER. And I want again to just thank everybody
here for their participation in helping us to deal with this subject
matter and hopefully help us as we make policy decisions in Wash-
ington, DC. Again, my thanks to Congressman Bill Lehman. And,
Bill, I would like to recognize you for any statement you may have.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement,
which I ask unanimous consent that it be accepted in full for the
committee record.

Chairman Musses. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. LEHMAN. And I will summarize it. I want to thank you and

our colleague from Illinois, Richard Durbin, for being here. You
have your own problems in your own Districts, your own concerns
in your own Districts and we appreciate here that you are taking
time out to deal with the problems that we have here.

I want to thank Ira Clark for helping us set up this meeting and
being able to bring the panels together so that we can help deal
with some of the problems facing this community.

This is not a local problem. AIDS is a massive problem, but this
community in particular faces intense problems with AIDS, espe-
cially in relation to AIDS in newborn babies.

This year the number of AIDS patients will double, the number
of AIDS patients in children will double. As I said, AIDS is not a
local problem, it is a national problem, but because of the integra-
tion of Miami and the Jackson Memorial Hospital, a key treatment
center and a research center, we have to deal with the AIDS prob-
lem at a local level and what we are going th do here can be ap-
plied nationally.

A couple of statistics, Florida now is number two of all the States
in the number of AIDS cases ard half of those are right here in
Miami. And also, although it is known as number two in gross
numbers, in the rate of growth of AIDS cases, it is now number oae
in the whole United States.

It is truly a public health problem, and cuts across the board. At
the present time there are 258 cases in the State of Florida that
deal with children. And I think that this is, as the Chairman said,
the most tragic aspect of AIDS as it affects these tiny innocent vic-
tims.

We have two problems with AIDS. One of the problems of course
is financial, but even more is the problem of compassion for the
victims, the unfortunate victims, especially the small ones that are
infected with the problem of Immune Deficiencies Syndrome.

I am sure though the community will benefit from the insight
and the experience of our distinguished panelists and we can take
back to Washingtoe to deal with, at the Federal level, in whatever
way that we can to alleviate the intensity of this situation.

OPENING STATEMENT OP HON. WIILIAIA LEHMAN, A REF'ILSENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM ma STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. .Thairman, I want to welcome you and the other members of our committee to
Miami. Thank you for coming here today.

This is not the easiest place to visit in the middle of summer. I think the feet that
you cams to Miami In August is a strung indication that you attach the same impor-tance as I do to the massive problems this community faces because of AIDS, par-ticularly AIDS in babies. I'm told that the number of children with AIDS in Dade
County is expected to double this year alone.
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Some people believe that the AIDS epidemic is a local problem, that the federal
government does not have responsibility in this area. I think that viewpoint is
wrong, and dangerous. We heard the same talk about the drug epidemic. when drug
abuse was primarily a problem of inner cities. Now polls show most people th
drugs are one of our most serious problems. I think the some is true for AIDS. The
warning signs are plain. We simply cannot afford to ignore them.

One of the reasons I invited the Ccanmittee here in the first plsee is because we
are fortunate to have so many experts on various aspects of the AIDS problem.
Many of these people have national reputations in their fields. I we meet
here at the Mailman Center because the University of Miami/J Memorial
Hospital is a key AIDS treatment and research center.

A quick review of a few statistics helps explain why there is so much expertise in
S. Florida on the AIDS problem: Florida has the second highest number of pediatric
AIDS cases of any state in the country; about half of these cases are in the City of
Miami alone; Florida ranks No. 1 of all the states in the rate of increase of AIDS
infections, and No. I of all the states in the number of heterosexual AIDS cases. In
fact, in Dade County almort half of the AIDS cases involve heterosexuals. This last
statistic shows that AIDS is truly a public health problem in the broadest sense of
the word.

But nowhere is AIDS more tragic than when it affects childrenthe most inno-
cent and vulnerable in our society. At present, the numbers aren't great-215 pedi-
atric AIDS cases in the State of Florida, compared with over 8,000 cases of AIDS in
adultsbut that number is expected to double this year alone. And these babies
have an enormous impact on health care and social services that is disproportionate
to their numbers.

I would like people in our community and decision makers in Washington to
know more about this problemits extent, its growth, what it does to children and
families, the impact it has on health care and social services in our community, how
much it costs us in both human and economic terms, and who ends up paying.

The experts tell us that the problems facing Dade County today are going to face
many other communities in just a few years. Government leaders all over the coun-
try are looking to us to see how to handle the AIDS epidemic.

I am confident that the committee will benefit from the insight and experience of
the distinguished panel of witnesses we will hear from today,

Chairman MILLER. Thank you, and I would also like to introduce
and to recognize, Congressman Richard Durbin, who is a member
of the Appropriations Committee, as is Chairman Lehman, of the
House of Representatives, and also a member of the Select Commit-
tee, who has been very much involved in the health problems of
young children with this committee. Dick?

Mr. DURBIN. Thank you, Chairman Miller and my colleague Bill
Lehman.

As George Miller has indicated, I serve on both the Appropria-
tions and Budget Committees, in addition to this Select Committee.
I would have to tell you that of the three committee assignments,
this may be the most thought provoking. Each week we consider
new issues in Washington that relate to the future of America.
That relate directly to the children, youth and families of America.

Today and this morning we will address the emergency of a gen-
eration of new Americans. New Americans who are unfortunately
the tragic victims of today's society. These kids have been handi-
capped by new problems, new diseases, new addictions. They are
infants victimized by AIDS and in other hearings we have consid-
ered their counterparts, victimized by cocaine addiction, fetal alco-
hol syndrome and so many other problems.

These children who should be our hope, now have emerged as a
troubled legacy of today's America. We will consider of course this
morning, education, prevention, treatment, but most of all I hope
we emerge with an understanding of what we are dealing with in
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terms of not only a problem here in Southern Florida, but a na-
tional challenge as well.

I want to say in conclusion here, that I particularly want to
salute my colleague Bill Lehman for his caring, thoughtful and ef-
fective leadership in the House of Representatives. Miami, Florida
and the nation is fortunate to have Bill's representation and I look
forward to this hearing.

Chairman Musa Thank you. We are going to hear from two
panels this morning. The first will be made up of Dr. Margaret
Oxtoby, who is the Chief of Pediatric and Family Studies Section
from the AIDS Program for the Centers for Disease Control of At-
lanta, Georgia; Dr. Gwendolyn Scott, who is Professor and Acting
Director of Pediatric Infectious Disease and Immunology, University
of Miami School cf Medicine; Dr. Deanna James, who is the Medi-
cal and Executive Director of the C.L. Brumbeck Ccmmunity
Health Center in Belle Glade; and, Ana Garcia, who is the Associ-
ate Coordinator of the University of Miami Pediatric AIDS Demon-
stration Project, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology from
Miami, Florkia.

If you will come forward, we will take your testimony in the
order in which we have called your name. Your written statements
will be made a part of this record in their entirety. The extent to
which you want to summarize or highlight, please feel free to do
so. And welcome very much to the committee and we thank you for
taking your time and your trouble to make your presentation here
today. And we want you to know how much we appreciate it. Dr.
Oxtoby, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET OXTORY, M.D., CHIEF, PEDIATRIC
AND FAMILY STUDIES SECTION, AIDS PROGRAM CENTERS FOR
DISEASE CONTROL, ATLANTA, GA

Dr. Ox Ivey, Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee, I am Margaret Oxtoby, Chief of the Pediatric and Family
Studies Section in the AIDS Program, Centers for Disease Control
and I am pleased to represent C.D.C. in briefly discussing our ef-
forts to prevent WV infection in children and youth.

First, I would like to provide some background information about
the epidemic. By early July about 100,000 cases of AIDS had been
reported to C.D.C. Of this total number of 100,000, approximately
1,70G or 2 percent were in children less than 13 years of age. An-
other 400 were in adolescents.

Approximately 4,000 AIDS cases, 4 percent of all cases, were di-
agnosed among those aged 20 to 24, and Iti,otto were diagnosed
among those 25 to 29 years old. All together 20 percent in that
young adult group. Because the average incubation period from
HIV infection to AIDS is eight to ten years, many of those young
adults diagnosed in their 20's most likely were infected with IIIV
as adolescents.

The first cases of pediatric AIDS were reported in 19S2, about
one year after the initial adult cases were reported to C.D.C. We
project that by 1991, over 3,00() AIRS cases among children will
have been reported, with over 1,000 in 1991 alone.

13
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In addition, some children will develop other HIV- related illness-
es that do not meet the current criteria, but these children will
still require intensive medical attention.

So, therefore the reported cases under represent the extent of ill-
ness in this age group. Based, however, on reported cases alone, pe-
diatric AIDS is already the ninth leading cause of death among
children one to four years of age, and the seventh in young people
between the ages of 15 and 24, and is increasing rapidly in compar-
ison with other causes of death.

Mother-tochild transmission of HIV, during pregnancy, delivery,
or through breast feeding accounts for three-quarters of all of the
children reported with Ate. And this problem of mother-to-infant
transmission is likely to increase, since in cases reported before
1984, 7 percent were in women, and currently over 10 percent of all
cases are among women.

Of children born to infected mothers, approximately a third will
become infected with HIV. The mothers of these children, about
slightly over half, are women who have used IV drugs, and most of
the remainder were probably infected through sexual contact with
an infected partner.

It should be noted that children can also be infected through con-
taminated blood products, but this risk has been now virtually
eliminated in the United States. Other possible modes of transmis-
sion include sexual abuse.

Although AIDS cases in children have been reported from nearly
all States, 55 percent of cases come from New York, New Jersey
and Florida, primarily from the large urban areas. And three out
of four children with AIDS are Black or Hispanic.

I would like briefly to mention the ways in which C.D.C. is ad-
dressing the problems of pediatric HIV infection. First, through
surveillance for HIV. National surveillance for AIDS cases is con-
ducted in all States and Territories. In addition, C.D.C. is conduct-
ing expanded surveillance for all HIV infection, in several geo-
graphic areas, to define better the extent of the problem in this
population. And lastly, C.D.C. is supporting HIV seroprevalence
surveys in neonates in nearly 40 States and also in young children
attending outpatient clinics in several cities, including Miami.

The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
also funds neonatal surveys in an additional five States. In Florida,
results from the first 60,000 neonatal samples tested, showed that
293, or .5 percent, were positive for HIV, meaning that one in
every 200 women bearing children was infected with HIV.

Based on preliminary data, we anticipate that over 5,000 women
in the United States, nationally, who are infected are bearing chil-
dren, and of those children 1,500 or 2,000 would be infected.

C.D.C. is supporting several perinatal research projects, which
are seeking to define risk factors for transmission to evaluate new
tests for diagnosis of HIV and assess the effect of pregnancy on
HIV; also to describe better the course of disease in infants, and
the children in these studies will be entered in NIH sponsored
treatment trials whenever possible.

Lastly, C.D.C. supports a number of HIV prevention activities.
First, perinatal AIDS prevention projects include activities de-
signed to encourage the effective use of contraception among 111V

14
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infected women, and women at high risk of infection who wish to
avoid pregnancy. Eight of these projects were directly funded by
C.D.C., starting in 1988, and are expected to be expanded this year
to cover other areas with the highest potential for HIV infection
among women.

The projects seek to determine and to overcome obstacles to ef-
fective use of contraception in the various populations at highest
risk for HIV. And two of these projects are in South Florida:

C.D.C. has also worked closely with the Office of Population Af-
fairs to include HIV prevention training in programs carried out
by Title X Family Planning Regional Training Centers. Over 4 mil-
lion sexually active women visit federally funded family planning
clinics each year, but many of the staff working in these clinics
have lacked the skills and knowledge to provide appropriate HIV-
related services.

In addition to those perinatal HIV prevention efforts, C.D.C. es-
tablished in 1987, a program to help schools and other agencies
that serve youth to implement effective education to help young
people avoid risks for HIV infection and to deal with other impor-
tant health problems. The schools are a particvdarly important
focus for HIV prevention, since more than 45 million young people
are enrolled in elementary and secondary school and 12 million in
colleges and universities.

The C.D.C. program integrates several systems to enable schools
and organizations that serve youth not in school, to implement ef-
fective AIDS educational strategies that are consistent with com-
munity values and needs.

Lastly, to reach the general public, C.D.C. initiated a national in-
formation campaign in 1987, with the theme "America Responds to
AIDS", to give v-Aioility and national significance to actions that
will prevent HIV infection. This year, C.D.C. launched the "Par-
ents and Youth" phase of the advertising campaign. And this
phase is designed to facilitate communication between parents and
youth and their children, regarding HIV prevention. These efforts
are being implemented together with national youth and educa-
tional organizations and State educational agencies

The C.D.C. continues to work together with other Federal agen-
cies in response to the epidemic. In 1988, the former Health and
Human Services Secretary, Otis Bowen, established a Workgroup
on Pediatric HIV Infection and Disease, which was chaired by Dr.
Antonio Novello of NICHD, and was composed of representatives
from all major elements of the Department, including Family Sup-
port Administration, Office of Human Development Services,
Health Care Financing Administration, Social Security Administra-
tion and the Public Health Service. This workgroup made a
number of recommendations in the areas of research, care, preven-
tion and financing and we hope to continue to work, or mark
progress toward carrying out these work group recommendations.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Margaret Oxtoby, M.D., follows:I
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PRF.PARED STATEMENT OF MARGARET Ovroor, M.D., CENTERS FOR DisEAsE CONTROL,
PUBLIC HRALTH SERVICE, U.S. nrPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
ATLANTA, GA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Margaret Oxtoby, Medical Officer, Centers for Disease Control, and I am

pleased to represent CDC in discussing our efforts to prevent HIV infection

and AIDS in children and youth.

First, I would like to provide background information about the problem of HIV

infection and AIDS in the pediatric population.

Although most of the attention in pediatric AIDS has been focused on infants

and younger children, HIV infection is also a significant problem for the

older "pediatric" population, i.e., adolescents who may be sexually active or

using intravenous (IV) drugs. For these purposes, wo will discuss the range

of CDC activities directed towards children as veil as adolescents.

As of June 30, 1989, 99,936 cases of AIDS had been reported to CDC. Of this

total number, 1,681 (approximately 2 percent) were in children less than 13

years of age; another 389 were in adolescents 13-19 years of age. An

additional 4388 AIDS cases (4 percent of all cases) were diagnosed among those

aged 20-24, and 16,157 cases (16 percent of all AIDS cages) were diagnosed

among those 25-29 years-old. Because the average incubation period from

infection with HIV to the development of AIDS is 8-10 years, many of the young

adults 20-29 years of age most likely were infected with HIV as adolescents,

Pediatric AIDS is already the ninth leading cause of death among children 1 to

4 years of age, and the seventh in young people between the ages of 15 and 24,

and is increasing rapidly in comparison with other raur.en of death.
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The issues of AIDS in children leas than 13 years of age are very different

from those related to adolescents. Therefore, I will consider these two

groups separately.

The first cases of pediatric AIDS were reported in 1982, about one year after

the initial adult cases of AIDS were reported to CDC. CDC projects that by

1991, over 3000 cases among children will have been reported, with over 1000

reported in calendar year 1991 alone. An additional, but unknown, number of

Children will develop HIV-related illnesses that do not meet the currently

defined criteria for AIDS, but will still require intensive medical

attention. Therefore, reported AIDS cases underrepresent the extert of

significant HIV-related illness in the pediatric age group. Pediatric AIDS is

already the ninth leading canoe of death among children 1 to 4 years of age,

and the seventh in young people between the ages of 15 and 24, and is

increasing rapidly in comparison with other causes of death.

Children may be infected with HIV by congenital or perinatal transmission from

Mother to child during pregnancy, during delivery, or following birth through

breast feeding. The problem of mother-to-infant transmission is likely to

increase because the proportion of female AIDS cases has risen from 7 percent

reported prior to 1984 to 10 percent in 1988. Approximately 25 to 50 percent

of the infante born to HIV-infected mothers will become infected with HIV.

Over 75 percent of AIDS cases in children reqult from perinatal transmission.

Of this group, 73 percent of the mothers were intravenous (IV) drug users or

were sexual partners of IV drug users. Children also can be infected through

transfusions of blood or blood products, although this risk has now been

1'7
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virtually eliminated in the U.S. Other possible modes of transmission include

sexual abuse.

Although AIDS cases in children have been reported from 45 States, Washington,

D.C., Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, SS percent of cases come from New

York, Nev Jersey and Florida, primarily from large urban areas. Three out of

four children (75 percent) with AIDS are black or Hispania

CDC is addressing the problem of pediatric HIV infection and related disease

in several ways including surveillance, and research in modes of transmission,

diagnosis, and natural history.

Surveillance for pediatric RIV disease is being conducted through ongoing

surveillance for AIDS cases in all States and territories, expandel national

surveillance of HIV infection and AIDS in infants and children, including

CDC-funded surveillance for IIIV infection in six selected geographic areas

(states or cities) to define better the extent of the problem in this

population, and through HIV seroprevalence surveys in neonates in nearly 40

States and in young children attending outpatient clinics in the cities of New

York, Washington, D.C., and Miami. The National Institute of Child Health and

Human Development funds neonatal surveys in an additional five States (Maine,

Massachusetts, Nes Hampshire, Rhode Island and North Carolina). in Florida,

results from the first 60133 neonatal samples tested showed that 293 (0.5%)

were positive for HIV, meaning that 1 in every 200 women bearing children in

Florida is infected with HIV.
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Ongoing research studies in New York and Newark of children born to

HIV-infected mothers will attempt to define risk factors for transmission of

HIV from mother to child, evaluate new testa for diagnosis of HIV in infants,

assess the effects of pregnancy on the course of HIV disease and the effects

of HIV infection on pregnancy complications and outcomes and describe better

the course of the disease in infants. The children in these studies also will

be entered into NIH-sponsored treatment trials whenever possible. Another

study, being conducted in a south Florida community that has a high prevelence

of HIV, dill evaluate the senual and reproductive behavior of women, with the

goal of developing possible approaches for supporting behavior change to

reduce the risk of infection in these women and their children.

CDC-funded Perinatal AIDS Prevention Projects include activities designed to

encourage the effective use of contraception among HIV-infected women and

women at high risk of infection who wish to avoid pregnancy. Eight Perinatal

AIDS Prevention Projects were directly funded by CDC in fiscal year 1988 and

will continue to be Supported in fiscal year 1989. These projects will: 1)

determine, and seek to overcome, obstacles to effective use of contraception

in target populations; 2) facilitate the use of family planning services by

these women; 3) evaluate attitude factors related to the use of contraception

among HIV-infected and high-risk women; and 4) encourage behavioral change

among HIV-infected and high-risk women to reduce risk of HIV infection.

Perinatal AIDS Prevention projects are expected to be expanded in 1990 to

cover the approximately 2C areas with the highest potential for HIV Infection

among children.
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CDC has also worked closely with the Office of Population Affairs (OPA) to

include HIV prevention training in programs carried out by Title X Family

Planning Regional Training Centers. Over 4 million sexually active women

visit federally funded (Title X) family planning clinics each year, but many

of the staff working in these clinics have lacked the skills and knowledge to

provide appropriate HIV- related services. In addition, CDC continues to

provide technical assistance and consultation to OPA on a variety of women's

health issues, including HIV.

In addition to the perinatal HIV prevention efforts discribed above, in (local

year 1987, CDC established a program to help schools and other agencies that

serve youth nationwide implement effective education to help young people

avoid risks for HIV infection end to deal with other important health

problems. The schools are a particularly important focus for HIV prevention

efforts since more than 45 million young people are currently enrolled in some

90,000 elementary and secondary schools across the country and more than 12

Million additional students are enrolled in colleges and universities. The

CDC program integrates several systems to enable schools and organirations

that serve youth not in school to implement effective AIDS educational

strategies that are consistent with community values and needs.

To reach the general public, CDC initiated a national information campaign in

fiscal year 19E7 with the theme, "America Responds to AIDS." The campaign was

designed to: (1) give national significance and visibility to actions that

will prevent HIV infection; (2) reach both the general population and special

targeted groups, and (3) deNelop strategies that will be used in the future.

ds U
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In Nay 1989, CDC launched the "Parents and Youth" phase of its multi-media

public service advertising campaign. This phase is designed to facilitate

communication between parento and their Children regarding HIV prevention.

These efforts are being implemented in close collaboration with national youth

and educational organisations and State education agencies.

The Centers for Diem. Control continues to work closely with other federal

agencies in efforts to respond to the HIV epidemic. In 1988, the former DHSS

Secretary Otis Bowen established a Workgroup on Pediatric HIV infection and

disease. The workgroup was chaired by Dr. Antonia Novella of MILD, and vas

rampaged of representatives from all major elements of the Department: the

Office of the Secretary, the Family Support Administration, the Office of

Human Development Services, the Health Care Pinencing Administration, the

Social Security Administration, and the Public Health Service. This workgroup

established priorities in the areas of research, care, prevention, and

financing. We hope to continue to mark progress toward carrying out the

workgroup recommendations.

Thank you. I viii be happy to answer questions.

WP963/07/28/89
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Chairman Mum.. Thank you. Dr. Scott.

STATEMENT OF GWENDOLYN SCOTT. M.D., PROFESSOR AND
ACTING DIRECTOR, PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASE AND IM-
MUNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI SCHOOL OF MEI). ANE.
MIAMI, FL

Dr. SCOTT. I would like to thank you very much for this opportu-
nity to testify before your committee about AIDS in children.

My name is Dr. Gwendolyn B. Scott. I am a pediatric infectious
disease specialist and a Professor of Pediatrics at the University of
Miami School of Medicine.

I have been working with HIV-infected children since 1981, and I
direct the Clinical Care and Research in this group of children at
Jackson Memorial Hospital and the Children's Hospital Center in
Miami, Florida.

Today, I would like to update you on information about AIDS in
children, particular in South Florida. As Dr. Oxtoby told you, the
first cases of AIDS in children were reported in 1983. And since
that time, approximately 1,600 cases of AIDS in children have been
reported to the C.D.C.

However, I think it is important to recognize that HIV infection
in children represents a broad spectrum of disease and AIDS is the
severe end of the spectrum. So that the actual number of infected
children are underestimated. And I would estimate that perhaps is
for every child who is perinatally infected, that there may be two
or three additional infants who have not been identified throughthe surveillance system.

In Miami we have now diagnosed 266 HIV 1 infected children at
our medical center between January 1981 and June 30, 1989. One
hundred and twenty three of those children meets the C.D.C. defi-
nition for AIDS, and 62 percent of those children with AIDS have
died.

The population that we see, 83.8 percent are Black, 7.5 percent
are Hispanic, and 8.6 percent are White. 'We currently diagnose
one new case per week and we are actively following about 140 in-
fected children. And almost all of these children have been identi-
fied because of the presence of symptomatic disease.

We know that case reports of AIDS in children have been re-
ceived from many States in the Union, however, Florida ranks
second in terms of number of pediatric cases reported. There are
215 cases reported in Florida, under age 13, and 38 in the 13 to 19
year age group. Over 50 percent of those tses to date, have been
diagnosed at our clinic in Miami. And when we look at those statis-
tics, over 85 percent of those cases are due to perinatal transmis
sion.

In South Florida the majority of infected children have been resi-
dences of Dade, Broward and Palm Beach Counties. Dade makes up
47.9 percent, Broward 8.9 percent, and, Palm Beach 15.5 percent.

In children under 13 years of age, the majority of infection
occurs as a result of a transmission from an infected mother to her
infant. We do not know exactly the timing of transmission, but we
do know that that transmission might occur in utero at the time of

22
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delivery, or in a few cases, post-natally by ingestion of infected
breast milk.

And I would like to briefly describe those cases, because these
were children whose mothers had been transfused after delivery
and those mothers, unfortunately, received HIV-infected blood. The
mothers then breast fed those infants and unfortunately later, both
mother and infants were found to be infected. There are four re-
ported cases at this point in the country, one of those has come
from Australia, two from Uganda and I think there is one in the
United States at this point.

So, these are very special cases and as far as the role of breast
milk in general, breast milk probably does represent a small incre-
mental risk for infection, however, we do not know whether breast
milk from all infected mothers, in all stages of disease, can trans-
mit the virus. So that there needs to be a lot more research and
studies done on the role of breast milk and transmission of this dis-
ease, because we realize that breast milk is essential :n many parts
of the world for survival.

Infection has occurred also in a high proportion of children with
severe hemophilia and in children who received blood or blood
product transfusions from an infected donor prior to 1985.

The other area that I consider a huge problem are the adolescent
age group. In the 13 to 18 year age group, the mode of transmission
is more similar to adults. Approximately 48 percent are homosex-
ual or bi-sexual males; 22 percent have hemophilia or lation
disorder, 6 percent are from blood transfusion; 6 percent from in-
travenous drug abuse; and, 3 percent from heterosexual contact.

On the other hand, when you look at female adolescents, a
higher proportion of female adolescents who are infected, have
been infected because of heterosexual contact. And this is a group
that we know very little about. Unfortunately, adolescents do not
routinely access medical care systems and we are now beginning to
see pregnant adolescents who are HIV-infected, delivering HIV-in-
fected infants. So this is a group where education is essential and
they must be aware of how to protect themselves and how this dis-
ease is transmitted.

Infected children commonly live in the inner city and come from
low socioeconomic backgrounds. National AIDS surveillance data
indicate that 52 percent of children are Black; 23 percent are His-
panic; and, 24 percent Caucasian. And as Dr. Oxtoby told you, it is
estimated that over 70 percent of perinatal cases can be related to
drug abuse in one or both of the parents. However, in Miami this is
much different, 65 percent of women giving birth to infected chil-
dren have become infected through presumed heterosexual trans-
mission.

HIV infection in children is primarily a disease of infants and
toddlers. Over 80 percent of cases are cases in children under three
years of age, with the majority of those children becoming ill in the
first two years of life.

But I think it is important again, to remember that there is a
spectrum of disease as some children do survive for longer periods
of time with less symptoms. But, because the majority of them do
develop disease very early, there may be only a short time period
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where they are asymptomatic and where drug treatment might be
effective in that group.

HIV infection in children differs quite greatly from that in
adults. And it stresses the importance of studying the natural his-
tory of this disease in children. The rate of perinatal transmission
is estimated to be somewhere between 20 and 50 percent. At this
point, we do not understand what factors promote transmission of
this virus from mother to infant. The spectrum of disease in chil-
dren is broad and includes developmental delay, progressive cen-
tral nervous system disease, lung, heart and kidney disease. So it is
a multi-system type of infection.

Alr,o we have a very special problem in children, in that the diag-
noes is very difficult to make, particularly in the infant because of
pessive transfer of HIV antibody from the mother to the infant.
Most of these infants born to HIV - positive women, are clinically
and immunologically normal at birth, they are no different from
any other child.

Therefore, the antibody testir.g cannot, by itself, determine
whether or not an infant is infected. In some cases this maternal
antibody may persist for many months and the child's IIIV status
may not be determined until they are 15 or 18 months of age. And
you can imagine the trauma that this causes to the parents, not
knowing whether or not their child is infected or not.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Scott, let me ask you now because I know
you have a time problem.

Dr. SCOTT. Okay, all right.
Chairman MILLER. We were not going to ask you questions.
Dr. SCOTT. Well, I think that if I could then, I think that other

important issues are treatment issues. As I said before, identifica-
tion of these infants is very important, because there is only a
short period of time when they are asymptomatic or only mildly
symptomatic, so we need access to drugs early for those children
and we need to test drugs to concomitantly with the testing that is
going on in adults.

Also, I would add that the epidemiology of disease in children,
closely parallels that in women. And so it is very important to give
women the option for having the test, voluntarily with permission,
and this will then help them in knowing their options in terms of
pregnancy, the chance for perinatal transmission and will also pro-
vide them access to drug treatment programs.

I think that Ms. Garcia is going to summarize for you a lot of the
family aspects, that this is a family unit disease and is devastating
for not only the child, but the whole family unit.

And in closing, I would say that these children need advocates
and they need advocates at all levels and particularly in the Gov-
ernment. And I hope that as we educate and as you become more
familiar with HIV infection in children, that you will become those
advocates.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Gwendolyn Scott, M.D., follows:1
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PREPARED I'ATItIllIENT OP GWENDOLYN H. &Arm'. M.D., PEDIATRICIAN AND P trositst-
SOK OF PlIZDIATRICS, DIVISION OF PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASF AND IMMUNOLOGY,
UNIVRIIRITY OF MIAMI SCHOOL OF MEDK1NE. MIAMI, FL

Good morning, my name is Gwendolyn B Scott I an a Pediatnctan and a Professor of Pediatrics. Division of
Pediatric Infectious Disease anal linaturiology. University of Miami .Sdiool of Medicine I have been waiting with
HIV -1 infected dandiest since 1981 and direct the clinical care and research in this group of children at hilison
fitlemorull Hospital. enadlell'S Hospital Center. in Miami, Florida.

I am Imre today to provide up-to-date information about this epidemic; and its effcct on infants, children :Ind
adolescents

EPIDEMIOLOGY

The first cases of AIDS in children were reported in 1513. The Centers for Disease Control t retxr vett reports of
1.681 cases of Albs ill christen under 13 years of age. and 389 cases in the 13 to 19 year age group as of lure. 1989
This mamba grossly andersviniatcs the actual number of Infected ettiklien. There is a broad spectrum of clinical
illness associated w HIV infection in children_ Only the more seven illnesses meet the CDC surveillance
del tarn for AIDS mid are reponable.ca.ses Thin, for every one child reported with AIDS, there may be at lean two
or more childns who me clinically symptomatic but do nut meet the criteria for the diagnosis of AIDS. In Miami. we
have diaposed 266 HIV-1 ltilkaed children at our medical center between January 1Q81 and June 30, 1989 123

meet CDC entena for AIDS. 62% of these children with AIDS have died. 113.84'1 are black, 7.5% are hispanic. and
8.6% are white. nmentty we diagnose one new caw per beck and are actively following about 140 infected
children. Aturea Al of dame children have been Omitted because of the presence of clinical disease.

Pry:111162=y tindiegs hum 6 mon, or anonymous testing of blood front newborn infants in Florida showed an
overall s e n m e r v a h r o c e of 4.9/1000 w i t h the highest setup revalaice in Palm Beach ( 1 1 5/1t.XX. Dade (8 7/1(100) and
Browned (8.4(1000). In this study. Mail child bearing women state-wide were 9 times more likely a, 1w HIV
injected than Whim child bearing women.

In a recent survey in Jackson Memorial Hospital by De Mary Joe O'Sullivan, overall semprevalence in 11,803
pregnant women tested for HIV antibody *nth their consent was 2.15'1, 7.3% of the veropossuve women were
adolescents, lt is noteworthy that in this study 38% of the women did not identify themselves as being at risk.

Case mparts of AIDS in doh ma have been received trim 44 states, the Distract of Columbia and Puerto Piro, but the
intOority lest* in New York. Florida. New Jersey and California. Pediatric AIDS is largely a disease found in large
coastal mompolinan wens and 55% of cases are reported from .'sew York Coy. Miami. and Newark. Floods ranks
second in dm somber of radiants asses reported. In Florida Oa re are 215 children reported under age 1 3 and 38 in
the 13-19 age gm". Ova 50% have been diagnosed at our slink in Miami. In South Florida, the majority of
infected child= hove been sanctum of Dade. Steward and Palm Beach counbaL

duidren under 13 years of age. the majority of infection (78%) occur as a result of transmission from an infected
mother to her infant. An infected mother may transom de virus to het infant across the placenta during pregnaocy.
the tone of delivery or postnatally by ineesuon of infeLied breast milk The actual time during which intedion occurs
in not losown. The unpin of HIV -1 infected infants are clinically normal at the time of delivery, eticti suggests
that moat infaala are likely niledied tinting lase gestation or during delivery from exposure to mother's infected blood.
Tnntranismon of the runs via bsearafeeding has not been studied eidemusely, but the virus has been cultured from a
small number of specimens of bream milk There are four repotted cases that strongly suggest transmission of the
virus by bleastmdk to an infant to each case, the mothers were infected utter delivery by blood transfusion These
mothers braided dr*: infants and subsequently hash the raothets and lbw infants were found to be infected Thew
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mothers however may remesem a Special group since they were inteeted %tautly bctore beginning true ust !ceding We
donut know whether breast Milk hum all Infected mothers in all stages of disease Cah transmit the virus Since breast
milk is essential in many pants of the world for survival. this needs to he invesugaud further

Infection has also occurred In a high proportion of childmn with severe hemophilia and in chit/hen who teemed
Woad or blood product trinshisions from an inlet-tint donor prior to 19145 In the 13 to 1$ year age group. the mode of
transunsaion is more Sendai 10 adults. Applallthaleiy 41i percent an homosexual or bisexual males, 22 pe nxts have
hemophilia or ti ctiagulaium disorder. ft percent are firm blood transfusion, 6 percent hom i uravemous drug &we.
imd 3 Mean from heterosexual COMM 'rte du . es know twat many adolescents might he intected.. even in writs of
high prevalence This is a group where eel ion is essential and they must be aware of how this disease is
transcaitted.

Infected children tortintonly live in the inner n v and -cane from tow socioeconomic backgrounds. National AIDS
surveillance data indicate that 52 pervers of chiluirn are HIlek, 21 percent are Finipaiuc, and 24 peacoat Caucasian. It
is estimated that about 79 poem of perinatal cases can be related to drug abuse in one at the mucus However. in
Miami 65% of women giving birth to infected children have become injected through homosexual transmission,

WV infection in children is primarily a disease of infants and toddles Over 80 percent are cases in children under 1
years of age with the mammy of children becoming ill in the first two years of life. Thr set dignhinion in children
tinder 13 is equal. but in ash:descents. the 11100 is 7.1 orate to fonale as aimpared to 1471 m adults.

Unfortunately. the prognosis tor HIV infected children is grim. The proportion of children with AIDS who die is high
and national statistics suggest that once a child is diagnosed with AIDS, the median survival is less than one year
The minority of deaths in this illness occur in the first two years of life. 7bere are a kw children with tong term
survival, but many of these eventually develop disease and fuse sitatificant mortsdity and mortality demite longer
Survival,

CLINICAL. PICTURE

HIV-1 infection in children differ: from that in adults and stresses the imponimie of studying the natural history of
this disease in children It is estimated that 20 to Strtr of infants him to Ii1V-1 infected mothers will he themselves
infected. It is not understood what (acmes promote minsir :soon at the virus from mother to infant The spectrum of
disease 3 tilddrCh is broad and includes deveturement. progmssive 4-rrurai nevornus systera disease. lung,
bean disease and kidney disease

Making a thapunus of disease in infants is more difficult than in an adult due topassive ;miter of antibody Wen
Mother to infant. Themfore. antibody testing cannot immediately determine if an infarti is infected. In some cases
this maternal antibody may persist for it's -ral moral. ; the child's HIV status may not he determined until 13 or t lt
months of age A defininve diagnosis of HIV nueition under 15 months of age can only be made by themrsensie of
ethical illness. a positive lints culture or positive antigen test. Research efforts need to he dirircied toward the
develomnem of ample laboratory tests tar diagnosis in the child less than 15 months of age. Lady recognition and
diagnosis of infants at risk beanie important as new therapies are developed /Wrath tit is telt that there is benefit in
early recognition of the -at risk" infant

ITIEATMIINT

From this information. it is cleat that if children are to he saved Inns, the devactinon at this disease. infected children
must be identified carts. preferably before the onset of siinuficans c lnniial ssinpumi% and treated Drug treatmem in
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dilidien has lagged behind that of adults. There is no licensed drug available for therapy of HIV -1 infected children
under 13 years of age. Phase 1 and Plisse II studies with Azielonymidine tReutivir. AZT, in children and a small
Phase 1 - with ribavirin have been casipleted, Phase I trials of dideoxycyndute iDDC) arc ongoing and a phase
I Mal of dideoxyhmaine (DOI) is underway. A double blind clinical trial of intravenous gamma globulin with an
attwinen pinny cannot is ongoing arena November 1987 as pan of a Maternal and Child Health Protocol and has

molted over 200 HIV-1 infected children Datieffnvitle.

Placing children on tesearetimatooala is n caned= i3Stie. Drug studies in children have lagged behind those in adults
hat the need to gather informed= on drugs and move into treatment tnals is no less umens. It is also impottant to
solo mote intonation about when and how the infection oocurs in minimal transmission. It infra= are infected
whge still in die menu. then perhaps even tientmern at birth will not be effective and &nevi nd drug treatment need to
be evaluated in infected women In an manta to prevent disease an their newborn A plia.re 1 protocol using AZT in

moan anima is approved and about to begin.

in addition. sew drugs must he made available to children as soon as safety is established so that efficacious drugs
will he available for madam of Infected (*UM= as well as adults. Since many of these child= will come from

Anallies who are poor and arca affod the cost of drugs, it is importani that these drugs be made gaffer; Uy available

so all children have an equal chance for nee n. This win likely moue a large allocation of funds to pay for these
Dr . is addition. oder obstacles arise in the moment of children. Some children do not have living parents or
legal guardian and permissiem for otannere of sash children can involve long. prolonged and complicated legal
prosedures. Some poems may have difficulty adhering m tenet protocols because of employment. lack of adequate
Made for daily ihrkng needs or an =familiarity with the concept of regular medical care. usually accessing care only

in an emergency, Priority sbradd also be given to die developman and clinical teals of new antiviral drugs.

Perinatal AIDS is a family unit disease. Frequently die mother does not perceive herself to be at risk and the first
evidence of WV1 Infection in die family is an infected child. Par ms may become ill themselves and are no hanger

able to care for their chiktnen. resulting in needs for foster care. Families require a network of services and the care
team includes not only medical Peinenne but social waiters, patent advocates, community agencies such as Visiting
Nurse Services. Hospice. and other support groups. Adequate financial support is essential and infected child=
should be eligible for government benefits. The development of respite and day care facilities would assist some
families with the drastic cam needs of the children.

The epidemic of Pediatric AIDS has created a crisis in pediatric centers Laced with growing numbers of cases. There
is a need for additional physicists. nurses. social wart ers and administrative support personnel. In addition,
treantient programs and the increase in haste science research has severely impacted on smite Money needs to he
made available for hiring adequate personaeli. Rinds for renovations or development of additional space are also
critical issues. Hospital care costs art significant due to the cnionic nature of this disease.

PREVENTION

We are hopeful that HIV-1 infection in Pedlar es can be prevented. This requires an emphasis on the family.
particularly die maternal child mut. The epidemiology of HIV 1 in women and children is closely linked. Women are
one of dm most rapid growing groups feminized with AIDS. Many do not peru'ive themselves to be at nsk. It is
imponsra that women be offered HIV eating, particularly in leanly planning cloy.. and prenatal clinic. They need
to be aware of any risk to their infant. Also early recognition of women can facilitate family planning and din*
themselves or their infants to enter into treatment prnincols early as these become available
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Congress should expand medicaid coverage fot the full range ot health can and social SCTV laS needed by
HIV- t infected child=

2. Congress should wpm funding of Pediatric AIDS healthcare demonstration protects in 1990,

3. Conress should support grants for outreach. confidential tuniseling and resting and Family plantung services
to women and adolescents at risk for H1V infection or already infected

4. Congress should support research into 1 t the natural history of HIV-1 infection in children. 2) mechanisms of
perinatal transmission and the tole of breasiznilk. 1) developemeni of methods for early neonatal diagAnsts.
and 4) treatment of children with antiviral drug through NIH supported clinical mats groups.

5. The Food and Mg AdministraLon should review guidelines regarding testing of new antiviral agents in
children

6. Age appropnate HIV -1 educauon should he offered to all students at each level. hegutrungun kindergarten and
Continuing through grade 12.

7. Shelters and services for adolescents should he increased with special enapha.sis on runaway youth

S. IOCr. 4.SC the availability of dnig treatment programs and mimed 1CNIk:VS for all. with a special emphasis on
pregnant. drug dependent women

2 6
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. James.

STATEMENT OF DEANNA JAMES, M.D., MEDICAL AND EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, C.L. BRUMBECK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER,
BELLE GLADE, FL
Dr. JAMES. Good morning. I would like to bring you greetings

from the H.R.S. Palm Beach County Public Health Unit in Belle
Glade, Florida. I am Dr. Deanna James and I am the Director of
the Belle Glade Public Health Unit. I have just completed my Na-
tional Health Service Corps scholarship obligation and I have de-
cided to stay on indefinitely, because I see a need for more work of
myself and others if we are to help halt the spread of AIDS in our
community.

Our clinic is Federally and State funded and we service about
8,000 single users per year, which is about 30,000 patient visits per
year. We service the communities of Belle Glade, South Bay and
Pahokee in Western Palm Beach County. The population of these
three combined towns is 38,000. However, since 1981, we have had
304 AIDS cases reported from Western Palm Beach County, 98 per-
cent of these cases are Black. Further, of the 3,130 AIDS cases that
had been reported from Florida, 9.7 percent have been from this
small area of Western Palm Beach County, population 38,000.

Even more striking is the fact that of 26,916 cases of AIDS in mi-
norities in the United States, 1.1 percent have been from Western
Palm Beach County. Currently we are following 405 HIV-infected
persons, 100 are children and 305 are adults. We believe that HIV
entered our community through intravenous drug use, but it has
continued to spread because of multiplicity of sexual partners. This
is supported by the 20 percent HIV infectivity rate we have in our
sexually transmitted disease clinic, and by the 7 percent infectivity
rate we have in our newborn and maternity clinic.

It is interesting that many of the women that know that they are
HIV seropositive, do not want to have any form of birth control
once they have delivered one child. They do not want tubal liga-
tions, they do not want to use condoms and they have become sexu-
ally active in eheir pre-teen and teenage years. Unfortunately, we
are seeing kids as young as six years old become sexually active
and pre-school aged children mimicking their parents.

We also believe that substance abuse is contributing to the
spread of AIDS in our community. A lot of young people are
having what is called anonymous sex, they are having sex in order
to earn money for crack cocaine and crank. Crank is the new drug
of choice in our substance abuse population.

Also in our community we have seen a rise in tuberculosis,
which is closely linked to the spread of AIDS in the community. A
lot of young people, some with AIDS and some without, are con-
tracting tuberculosis and spreading it throughout the community.

AIDS has continued to spread because of the cultural behavior in
the Black community and in the Haitian community. As I said, 98
percent of our cases are American Blacks and Haitians. They do
not want to use condoms, they feel that it is macho to have more
than one partner and also that it is macho to spend money on
prostitutes.
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I would like to speak briefly about pediatric AIDS. As I said
before, we are following 100 HIV seropositive children. Eight are
currently school aged. We are following 16 children that have con-verted from HIV seropositive to seronegative and we think about
approximately 20 percent of our HIV seropositive children at the
present are converting from seropositive to seronegative. We are
very concerned about what will happen to these children once their
mothers die. We have foster care available, but it is limited for all
children, not just for children who are HIV infected and we are
concerned with who will be the caretaker for these children, once
these mothers expire.

The services for AIDS patients in our clinic are provided by pri-
nuwilr National Health Service Corps physicians. We have myselfand two others that are non Corps physicians. We have four int.q'-
nista, three pediatricians and two obstetrician gynecologists. Mustof the patients that need services in our clinic are indigent. They
are cleared by County Human Services, through an eligibility proc-
ess that uses the Federal guidelines for poverty. Some are also eli-
gible for Medicaid. Those that are ineligible, only have to pay a $3fee if they are HIV seropositive or migrant.

Most of our patients are hospitalized at a very small hospital, Ev-
erglades Memorial Hospital in Pahokee, Florida. We are also
straining their resources, because most of the private beds aretaken up by our AIDS patients.

We work very closely with community organizations in preven-
tion. We work with the C.D.C. funded HIV Prevention Center, and
we work with the Comprehensive AIDS Program which is funded
by Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and by HCFA. The Compre-
hensive AIDS Program provides home nursing services, counseling,
and social services. The HIV Prevention Center provides health
education and risk reduction activities. What we have been doing
lately is getting together as a group and going out into the commu-
nity to talk to children and others, in youth programs that we have
been able to find during the summer, to try and make a coordinat-
ed organized effort in education in our area.

We have a lot of needs however. As I said before we do have
health educators from the HIV Prevention Center, but even if we
doubled our current staff, this would not be enough to reach all the
contacts of all the people we currently have that are HIV infected.
There is very little housing in this area for the homeless, and also
very little for the homeless that are HIV infected.

We have one substance abuse program that is very small and it
is for men. There is nothing for the many women that are sub-
stance abusers in the area. We need more funding for hospitaliza-
tion, more funding for medication. In a few years, we probably will
need more manpower, because the National Health Service Corps
is drying up and there will not be any doctors to service the pa-
tients in this population unless we can provide some incentives for
them to stay.

In summary, I would just like to say that I am very concerned
with what is happening in Belle Glade. I do not want Belle Glade
to happen in the rest of the country, even though as I travel
around to different places, I see in the minority community that
Black America is not responding to AIDS, that we are the last ones
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to get the information, we are not reading the pamphlets that
Koop put out, and we are not listening to the news. So, what we
are trying to do in Belle Glade is try and develop some culturally
relevant materials so that we reach our target population. We use
the type of music that the kids like, we do skits that they can
relate to and things like that, but as I said, before this is going to
be a very long slow process.

I do think that the community, the West Palm Beach County mi-
nority community is threatened with extinction and hopefully we
can all work together and get something done.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Deanna James, M.D., follows:]

3i
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEANNA R. JAWS, M.D., MEDICAL AND EXECUTIVE Duuteron,
BRUMBECE CommuNITY HEALTH CENTER, BELLs GLADE, FL

I would like to thank the House Select Committee for inviting me to discuss
some of the unique problems of HIV infection in Western Palm Beach County.
I am an Internist trained at Tufts University School of Medicine. I have
completed a National Health Service Corps obligation at the HRS Palm Beach
County Public Health Unit (Belle Glade), where I am currently the Director.

Our federally and state funded clinic services a population of 8.000 in-
digent migrant and seasonal farmvorkers from Western Palm Beach County.
This includes patients from belle Glade, South Bay. and Pahokee. Even
though these three areas have an off season population of only 38,000. 304
cases of AIDS have been reported to the CDC from Western Palm Beach County.
Ninety-eight percent of these cases are in the black population. Of note,
to date Florida has reported 3,130 cases of AIDS in blacks and the United
States 26,916. This means that 9.72 of the cases of AIDS in blacks in
Florida have been reported from Western Palm Beach County, an area with a
pouletioo of only 38.000. Further, 1.12 of all 26,916 cases of AIDS in
blacks in the United States have been from Western Palm Beach County.

We are currently caring for 405 active HIV seropositive patients in our
clinic population. One hundred are children (newborn to age 17) and 300
are adults. We are hoping that a percentage of these HIV seropositive
children will become seronegative.

We believe that Hli entered eur population through intravenous drug use, but
has continued to sinned rapidly because of the multiplicity of sex partners
In the black ,lopultrion. This is evident in the 192 infectivity rate in our
STD clinic, ant, the approximately 72 infectivity rate in our newborn and
maternity clinic ;watulations. When informed of the risks to their unborn
children. many HIV seropositive women do not want tubals. In fact, many
women in our prenatal clinic have delivered more than one HIV seropositive
infant. Many become sexually active in the preteen and teenage years.

Substance abusers are engaging in "anonymous sex" contributing to the spread
of AIDS in this community. The drug of choice of our substance abusing
population has switched from intravenous coc..ine to crack and crank.

Coupled with the rise in AIDS has been a rise in Tuberculosis. We have ex-
panded our clinic Tuberculosis services to treat the rising numbers of
patients with Tuberculosis.

The AIDS epidemic in Western Palm Beach County is deeply entrenched in the
cultural behavior of the infected population. Local Mai.ian American and
Black American behaviors are greatly contributing t. the spread of this epi-
demic. It is considered "macho", for example, for a heteroseual male to
have multiple partners, not to use condoms, and to spend money on a pro-
stitute.
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Pediatric AIDS

As previously s ated, we currently have 100 HIV infected children eight of
Whom are school aged, Approximately 202 of our HIV seropositive newborns
are converting to seronegative status. We are very concerned with caretakers
for HIV seropositive children once their parents die. We are also cognizant
of the fact that converters (seropositive to sroglegative) will have to be

monitored for several years.

Services

Our clinic provides comprehensive care to HIV infected clients. Our physicians
are all National Health Service Corps or former Corps physicians. Four (4)

Internists, three (3) Pediatricians and two (2) Obstetrician Gynecologists
are able to hospitalize these patients at Everglades Memorial Hospital (a non-
profit hospital). M1V seropositive patients may be seen in our clinic for a
nominal ($3.00 fee), if they are above county human service guidelines for
eligibility or are ineligible for medicaid. The majority of patients, however,
are eligible for medicaid or county clearance.

In conjunction with CDC and the MIV Prevention Center staff, the clinic staff
provides health education and risk reduction case management for HIV infected
clients in the community. The Comprehensive AIDS Program is a social service
(HCFA and R. W. Johnson Foundation funded) agency that provides housing assis-
tance, homemakers, and home nursing care for patients who have AIDS or ARC.
These agencies work very closely with the Public Health Unit staff to provide
coordinated medical care for HIV infected persons.

Needs

This community needs additional health educators to provide follow-up and con-
tact tracing of HIV infected clients. The staff of the aforementioned organi-
sations must be increased if we are to halt the spread of this deadly epidemic.

Additional dollars are needed to provide housing for homeless HIV infected
peraone in our community. Substance abuse treatment centers meet be established

in our community. Health care dollars are needed for hospitalisation, medi-

cation and manpower. With the diminnition of the National Health Service Corps,
physician recruitment will be a major issue in Western Palm Reach County.

In summary, the AIDS epidemic threatens our predominantly black medically
underverved population with extinction. Our clinic population consists largely

of a group that tends to wait long periods of time before seeking medical
attention. Education, beginning in early childhood is essential. Any efforts
in education must be culturally sensitive to the values and behaviors of our

community.

Thank you for your attention, and I am willing to supply any further information
as necessary.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Ms. Garcia.

STATEMENT OF ANA GARCIA. L.C.S.W., ASSOCIATE COORDINA-
TOR, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI PEDIATRIC AIDS DEMONSTRA-
TION PROJECT, DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOL-
OGY, MIAMI, FL

Ms. GARCIA. Good morning, gentlemen, and thank you for letting
me testify here this morning. My name is Ana Garcia and I am a
Clinical Social Worker for the Department of Pediatrics at the Uni-
versity of Miami Medical Center here at Jackson. I am a social
worker by career and training and a jack of all trades in terms of
what I do here at the hospital.

The issues that I am highlighting this morning have been com-
mented on briefly by the other panelists, but I would like to elabo-
rate, and not to make it a very pessimistic testimony, I want to
give some history here of some of the accomplishments we have
had in our community.

I have been counseling families since 1983, together with Dr.
Scott and our other immunologist. The issues have not changed,
they have just increased in intensity or severity.

One of the positive outcomes of funding and listening to what the
issues of children, are for our community, has been with the foster
care program. We no longer have a boarder baby problem for HIV
children, or children at risk, awaiting placement here at Jackson.

Children's Home Society has taken on the challenge of recruit-
ing, counseling and assisting with the licensing, together with Flor-
ida Health and Rehabilitative Services here in Florida, providing
13 lice:ised foster homes, in which we have placed 25 children in
the last almost two years. These are children who have been or-
phaned, abandoned or placed temporarily while their mothers have
received drug addiction treatment, or their mothers have died of
HIV infection and AIDS.

We have recommended through the years that FIRS please offer
placements with stipends to members of the children's extended or
nuclear family in lieu of a foster care placement. We often have
grandmothers, aunts and older siblings who are interested in
caring for the child, but are unable to afford the high costs of rais-
ing them.

Now again, the rules for stipend incentives for families vary
from county to county and that is part of the problem, there are
very few services for families that are uniform across the State of
Florida. Dade County does not provide this for an extended family
member.

We now have Medicaid waiver in the State of Florida and I am
happy about that, because it helps offset the costs of high medical
care and it is also allowing some of our mothers to receive AZT
treatment, if they qualify for Medicaid.

We have an incredible Dade County Public School program,
where they have integrated HIV-infected ci ildren, mainstreamed
them into the general population and have developed a task force,
an advisory committee that addresses the needs of each individual
child who has full-blown AIDS who may stay in the classroom, eon-

22-974 0 - 90 - 2
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fidentially axed anonymously and I would like to see this repeated
throughout the other counties of the State.

Dade County Head Start Program has used this public school
model to devise a plan to also integrate HIV-infected children into
their Head Start programs. Day care with specialized needs identi-
fied for these children is nonexistent as yet and I am glad to see
that Head Start is using this Dade County Public School model to
develop their own. A few hours outside the home would benefit a
child by providing external stimulation in a productive environ-
ment and allow the mother respite time to wash her hair, do her
laundry or just go to the store, or maybe even sleep a couple of
extra hours.

We have the development of the South Florida AIDS Network,
that is multi-geverement funded, and they provide multi-discipline
case management to patients affected by the spectrum of HIV dis-
ease in a comprehensive coordinated manner. And this is adminis-
tered through the South Florida, the Jackson Memorial Public
Health Trust.

All right, so these are our accomplishments. Now, this is where
the request for funding comes. We have a very big problem with
undocumented aliens in this very transient community of ours.
Mostly originating from Caribbean islands and Latin America and
it is seriously impacting their inability to, and ineligibility to re-
ceive social services. Their fears and anxieties of being identified to
Immigration Services often leads to non-compliance and poor
follow-through with referrals for HIV testing. Support services are
limited to this population. However, their children are eligible for
full services, because they are American born. Detention and possi-
bly deportation are a real threat in their day-to-day existence here.

So, *what I am saying is that the mothers, they are illegal, the
children are born here, I can send the mother for Medicaid and
possibly even welfare for her child, but that amount is so low be-
cause they are ,coot counting her in. Some of the mothers who have
one child will lase their AFDC allotment if the child receives Social
Security Disability, it is all lumped into one check and the mother
is dropped. And often times the mother is not aware that she is en-
titled to apply for Medicaid through some other programs and
other mechanisms.

Shelters and housing. As Dr. James had stated, it is not just a
problem in Palm Beach County, we have a problem here. For the
homeless and displaced family with HIV infection, it is totally in-
adequate. the community would benefit by constructing dedicated
facilities for displaced women and their children with nearby
access to the Medical Center.

We sato, a facility on Friday that they are selling for $500,000, it
is a 23 room, one bedroom apartment, efficiency and combination
and the own are want $100,000, perfect for infected women and
their children. And right now, where are we going to find the
money for sutch a center.

In recognizing that HIV infection has afflicted whole families,
sometimes throughout three generations, it is our obligation to
assure that the HIV-negative children and adolescents of those
families receive the most comprehensive HIV prevention education

3u
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and counseling. Not that they may not receive it now, but I think
we should target them especially.

Often times these children are not aware of what disease has af-
flicted and claimed their whole family. It would be a doublefold
tragedy if these children became infected by engaging in high-risk
behavior as they grow into young adulthood.

We need a comprehensive education and outreach strategy to
reach the male partners of HIV-infected women, as they are also
grossly inadequate. Inter-generational macln attitudes interfere
with men's acceptance and use of condoms and also affect their
ability to cope with their female partners' positive status, leading
to denial and refusal to be tested themselves. And what we have
begun doing in the last two years, is asking these women, please
name your baby's fathers and unfortunately what we are hearing
is, it is the same dad to multiple women and multiple children.
And these are still men who refuse to be tested themselves and to
use some protective device.

The substance abuse problems in Dade County are reaching epi-
demic proportion. Increased funding to create and staff more drug
treatment centers are required right now. Public residential and
out-patient programs have limited spaces, insufficient to meet the
needs of this community. We have counted approximately 5 in-pa-
tient public program centers and approximately 23 out-patient
public centers and we could fill that ourselves with referrals from
our Medical Center.

Crack babies are filling hospital beds as they await foster care
placement, mother's lose custody and are often back on the streets
or get pregnant while awaiting drug treatment. Narcotics Anony-
mous has yet to open support groups in the inner city areas, where
the incidence of crack cocaine is highest.

Routine screening for HIV infection, while maintaining strict
confidentiality, should be offered to all women of childbearing age.
While respecting the same regard for confidentiality, voluntary
partner notification should occur simultaneously, and funding for
these two critical services are non-existent. If any attempts to
impact on decreasing heterosexual and perinatal transmission are
to be made, it would occur most efficiently through the provision of
these two services.

And lastly, we would appreciate additional funds be allocated to
AIDS service programs for hiring mental health supportive staff to
assist the dedicated individuals who counsel and provide health
care to HIV-infected persons. High mortality and case overload
burnout the most invested care providers. As the incidence of AIDS
cases increase, we must be assured that the pool of staff resources
does not run dry. In most grants when you apply, the first thing
that gets cut is mental health support staff, or the staff that do the
work. And I said I wear many hats, that is one of the hate that I
wear. So we cannot burn out our resources.

Thank you, gentlemen.
[Prepared statement of Ann Garcia Nlows:l
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP ANA GAecIA, AssocIATE Cot)RDINATOR, UNIVEMOTT
OP MIAKI, PEINATRICS AIDS DEMONSTRATION Paoarr, DEPARTMENT Or OssTETRics
AND GYNELXILOGY, MIAMI, FL

Of over 90,000 reported cases of Acquired Immune Deficiency

Syndrome (AIDS) in the United States, 8000 cases are in Florida.

Miami has reported the third largest number of cases per million

of the population.

In our city, HIV infection has touched the lives of all

races, ethnic groups, social classes, men, women and children.

There is an increasing incidence of HIV infection acquired

through heterosexual transmission. In our community, it seems to

predominately affect the impoverished, inner city Slack and

Hispanic population.

Last year, Human Resources Services Administration:

Department of Maternal Child Health, released funds which were

utilized to develop an intensive, comprehensive Case Management

program for women and children with HIV infection. Through

combined efforts, the University of Miami Departments of

Obstetrics and Pediatrics has implemented this Case Management

program in order to identify and address gaps in services to the

families receiving Case Management services.
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Eight years have elapsed since the first case of Pediatric

8/V infection was identified at Jackson Memorial medical Center.

The community was not prepared to respond to the multiple

problems and needs of this special population. Since 1981, we

have come a long way in the availability and provision of medical

and social services in Dade County. The following highlights the

achievements and shortcomings of these services:

* Childrens Hone Society, in cooperation with the State of

Florida Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS), and the South

Florida AIDS Network at Jackson Memorial Hospital, have

implemented a Foster Care program which has licensed thirteen

foster homes and has placed twenty-five children, who have been

orphaned, abandoned, or have been placed temporarily while their

mothers receive drug addiction treatment. Although this is an

admirable program, it has been recommended that HRS offer

placement with 'stipends' to membe s of the child's extended or

nuclear family in lieu of foster care placement. Often,

grandmothers, aunts or older siblings are interested in caring

for the child, but are unable to afford the costs of raising

them.

* The State of Florida now accepts Medicaid waivers. This

policy not only helps offset the high cost of medical care, but

also assists in the payment of AZT for those who meet the

eligibility criteria for treatment.

* In 1987, the Dade County Public School Board established

an AIDS Task Force which addressed the issue of mainstreaming HIV

3 C.)
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infected children into the general population. The program has

successfully enrolled c' ldren into public school regardless of

their HIV status, in a confidential manner, and has formed an

Advisory Committee that meets as needed, to develop specialized

care plans for the child with AIDS who is medically compromised.

* The Dade County Seadstart Program has also taken the

initiative to mainstream HIV infected children into their Day

Care Centers and are using Public School model to develop

their plan. Day Care services for families dependent on welfare

has been a seriously. deficient resource for our population. A

few hours outside the home would benefit the child (by providing

external stimulation in a productive environment) and allow the

mother much needed respite time for,rest or other activities.

* Multi-governmental funding allowed for the development of

the South Florida AIDS Network through the Public Health Trust at

Jackson Memorial Hospital. South Florida AIDS Network provides

multi-discipline Case Management to patients affected by the

spectrum of HIV disease in a comprehensive/coordinated manner.

Medical and social service referrals to unfunded residents of

Dade County are directed through this Network of servics

providers.

Despite these great strides, the following critical issues

need further funding and attention:
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* Undocumented aliens originating from the Caribbean Islands

and Latin America are the most seriously impacted regarding

ineligibility for social services. Their fears and anxieties of

being identified to Immigration Services often lends to

non-compliance and poor follow-through with referrals for HIV

tasting. Support services are limited to this population.

However their children are eligible for full services as they are

American born. Detention and possibly deportation are a real

threat in their day-to-day living experience.

* Shelters and housing for the homeless or displaced person/

families with HIV infection are inadequate. An HIV infected

pregnant women with children cannot have her many needs met by

the existing shelters. The community would benefit by

constructing d.'iicated facilities for displaced women and their

children wi ..r-by access to the Medical Center.

* In recognizing that HIV infection has afflicted whole

families, sometimes throughout three generations, it is society's

obligation to assure that the HIV negative children and

adolescents of those families receive the most comprehensive HIV

prevention education and counseling. Often times these children

are not aware of what disease has afflicted and claimed their

whole family. It would be a double-fold tragedy if these

children became infected by engaging in high-risk behavior, as

they grow into young adulthood.

* Comprehensive education and outreach strategies to reach

the male partners of HIV infected women are grossly inadequate.

Inter-generational macho attitudes interfere with the men's
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acceptance and use of condoms, and also affects their ability to

cope with their female partners' positive status, leading to

denial and refusal to be tested themselves.

* The substance abuse problems in Dade County are reaching

epidemic proportion. Increased funding to create and staff more

drug treatment centers are required now! Public residential and

out-patient programs have limited spaces, insufficient to meet

the needs of the community. Crack-babies are filling hospital

beds as they await foster-care placement - mother's lose custody

and are often back on the streets or get pregnant while awaiting

drug treatment. narcotics Anonymous has yet to open support

groups in the inner city areas where the incidence of

crack-cocaine is highest.

* Routine screening for HIV - infection (while maintaining

strict confidentiality) should be offered to all women of

childbearing age. While respecting the same regard for

confidentiality, voluntary partner notification should occur

simultaneously. Funding for these two critical services are

non-existent. If any attempts to impact on decreasing

heterosexual and perinatal transmission are to be made, it would

occur most efficiently through the provision of these two

services.

* Additional funds should be allocated to AIDS service

programs for hiring mental health supportive staff to assist the

dedicated individuals who counsel and provide health care to HIV

infected persons. High mortality and case overload burn-out the
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mast invested care providers. As the incidence of AIDS cases

increase, we must be assured that the pool of staff resources

does not run dry.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, all of you. Last year,
the committee looked at the question of adolescents and AIDS and
the exposure of the adolescent population to AIDS. We examined
what we could expect in the future, working from the suggestion
that adolescents may be the next big population of people in the
country vulnerable to AIDS exposure.

Both of you have discussed this in one fashion or another, refer-
ring to either adolescents who were exposed at the time of birth,
but who are now 13, 14, 15 years old and have AIDS, or adolescents
who are being exposed apparently through W drug use or sexual
contact with an IV drug user. Is AIDS starting to close in on the
adolescent population, especially in communities like Belle Glade?
What do we know about this? Do we keep separate figures with re-
spect to the adolescent population, or do we just count them along
with the adults?

Dr. OXTOBY. I can speak for the figures; it is very important that
adolescents be targeted as a unique group, because reaching 0-tem
is quite different from reaching small children or reaching order
adults. In terms of what we know about the extent of the problem,
AIDS cases as I mentioned, is a particularly difficult way to look at
adolescents because of the long incubation period

Chairman MILLER Right.
Dr. OXTOBY [continuing]. Between infection and AIDS. And, but

however, there are children as young as 13 and 14 diagnosed with
AIDS at that age, who have been infected through drug use or
sexual contact. So we know that there are certain children being
infected at very early ages. in terms of the extent of the epidemic
in this group, there are several seroprevalence studies, including,
well the, for instance Central Hospital Program, all of the seropre-
valent studies include different age groups. So we are looking at
adolescents as a separate age group, within all the studies of sero-
prevalence.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask you, in your figures you talk
about the number of individuals who are 20 to 24, or 25 to 29. If
you work back in time, what do we know about those young people
when they were 16, 17, and 18?

Dr. OXTOBY. Well, one of the ways is through the surveys of neo-
nates, which is really evaluating childbearing women and that the
age of the mother is looked at there. There are fewer women, fewer
adolescents having children, but they are certainly present.

Chairman MILLER. Well, I guess I am worried that we are run-
ning into these people too late, when they are a:,eady infected, as
opposed to going back into time and saving we shotild be looking at
them when they are 13 through 18, if you will, to see what it is we
can do in the prevention mode that keeps them from becoming a
statistic when they are 20 to 29 years of age.

Dr. OXTOBY. Right.
Chairman MILLER. I am just wondering, is there some kind of

surveillance, or are we trying to work up a means by which we can
look at those adolescents in vulw.rable populations to see what it is
we can do on the prevention side of this issue?

Dr. OXTOBY. Right. There are specific studies of how common
HIV is in certain very high risk populations of homeless, or adoles-
cents in certain inner city communities. There is also a number, we
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know how adolescents get infected, it is not a mystery that it is
drug use and sexual contact, so one of the ways we are trying to
approach the problem is through knowledge, behavior, attitude sur-
veys in adolescents, both in schools and out of schools and through
interventions in that population, targeted at those risk behaviors,
because we know that is how they are getting infected.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Scott?
Dr. Scow. I think one of the other rroblems is that the adoles-

cent age group is not a group that i routinely targeted for health
care, like the young infant who mines to the doctor for immuniza-
tions and for routine school health checks. That is not true in the
adolescent age group. So that the physicians and the clinics lose an
opportunity to be able to impact on the adolescent. That is why it
is very important, I think, that education in schools be targeted
toward that group.

Chairman MILLER. Where are we in terms of what you think is
important in this and the reality?

Dr. Scorn. Well, I think that you know, if you look at how to
reach the adolescents medically, perhaps health clinics related or
associated with schools might be a way to target adolescents. I
think that there are curricula being developed for that.

Chairman MILLER. Have we looked at populations where we have
clinics in schools, with respect to AIDS'? I mean, we have concen-
trated on it in terms of teenage pregnancy-

Dr. Scow. Right.
Chairman MILLER [continuing]. More or less, but we also know

that a number of the clinics show that there are all kinds of other
benefits with respect to the health of those young people. Have we
looked at what impact these clinics may or may not be having with
respect to AIDS and young people in schools? Is anybody measur-
ing that, or are we just assuming that because they walk in the
door they may be better? Are we upgrading the staffs to talk about
AIDS in any of these programs, in any kind of pilot or experimen-
tal or demonstration projects?

Dr. OXTORY. In terms of the school nealth education programs
which are supported in all of the States and in several city depart-
ments of education, those are, as Gwen mentioned, curricula mate-
rials and other approaches to the youth in the schools that encom-
pass a variety of different approaches, including the clinics. And
within those programs we are now starting to evaluate what differ-
ent approaches seem to be working, hopefully we will have some
answers on that.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Scott.
Dr. Sam. I would just say that you have really hit one of the

crux of the problem in how to reach that popt.lation. I as an AIDS
expert in infants and children know almost nothing about the ado-
lescent population in Miami. I do not even know how many school
health associated clinics that we have. But. I think that in thinking
about the problem, you know, that certainly would be an area
where one could impact directly on adolescents.

The other problem I would mention, is that in dealing with ado-
lescents, sometimes one has the problem of permission and who
gives permission, and who do you share the knowledge with, be-
cause adolescents in a sense may give permission for themselves,

4 4
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but on the other hand, one still needs parental permission to do
certain other types of medical care. So sometimes, at least in think-
ing about medical/legal types of things and ethical types of issues,
that is another consideration that people think about when they
are dealing with adolescents and in some ways may actually ob-
struct testing and counseling in this age group.

Chairman Krum. Dr. James, where would young adolescents go
to _get information in Belle Glade?

Dr. JAmzs. In Belle Glade they would get it from our staff, Cie
physicians on our staff.

Chairman MILtza. What, are you school based?
Dr. lune. No, we are not school based.
Chairman MILIXR. You are not school based, right?
Dr. JAMES. No, we are a public health clinic, but most of the ado-

lescents in the school system come to us for their care. We
have not a separate adolescents clinic, but we will be. We
do have HIV-infected adolescents, and we have pregnant HIV-in-
fected adolescents. We are doing health education in the schools, as
I said, with the Comprehensive AIDS Program, with the HIV Pre-
vention Center. We just did one last week as a matter of fact. We
are going to try and do it during the school year as well. I did some
myself last year. The school board has allowed a number of people,
to come in and do AIDS prevention education. They also teach
AIDS prevention education in schools now.

Chairman MILLER. You mentioned in your testimony, and I vis-
ited Belle Glade some years ago, touring much of the housing in
the community and traveling throughout the community in gener-
al. If it as I remember it, you are quite right, it would seem to me
that you have got a community that converges on extinction. I
mean, if you keep up these combinations of behaviors within this
population and given the closed nature of the community to someextent

Dr. JAMES. Right.
Chairman MILLER [continuing]. It is not a far fetched notion that

this is essentially what you are talking about. Between drug use,
sexual activity and AIDS, this community can wipe itself out.

Dr. JAMES. That is correct. I basically think that we cannot ad-
dress the AIDS epidemic without addressing the substance abuse in
the community. This AIDS was basically the last thing the commu-
nity needed. There is inadequate housing.

Chairman MILLER. Inadequate, you are being very polite.
Dr. JAMES. The young people in the community already have low

self esteem. To try and go in and build them up and try and get
them involved in things other than drug use and abnormal social
behaviors, will be difficult. One of the things that they always say
is there is nothing for them to do in Belle Glade. They have no rec-
reational center there for the minorities in the community and
there are no organized social activities so that the young people
tend to get into sexual activities.

Chairman MILLER Do you still have a large influx of can cutters,
seasonal workers that come?

Dr. JAMES. Yes, we do. They do not come to our clinic for services
usually.

Chairman MILLER. But they are in the community?

tt)
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Dr. JANIE& They are in the community. There have been some
that have been HIV infected. We get referrals once they become
infected.

Chairman MILLER. Do the employers provide any kind of health
care?

Dr. JAMES. Yes.
Chairman MILLER Surveillance?
Dr. JAMES. Oh, surveillance, no the employers have asked us to

come and test for HIV infection, but we have not been there yet. I
think the }Iry Prevention Center is planning to go. There are some
infected cane cutters.

Chairman MILLER. Do they provide any kind of financial support
for any clinic other than yours in the area?

Dr. JAMES. They have private health insurance for their employ-
ees, and so they can go to the private physicians in the community.
The problem is that the private physicians are not testing for HIV.
The clinic basically and the HIV Prevention Center are the only
organizations to actively test for HIV infection. A lot of them do
not test tut -11V infection. And it is when the patient is critically
ill in the hospital and there is a suggestion from a public health
doctor that the patient might require HIV testing that he is tested.

Chairman MILLER What are we experiencing in terms of multi-
ple births to HIV infected individuals? Where are we now? We
have a number of years under our belt here, what are we--

Dr. JAMES. We have approximately 12 women now; (A couple of
months ago it was 10), that have had multiple births of HIV-infect-
ed children. Some of them have had at least three children that
are HIV infected.

Chairman MILLER. Some of those children have died?
Dr. JAMES. Yes, some of them have died. The women feel that

this gives them new life to continue on, and they say that "yes, I
am healthy, I can still reproduce," so they continue to have chil-
dren, even though that they have lost one child. They also say
"well maybe this one will live, and look at me, I can still have a
child so I must be all right".

Ms. GARCIA. I think it also often goes beyond that. I mean you
look at all the reasons why the women choose to have children, one
is to replace the child that is dying. There is often times, our expe-
rience has been that the woman has not shared her HIV status
with her partner and he may want his own family, he finds out
that the baby is infected and that the woman is infected and he
splits. And of course this is an economic measure for her possibly,
so she finds another caretaker. And again, you know, issues of self
esteem, it makes her feel worthy and womanly to be able to have a
child, and we regard adolescents who often have impaired judg-
ment and limited insight at the time, this is not restricted to the
older woman, it also occurs within the adolescent population. And
often times even the male partners turn to prostitution for crack.

Chairman MILLER. Well, you know, we have talked to some
people in a hearing and a lot of national attention has been given
to the notion of grandmothers taking care of crack babies, and
AIDS babies in San Francisco and elsewhere. In a community like
Belle Glade, you will run out of grandmothers real quick.
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Dr. JAMES. That is true and the problem in Belle Glade is that
some ifrandmothers are infected too.

Chairman Miusa. That is what I am saying, the generations are
so close, there has been a collapsing- -

Dr. JAMES. Right.
Chairman niumi [continuing]. Of the time frame here.
Dr. James. The daughter may be 12 and then her grandmother

may be 24 and her mother may be 36.
Chairman MILLER. All infected?
Dr. Jaws. Right, right. We have families with nine people in-

fected. It is very traumatic.
Dr. Scow. I would just also add that the majority of these

women that deliver infected children are not sick. So that many of
them 'Ave a lot of difficulty with the concept that they carry a
virus that they can transmit to their child, that produces a deadly
disease in their child when they themselves are clinically well.

Chairman Mn.uia. All right and where are we screwing up in
terms of being able to communicate with these individuals in terms
of materials, or in terms of approach?

Dr. Scow. It ie a very difficult.
Chairman MILLER.. I mean it seems very haphazard. This is not,

you know, in all the communitiesI mean Belle Glade is somewhat
unique. In terms of Dade County and South Florida, the whole
problem is trying to communicate with a population that in many
instances is very young, lacks education, and lacks sophistication.
Yet I do not get the sense that we are promoting the kinds of con-
tact and communications skills necessary to talk to these people to
see if there is any chance of changing their behavior.

Dr. SCOTT. I think that what Dr. James is describing in Belle
Glade has gone on in Miami for many years. And you cannot imag-
ine the frustration of ple who have counseled patients over and
over and over again a ut status and about risk of having infected
children and risk of transmission of the virus to others through
sexual contact.

Chairman MILLER So you are also being ignored?
Dr. Scow. This must be done in an age appropriate and cultural-

ly appropriate way and we have hired many workers, you know,
from the same ethnic groups to help and assist with counseling.
But it becomes sometimes more fundamental than that, sometimes
it is a religious belief, sometimes it is an incapability of actually
understanding how they can have a virus and can transmit it.
Sometimes it is denial, denial is a very wonderful method of pro-

oneself. And it just points out, you know, each individual is
very different in terms of counseling. And that counseling needs to
be ongoing over time and you cannot just counsel them once and
feel that you have done a good job.

Chairman MII.LER. Let me ask you something, then I want to
turn over to other members of the committee. In the issue of
denial, you have individuals obviously that, as you have explained,
would deny AIDS for a number of different reasons. But also you
counsel them for an hour, a couple of hours or whatever amount of
time you have contact with them. You are then returning that in-
dividual to a community that may on a community basis be deny-
ing this. Is that happening?

4'I'
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Dr. Sco Tr. I think to some extent that is true. I think that in the
past, particular educational information was not getting out to spe-
cific minority communities about the disease. And I think that you
know, the whole community needs to have an awareness, but I still
think that there is fear and hysteria and concern out there in the
specific communities about this disease. And so I think that it
really is going to require a very targeted, very intense effort to
educate. I think that just attempting to educate in the use of con-
doms has been a challenge in many of the groups that we serve.

Chairman MILLER. I have some additional questions, but I think
what I will do is, if I might, submit some of these to you in writing
and see if we can get a response from you, or you can provide us
the materials. Congressman Lehman.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just listened to all
these overwhelming problems and I have to call to mind in the
recent weeks the Congress has passed a defense bill that provides
at $500 million a copy for 13 stealth bombers and plan for 50 alto-
gether. It seems to me that we are putting money up for a stealth
bomber, when we have a stealth bomb right here in our own com-
munity, which is a lot more dangerous. Something is deadly wrong
with our sense of priorities in this country and I would like to see
that changed.

But the problem as I see it, and you talked about the mothers,
the group of mothers, of women that carry the HIV at this time
that if they know they have it, apparently they have this desire to,
have children to carry on their life. Someone said their own im-
mortality sort of. If they do not know, if they deny it, if they go on
and have children anyway, if either the child suffers, they are
placed often in intensive care, or if the child does survive, many of
them are ill and do suffer. If the child eventually dies before ado-
lescence, that is one end, if the child somehow or other, as some do,
survives into adolescence and becomes a sex partner herself or
himself, then they become an extension of the original mother who
passed on the virus to the child. Either they die or they become
carriers, it is a no win deal, am I correct?

Have you found that most of these mothers come to the hospital
in the latter part of their pregnancies? I assume very few come
early in the pregnancy?

Ms. GARCIA. No, we do see some early in the prenatal, in their
prenatal care. Not as many as we would like to.

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, then I ask you the $64,000 question. If you
had a mother come to you in the early part of her pregnancy that
was HIV infected, would you advise this mother to have an abor-
tion?

Ms. GARCIA. No, sir; I would ask the mother what does she want,
and I would help her explore her alternatives and if abortion is her
choice, then it is my responsibility to help her through that proc-
ess. But they bring it up.

Mr. LEHMAN. Would any of the other members of the panel coun-
sel the mother to have an abortion? Is that a fair qw .tion?

Dr. ScoTr. A federally funded? No.
Mr. LEHMAN. I mean, these are hard questions we have to look

at.
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Dr. JAMBS. Right. We counsel the woman about the importance
of prenatal care. We also give them the option of tubal ligation, but
as I said before, none of them want tubal ligation. All of them want
the babies. They see this as an attachment to a man, they see it as
money in the future in the form of a check that will come monthly,
and t., see it as life. But we, you know, we offer them options,
alto we cannot perform abortions.

Mr. . I have had two answers that say they would not
accept counsel, but would accept .,he mother's desire.

Dr. Starr. Well, I would just like to say that I think that perhaps
one of the reasons that abortion is not recommended is that we are
still in the process of determining the rate of perinatal transmis-
sion.

Mr. LEHMAN. According to Dr. Oxtoby, it runs between 35 and 50
percent is that right?

Dr. OXTOBY. Most likely around one-third, the range has been 25
to 50.

Mr. LEHMAN. Twenty-five '. , zifty percent, it is pretty high.
Dr. theromf. It has been dramatic.
Mr. LEHMAN. That is a pretty high crap shoot.
Dr. Sco'rr. And those figures, the 35 percent figures have just

really been coming into literature very recently. So that this dis-
ease at this point in time is treated in general like other, like other
diseases in that the mother is counseled with regards to the risk
and it becomes a decision on the part between the mother and the
physician, with regards to abortion.

Mr. LEHMAN. But is it not also a social problem as well now, be-
cause you have given birth to these children that are going to be
suffering and you have these children thatI am not recommend-
ing it, I am just trying to assess the problem. With the children
who go through their childhood as suffering people and eventually
become carriers themselves, is that not a social problem and not
just a problem between the mother and the physician?

Dr. SCOTT. It is true, but it is handled like most other types ofcongenital
Mr. LEHMAN. Should it be?
Dr. SCOTT [continuing]. Problems, and
Mr. LEHMAN. Should it be? Do not answer that. Who would like

to answer that question?
Dr. Scorn The other thing I think though, that there would be

some women that might be willing to accept abortion, but in gener-
al, they do not have the funds for abortion. We have had some
women who have gotten abortions out in the community where
they can pay much less, but I think that one of the other problems
associated with accepting abortion, is that there does have to be
money up front for that abortion and they do not have that kind of
money.

Mr. LEHMAN. Should it be funded by the Government at some
level, if the woman wanted an abortion'?

Ms. GARCIA. Well, I do not know, in light of where the abortion
ruling is going, State by State, no I am very concerned. Medicaid
does not pay for terminations right now, they are anywhere from
$135 to $235 and if you have them here at our Medical Center, you
will eventually be responsible for the payment of this debt. Should
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it be federally funded, I would say as a social worker, yes, because
the women have enough to deal with in issues of poverty without
having to think about how am I going to terminate if I do not have
any food to eat.

Mr. LEHMAN. Dr. Oxtoby, you have any comments? You have
been very quiet.

Dr. Orrosv. I think what we are discussing is a real important
issue. I think it is just one very small part of the whole issue of
contraception and family planning. Many of the women do present
very late or have no prenatal care at all. And the other thing is
although people have discussed women wanting to have children,
they are also quite a number of women out there who really do not
have access to family planning services early on, adolescents and
young adults. So I think bringing some of the programs are trying
to bring family planning into settings: such as drug treatment clin-
ics, SCID clinics, and also bring HIV counseling into family plan-
ning clinics. And I think that those will be important prevention
efforts.

7.1r. LEHMAN. We were talking about AIDS mothers and family
planning. It is a whole different WI game and that is the problem.
This is not ordinary family planning where the mother and father
are getting along well, or about their financial problems, this is
something that society has to deal with. Let me ask you one more
question. I am just trying to find answers to these problems and
solutions to the social impact of them, if there is any. Would youlike to see a law that provided sterilization of mothers with HIV,
or even mandated mother sterilization, would that be a solution? I
am just throwing these things out. These are not the questions we
want to hear, but these are questions that people think about.

Dr. Scorer. I guess I would start out by saying I have difficulty
when things are mandated. But I think that one thing that we are
looking at is treatment of pregnant women with anti viral drugs in
an attempt to prevent transmission to the infant and that is some-thing very new that we will be starting in one or two centers to
look at the pharmokinetics of drugs, so that there may be in the
future some ways to prevent transmission of disease.

Mr. LEHMAN. From the best information I can get, the real curefor HIV is still decades away. I mean, there may be a break-
through, but right now we are not looking at one.

Dr. Scorn. Prevention is very important.
Mr. LEHMAN. Does anybody else have an opinion on whether you

either recommend sterilization, or whether you think that is a solu-
tion, or whether it should even be mandated? Anybody want to
voice an opinion on that? Thank you very much.

Dr. JAMES. I was just going to say I think such a law might be
very discriminatory.

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I am not trying to change the law on sterili-
zation. I am just trying to find a solution, and I think it would be a
solution. On the other hand, one third of the babies that are from
infected mothers, the ones that have infections, they either suffer
and die or grow to maturity and are as I said a stealth bomb in our
society. We do not have easy solutions. We have a win/lose situa-
tion at this time in dealing with this problem. I do not see a posi-
tive answer, except a compassionate answer to make these people,

5u
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these children as comfortable as possible and to care for them as
best as, possible.

Ms. GARCIA. Congressman Lehman, if we are ever going to con-
sider any kind of mandatory process where a woman should have
to come out

Mr. LEHMAN. I am in the same--
Ms. GARCIA. You have the same sort of respect somehow.
Mr. LEHMAN. I am for the same woman's rights as you are.
Ms. GARCIA. All right.
Chairman MILLER We can always count on you Bill. Mr. Durbin.
Mr. DURBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Scott, I want to un-

derstand a couple of things about this and it has been a very illu-
minatinti;orning for me in terms of testimony. But it is my un-
derstan from what Dr. Oxtoby and you have said, that if the
mother is infected with HIV, the likelihood of the child carrying
that disease is one third to 50 percent roughly, that is what the sta-
tistics indicate?

Dr. Scorr. Roughly.
Mr. DURBIN. All right. Is there any value to your knowledge, of

the mother's HIV infection early in the mother's pregnancy?
Dr. Scorn. I think that if our obstetrician were here, she would

say yes, because she would follow that mother more frequently. We
have had some mothers during pregnancy who have developed op-
portunistic infections particular a pneumosystic cranial pneumoni-
tis and she would want to follow the growth and the development
of the infant very carefully.

Mr. DURBIN. But at this moment, it does not afford you any
unique or additional opportunity to avoid the onset of the infection,
th' Anowledge of the pregnancy?

Dr. Scow. To avoid the onset of infection in the child or the
in--

Mr. DURBIN. Yes- -
Dr. Scow [continuing'. Or in the--- -
Mr. DURBIN [continuing]. In the child.
Dr. Scow. Okay, yes, because at this point we do not understand

what factors allow transmission. In the very near future, and near
future may be six months within the next year, it might be possi-
ble that pregnant women will be afforded treatment under proto-
col, with anti-viral drugs in an attempt to see whether that modali-
ty might prevent transmission.

Mr. DURBIN. Could one of the agencies which I fund, through my
work on funding through my appropriations committee assignment
is the Food and Drug Administration and of course it is in the
center of controversy on this whole issue. Do you feel that there is
adequate attention being given by that agency to this whole ques-
tion of pediatric AIDS?

Dr. ScxYrr. I think that the two is...ues need to be resolved with
regards to the FDA. One is the beginning of trials very early in
children, almost concomitantly with adults, particularly in phase
one trials, because in some trials, particular the AZT, the trials in
children were started very late. And therefore, we know much less
about AZT in children than we do in adults. So that we need to
start new drugs concomitantly with the starting of those drugs in
adults, as soon as a few adults have been treated.
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The other issue is the issue of women and pregnant women and
being able to gather information quickly about potential trangeni-city of drugs and effect in pregnancy, looking usually at animal
studies. And then perhaps as more is know about the drug, to be
able to look at them in pregnant women. But again, that would
usually be after it had been studied to a greater extent in non-preg-nant males and females.

Mr. DURBIN. What percentage of the mothers of HIV-infected
children are IV drug users themselves?

Dr. Sam. Again, if you look nationally, about 50 percent, is thatr*ht?
Dr. OieroaY. Of the mothers of drug users.
Dr. Scow. IV drug abuse.
Dr. OrrosY. About 55 percent yes.
Dr. Scorr. Fifty-five. In Florida, it is less and in our own popula-

tion we see about 55 to 65 percent transmission by presumed het-
erosexual spread. But I can tell you that the problem of drug abuse
in the women, we are seeing a growing population of children, be-
cause of drug abuse in the women now in Florida.

Mr. DURBIN. I would like to, having asked those factual ques-
tions, go to some of the policy considerations, which we addressed
this morning. Let me say at the outset, Dr. James, that many of usand I think all of us on this panel have been fighting a battle for atleast the last eight or nine years to keep the National Health Serv-
ice Corps in business. There has been a proposal by President
Reagan year in and year out to eliminate this program. And most
of us, by instinct., have been thinking that this is the wrong thing
to do. Your presence here today and your te.7timony convinces me
thank goodness that we were right al;c1 tha+ we have got to keep
this valuable program in place, so dedicated people like yourself
can continue to address public health needs in America. Thank you
for coming and presenting what is critical to a politician's success
in Washington, anecdotal evidence. I now have a story that I can
tell all across into my District and in the halls of Congress about
how important this program is

Let me try to move to a couple of policy questions and ask for
your response. First, Ms. Garcia, you told the story, a lot of aspectsto the story and the close of the testimony with Congressman
Lehman, you referred to it again. I recall your testimony about the,
for lack of a better term, the serial infector, this father out there,
HIV infected, who proceeds to impregnate young women and pass
along this infection time and time again. Do I take it that there is
nothing that you know, at the moment, that can be done to stop
him either State or Federal law, whatever?

Ms. GARCIA. From my point of view, short of murder, no there is
nothing that I can do right now. In our case management program,
through the PDA's demonstration project, we have hired three
male social workers. I obviously can see from a female advantage
that a man is not going to listen to my counseling about what he
should do with his partner. So we felt that may man to man
ethnic group to ethnic group, culture to culture, they would under-
stand each other a little better and it is going to be a long process.
But I think the focus will always be one to one education, or maybe
even some group work with the men. It is all macho, it does not
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matter what culture or what ethnicity you come from, it is a way
of being that is handed down, generation to generation and now is
when we can impact on changing macho attitudes. You can be mas-
culine, without being-

Mr. DURBIN. Irresponsible.
Ms. GARCIA. Yes, thank you, I was going to say something else,

but, that is okay.
Chairman MILLER. Submit it in writing later.
Mr. DURBIN. The questions which we have asked this morning

and the one I just posed to you raises some interesting analogies. If
that person, if that man whoever he is were guilty of causing
young children to become addicted to drugs or in abusing children,
physically or sexually, we have all sorts of responses. They may be
inadequate, but we at least have said you have crossed the line, so-
ciety will not allow you to continue to do this. And yet, we know by
the activities by this serial infector he continues to wreak havoc,
not only on his mate in this situation, but his progeny as well, time
and time and time again. And we sit back with our arms folded,
saying is it not difficult to accept, there is just nothing we can do
about this, under the law there is nothing we can do, except maybe
try to counsel him to become more reasonable. Therein lies our
frustration. I think that it leads 'o the line of questioning from
Congressman Lehman earlier.

But let me ask you, if others of you have comments on this
please join in, but let me ask you a practical question. If we re-
quired young children in America to be examined and inoculated
to attend school and then virtually every jurisdiction across our
nation, no one questions this except, for some religious belief that
might come into concern, but that is a very, very minor percentage,
why do we not require a screening of adolescents when they reach
the age where they could become pregnant, to determine whether
or not they are either infected or drug addicted? Does anyone see
any problem with that? I am not going as far as my colleague, Mr.
Lehman before, but what if we were to try to establish early in a
person's adolescence, whether or not they have already demon-
strated some evidence of drug addiction or even HIV infection.

Ms. GARCIA. Well, from a social service stzindpoint, I know that if
you were to create and implement such a voluntary screening or
testing program- -

Mr. DURBIN. Not voluntary, mandatory.
Ms. GARCIA. Mandatory.
Mr. DURBIN. It is not voluntary for kindergartners.
Ms. GARCIA. Well, again I would have to just go along with what

Dr. Scott says about having problems with anything that is manda
tory. I think with some adolescents who may be responsible, but
you know, there may not be too many of them. It is still awkward
in a voluntary setting, you have to have comparable social services
to go along with that, counselors to handle the pre- and the post-
test counseling. If the adolescent is becoming symptomatic a
system through which you can refer that person for care. We have
adolescent medicine clinics, you know, they are kind of like caught
in the middle. Adolescent medicine only does, you know, can only
do so much, but they are too old for pediatrics and too young for
young adulthood.
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I think in some of the detention centers around the country, test-
ing is offered, pre and post test counseling goes hand in hand and
then what happens with that individual when they are released
from detention. There is no facility for that individual to go, based
on a positive status. So again, you know, if you ever consider that,you have to have the other services

Mr. DURBIN. I do not take anything away from your testimony,
you are right, the support services have to be there once you have
the information. What good is it if you do not do something with
it? Dr. Scott, back to your earlier testimony, if knowledge of the
infection earlier in pregnancy assists you as a doctor in treating
the mother and the child in utero, what do you think of the propos-al that we have some mandatory screening to determine through,
either through the school or through those who present themselves
for Title X counseling, or whatever, to determine whether or notwe have a mother or potential mother at risk?

Dr. Semi. Right now I think that with any kind of testing, must
go confidentiality, because one of the great concerns about people
who are positive is who finds out that test result and what is done
with that.

Mr. DURBIN. I assume confidentiality. This is not for publication,
it is between that child, perhaps their parents if they have to be
involved in the decision as you said earlier, and the doctor or coun-selor.

Dr. Scow. Assuming that you could assure that confidentiality,
because I think that is still a problem and people are discriminated
against because of HIV positivity. I think that first of all you
cannot do it on just a one time basis. I would not know what age to
choose first of all, because there may be 13 year olds who are sexu-ally active and abusing drugs, but there are other 13 year olds who
at 15 may begin to do that. So I would not know what age to choose
as a time to do testing.

And secondly, if I found that an individual were HIV positive, I
would feel that since they are an adolescent that that person would
require very intensive ongoing follow-up and counseling. And thatpatient should have access to any kind of treatment programs.
That patient should have access to ongoing counseling with regard
to pregnancy, sexual activity, drug abuse, what have you. So I
think that along with that kind of a testing, would need to go a
very comprehensive program that would be devised for such indi-
viduals.

Mr. DURBIN. Thank you very much. You are a great panel and
glualiave really helped educate me and I am sure my colleagues.

you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. If I might, just in closing with this panel, I

want to certainly thank you for your help and ask if you might re-spond to some written questions that we would suSmit to you at
the close of this.

I think what you are seeing here is a very real concern about our
ability to withstand this onslaught of AIDS and of course the relat-
ed problem of cocaine babies. And I think that to date, as long as
the Select Committee has been following these two issues, we have
not found any institution or society that has withstood the on-
slaught of this population.
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It is in fact overwhelmed all of the hospitals, all of the school
systems, foster care systems, and adoption systems that are start-
ing to encounter it. It does not really matter that we have not had
the ability. And there is a very, very real concern on how we pro-
vide some kind of circuit breaker in these communities to the self-
destructive behavior and obviously to the results.

The questions of testing, of sterilization, of abortion, I will have
to tell you are being discussed more and more among policy
makers as the frustration level rises. I expect to the same extent to
see legalization of drugs being discussed when people do not feel
that they are making headway.

You know, I am told that we test now in the armed forces, man-
datory testing. We find, I think, about a 2 percent rate, both for
drugs and fcr HIV. We test in the Job Corps, and very interesting-
ly enough, when we find something, we just throw them out. We do
not put them into any counseling, we do not put them into any
treatment, we do not put them into any prevention programs and
we simply cut them loose. So that may be indicative of where we
are in terms of our discussion about how we want to char behav-
ior.

And, while I see these very drastic suggestions creep into the dis-
cussion, privately if not publicly among policy makers, I am still
terribly concerned that I have not yet in any part of the country
met any institution that has had sufficient resources to deal with
this problem on what they believe is a first class basis. Everybody
is sort of knitting together approaches.

We have contact with millions of sexually active individuals in
Title X programs, millions of sexually active individuals in the
WIC programs, and yet somehow we are not able to raise the skills
and go after people so that they can start dealing with the prob-
lems of drug use, or of HIV, within just those populations. Because
somehow there is not enough money at the local level. The Con-
gressand we have got to take the lead hereis not willing yet to
look at this in a comprehensive fashion. We are long on demonstra-
tions and pilot projects, but nothing in a comprehensive nature. It
is ridiculous to go out and suggest that we are going to subject
women to sterilization and/or men to sterilization at a time when
we have not even scratched the surface in seeing whether we are
willing to work with these populations, as difficult as they are. As
you all know this is a very, very difficult population, especially
when you tie it in with drug use so that your chances of dealing
with it are dramatically reduced.

But, if I am hearing discussions in the Congress correctly, there
is a great deal of frustration, as I am sure you have experienced in
the field for a number of years. And I do not know where we go,
that is part of what this hearing is aboutthe development of a
response to this population.

So, thank you very much for your help and your time this morn-
ing.

Our next panel will be made up of Mr. Philip Plummer who is
the Administrator of the South Florida AIDS Network; Manuel
Laureano-Vega, Dr. Manuel Laureano-Vega, who is the Executive
Director, League Against AIDS from Miami, Florida, who will be
accompanied by Mireille Tribie, Dr. Mireille Tribie, who is the As-
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sietant Director, League Against AIDS; and Rev. Dr. Roger P.
Miller, who is the Chaplain in AIDS Ministry and Chairman of the
Miami AIDS Interfaith Network from here in Miami.

Welcome to the committee. Aid again your prepared statements
will be placed in the record in their entirety. And the extent to
which you can summarize, or you feel you want to comment onsomething that was said by a previous panel or member of the com-mittee, please feel free to do so. We would only ask you to try to
keep your testimony as short as possible, because as you can see it
stimulates a number of questions here from the members of the
committee.

Mr. Plummer, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP PLUMMER, ADMINISTRATOR, SOUTH
FLORIDA AIDS NETWORK, JACKSON MEMORIAL. HOSPITAL
MIAMI, FL

Mr. PLUMMER. Thank you very much for the opportunity to
present today. I see the problem with AIDS as a really a problemwith HIV infection and has been pointed out in the panel thismorning, in order to fully appreciate the impact of AIDS in chil-
dren, one must understand that for every HIV-infected child that
we identify, we are also identifying an HIV-infected mother.

Chairman Mussy. Excuse me if I might. If we could just ask the
people who are going to engage in conversations, if you could do it
outside, so that we have an opportunity to hear the witnesses. Co
ahead, Mr. Plummer.

Mr. PLUMMER. Approximately 98 percent of the children with
HIV infection currently being cared for at Jackson Memorial Hos-
pital, have been infected through perinatal transmission.

Within our Pediatrics AIDS Demonstration Project, the followingdata has been collected on a sample of 100 HIV-positive mothers.
The racial and ethnic background, 84 percent are Black, of which
27 percent are of Haitian origin; 14 percent are Hispanic; and, 2
percent are White.

The age ranges is between 13 and 46; 5 percent being under 19
years of age; 22 percent being between the age of 19 and 24; and, 73
percent being between the ages of 25 and 46.

The marital status of sample; 77 percent are single; 19 percent
are married; 3 percent are divorced; and, 1 percent are widowed.
Clearly, 81 percent of these women in the sample group are of
single family homes.

Again in this sample, 18 percent of the mothers enrolled admit
to substance abuse, with the drug of choice being crack, intrave-
nous drugs and/or alcohol, compounding the problem of HIV infec-
tion. Two point one percent of the babies delivered at Jackson Me-
morial Hospital, approximately 14,000 to 15,000 deliveries, are of
HIV-infected mothers.

Therefore, in talking about the costs of caring for HIV-infected
children we must look ahead of the birth of this child and consider
the cost of providing testing and counseling for HI V- infected moth-
ers. Now the question was asked whether the testing and counsel-ing of HIV-infected mothers, or the pregnant women, should be
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mandatory. I do not think it should be mandatory, but I do think
we need to put the dollars into offering this service.

Just looking at providing testing and counseling for the 14,000
deliveries at Jackson Memorial Hospital, we are looking at approxi-
mately $1 million to provide this service. This is an average of
$71.42 per pregnant woman.

What does this get us on the other hand? For those women who
are not infected, with a good testing and counseling program, we
are hopefully providing the women with information on not be-
coming infected. So we are not just dismissing them, saying that
you are not infected, bye bye now, we are providing counseling in
terms of how they can prevent future infection.

With the 2.1 percent of the population of pregnant women who
are infected, the approximate 300 mothers annually, we are provid-
ing early intervention which Dr. Scott indicated could potentially
help us in the early identification and treatment of the child.

The second cost involved in the care of HIV infection also occurs
prior to the birth of the child. Providing the identified HIV infect-
ed expectant mother with intensive prenatal care. We have got to
consider the impact of HIV infection, not only on her, but also on
her unborn child.

Providing identified HIV-infected expectant mothers who are
substance abusers with a rehabilitation program, or at a minimum
a safe space where they can remain drug free through the remain-
der of their pregnancy. Currently there are no substance abuse
treatment programs that will accept a pregnant HIV-infected
woman. This is something we need to develop. I feel that we can
develop a program like this at the cost of approximately $390,000,
with our current resources. Obviously, as this group increases, the
cost will increase.

The third pre-birth cost is that of providing a nutritious, bal-
anced diet for all identified HIV-infected expectant mothers. I
think that without a doubt we can look at the impact of nutrition
on the progression of HIV infection, not only in expectant mothers,
but also in their unborn children.

Once a child is born to a HIV-infected mother, there is a necessi-
ty for providing medical follow-up for that child to determine the
child's HIV status. As was mentioned by the physicians this morn-
ing, approximately a third of the children born of HIV-infected
mothers will be HIV infected themselves.

However, until we determine that, within a period of between 15
months and two years of age, probably closer to 15 months, these
children we must assume are HIV infected. Everyday colds, flue,
ear aches, et cetera that these children experience must receive
prompt medical attention.

The cost of actually caring for an HIV-infected child is outlined
in the attachments. You can see from the attachment that the
numbers of children needing hospitalization, the numbers of chil-
dren needing out-patient care, the numbers of children needing
foster care, and the number of children needing home health care
has increased over time, this is due to the increased numbers of
children we are dealing with.

For instances, in 1987, we hospitalized here at Jackson Memorial
Hospital, 45 children. In 1988, that rose to 65 children and in 1989,
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we are talking about a six-month period of time, we have already
hospitalized 48 children.

The daily cost of caring for these children has also gone up. This
is primarily due to the very expensive antibiotic medications and
other medications that are needed to care for these children.

With early intervention and prevention, I think that we can
start to decrease some of these costs. As you can see, our average
length of stay for these children has decreased from 1988 to 1989.
An important aspect of care for HIV-infected children is out-pa-
tient care. The numbers of children that we are providing services
to has obviously increased. We are beginning to see that we can de-
crease the costs, the average cost of caring for a child on in an out-
patient clinic. This is really through early intervention and detec-
tion and early involvement with these children.

Foster care, is a growing component for caring for HIV-infected
children. In 1987, we had nine children in foster care; in 1988, you
can see that rose to 40 children in foster care; and, in 1989, again
half of a year, we have already had 29 children in foster care. This
will probably increase to almost double by the end of this current
year.

The cost of caring for children in foster care has increased, but
that is primarily due to the fact that in foster care we are provid-
ing for a larger number of HIV-symptomatic children and there-
fore the cost is increasing.

Again, when you consider that the 98 percent of the children
that we are caring for have infected mothers, mothers who are get-
ting progressively sicker, the need for foster careand mothers
who are also dyingthe need for foster care is going to increase
significantly for us over the next couple of years.

We are also providing intensive home health services to a larger
and larger number of children. You can see from 1988 to 1989, (in
six months of 1989), we have provided home health care for as
many children as we provided for in the total year of 1988.

The final cost for care of HIV-infected children must be related
to the cost of providing services to the caretaker, not only the HIV-
infected parent who is a caretaker, but also the nurses that are
going out to see these children in the home, the foster parents that
are taking care of these children. In foster care we have already
had three deaths of children. Just to provide the mental health
services to this group of people who are taking care of HIV-infected
clients is very very important to us.

The mental health services to the doctors and the nurses, the
social workers, the case managers that take care of this population
is very important. And we cannot minimize these types of things as
Ana Garcia has pointed out so well this morning, in terms of the
costs of taking care of HIV infected children.

Thank you, very much.
[Prepared statement of Philip Plummer follows:I
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le order La fully appreciate the impact of AIDS in children one must
understand that for every Hlr infected child that we identify we are
also identifying an HIV infected mother, (96% of the children with HIV
currently being cnyyd for at Jacknon Memorial Hospital have been
infected through perinatal taummmnion). Within our pediatric AIDS
Demonstration Project the foilowing data ham been collected on a
*ample of one hundred 111V popicivc mothers.

itacial/Kthnic breakdown;
$4% Mock for whch 27% are of Haitian origin)
14% Hispanic
2% White

Age rangK 411 iwilraPft II 4Hd if 41.r which:

5% are unite; ihc Age iC 19
22% are tstm,, it ,r 19 And !.!i
73% ere between She ages of 25 and 46 yearn of age

Marital statun in;
77% are single
19% are married
3% are divorced
1% are widowed

18% of the mothers enrolled in this project adsit to aubstance
abuse, (drugs of tioic include crack, intravenous drugs and
alcohol)

2.1% of the babies; delivered at. OM (for 14,000 deliveries) are
of HIV infected mothers.

The east of care of HIV infected children therefore must begin with
the cost of tenting and counseling pregnant women for possible 01V
infection. The cost. of providing this basic initial service is
estimated to he $1,090,000, (371.42 per client).

A second cost factor involved for care of HIV infected children also
occurs prior to the birth of the child. This coat includes:

-Providing the identified HIV infected expectant mother with
intensive prenatal rare. These expectant mothers should
r4-:eive n minimum of 90 prenatal visits during the course of
their pregnancy.

-Providing identified HIV infected expectant mothers who are
substance abusers with a rehabilitation program or at
minimum n nnfe space where they will he drug free during the
remainder of their pregnancy. Currently there are no
mubritance nume treatment programs that will accept a
pregnant women. if there were the waiting list, for a person
entering a program would prohibit Intervention prior to the
delivery of the child. at an estimated cost of $60.00 per
day per vilcnt x 120 days of treatment, the annual cost of
treatern1 for this prowl/Aeon in projected to be $390,000
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Chairman Main_ Thank you. Let me ask you, we should be
adding these columns, right?

Mr. PLUMMER. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. In patients should be added to later out-pa-

tient costs should be added to later foster care, should be added to
later home health care.

Mr. PLUMMER. That is correct.
Chairman Mnaza. Okay.
Mr. PLUMMER. Obviously, though the numbers of foster children

needing foster care at this point in time is much smaller than
those numbers of children needing out-patient care.

Chairman Mzuza. Right, but in
Mr. PLUMMER. Potentially--
Chairman Mx Liza [continuing]. The children can move between

these populations and these are expected costs that we should be
looking at.

Mr. PLUMMER. That is correct.
Mr. LEHMAN. If they survive.
Mr. PLUMMER. If they survive, right. A child who survives his

own mother's ability ai care of him, will probably fit into this
foster care component. Once a mother gets too sick or dies, we are
going to wind up with another child who potentially needs foster
care.

Chairman MILLER Thank you. Dr. Laureano-Vega.
Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. Good morning.
Chairman MILLER. Good morning.

STATEMENT OF MANUEL LAUREANO-VEGA. M.D.. EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, LEAGUE AGAINST AIDS, MIAMI. FL. ACCOMPANIED BY
MIREILLE TRIBIE. M.D., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. LEAGUE
AGAINST AIDS. MIAMI, FL

Dr. LauaxANo-VEGA. We appreciate the opportunity to share
some thoughts with you regarding Hispanic, Haitians and the
AIDS crisis about what we have learned and what challenges still
he ahead. We are members of the minority community and as such
we serve as advocates for our people, specifically with regards to
issues surrounding AIDS.

We have worked in this community during the last three years,
during which we have been instrumental in the establishment of
AIDS educational and prevention, as well as psychosocial service
programs, such as the Educational Department of the South Flori-
da AIDS Network, the Minority AIDS Program at the Haitian
American Community Association of Dade, HACAD, nd the only
minority AIDS service organization of Southern Florida, the
League Against AIDS, called Lige Contra SIDA in Spanish.

On the national scope we have provided guidance and support for
programs targeting our communities in collaboration with agencies
such as the National Hemophilia Foundation, the National Minori-
ty ANDS Counsel, the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health, the
National American Red Cross, and, the Centers for Disease Con-
trol, just to name some.

We have been asked to shed some light on the impact of the
AIDS epidemic on the Haitian and Hispanic communities with re-
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spect to the followitI topics: Pediatric AIDS; the problem of HIV
infection in illegal aliens; the necessity for coordinating the medial
and psychosocial care; and, what previous educational and preven-
tive initiatives have been designed for our community.

Let us briefly review with you some facts about who we are in
order to place the AIDS issue in perspective. There are approxi-
mately 869,100 Hispanics and 80,000 Haitians in Dade County. We
live in the area of the State which represents the highest incidence
of diagnosed AIDS cases in Florida. It may be important to recog-
nize that the Hispanic population in Dade is a mosaic composed of
several Hispanic subcultures, among them Cubans, Puerto Ricans
and Central or South Americans.

Along with many Hispanics, the majority of the Haitians have
immigrated to this country for both political and economical rea-
sons. We are generally a younger age group than that of the
United States population as a whole. We place a high value on the
family and on the children. This is particularly true in the ent
of our population which is illiterate and dependent on theserririily
structure for assurance of well being during retirement.

We hold onto traditional values of our respective subcultures and
countries of origin. Approximately three-quarters of us regularly
would prefer for our children, we would prefer to use the Spanish
or Creole languages. Over half of us would like our children to de-
velop fluency in our mother tongue. As a people we heavily depend
on the church and the home to transmit cultural, ethical and
moral values.

Parents and elders are held in high esteem and respected
through one's lifetime. We depend heavily on certain mediums of
communication to get our information, particularly television and
radio, and to a lesser extent the printed media.

We are generally a proud people who work hard to provide a
better life for our future generations in this country. We are by
and large resourceful and take pride in taking care of our own
within the conflicts of the family and the community. In times of
crisis we seem to truly show our very best attributes of compassion,
caring and unequaled devotion to anyone in la familia, and that in-
cludes the extended family concept.

We have learned about AIDS. What we have learned about AIDS
and its impact on our communities in the last 10 years is a lot.
Let's go through this.

AIDS is perceived differently by Hispanics and Haitians. Initially
it was thought to be a White gay disease and still is the case in
many instances. Our people have difficulties identifying with AIDS
as a potential risk to them, or to their families.

It is difficult to disci ss AIDS openly with a large segment of His-
ics and Haitians, because of certain taboos on sexual subjects.
use of the issue of homosexuality and the issue of denial.

There is difficulty among our people understanding a long incuba-
tion period and modern biomedical germ theories, or concepts that
a behavior engaged in tonight might potentially place anyone at
risk for developing AIDS five to eight years down the line.

Individuals in our community appear to wait until the last
minute to see a physician or enter the health care system. The use
of AIDS culturally appropriate poultices are reasons that the mem-
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bees of our community die faster after a diagnosis of AIDS than
the White Anglo patient, and the differences here are striking assix months versus two years. Information on how and when to
access appropriate health care on a timely basis is desperately
needed.

There does not appear to be large number of credible health care

Frzvikiders
that are trusted by our people with who they can be

and open about their sexual orientation or behaviors, or that
can impact necessary risk reduction information without being
judgmental.

Our people have difficulty in accessing bill
health care that is responsive to their perceived needs, as well as tothe needs of their families and significant others in this regard.
There appears to be considerable reluctance on the part of certain
key and influential members our community, as well as some elect-
ed officials, to be associated with the AIDS issue. By and large the
His' panic physician has been essential, essentially quiet during this
crisis and only a few of them have become spokespersons or advo-
cates at a time when they need most to be heard in order to save
lives.

What kind of approach we have utilized in view of recognizing
that the results are yet to be measured and require more documen-
tation, further study and research.

Our approach in the AIDS issue among our people, must be one
that is solely motivated by the desire to save lives and reduce the
number of persons from our community who will become infected.
Although the AIDS issue has, and will continue to be politicized,
and some of us may genuinely be more interested and contributory
in the political arena of AIDS, the greatest challenge and need is
in educating and informing our community and consequently
sa lives.

prevention and educational messages must be given simply
stated terms within culturally relevant parameters, utilizing tried
and true concepts of health education and health behavior change.
The message must be clear and concise and given by credible pro-
fessional people, who can personally and sensitively relate to target
audiences. the audience must perceive that I too am vulnerable
and that our message has applicability to me as well as to you. Any
of us could be potentially at risk for this disease.

Our audiences must be reached in natural settings within com-
munity chorales, schools and work sites, preferably and not in spe-
cial forums or community conferences for AIDS. There is a tenden-
cy to not want to be seen attending these for obvious reasons.

There must not by any further alienation or stigmatization of
our Hispanics and Haitians because of AIDS. It is no longer impor-
tant to be classifying or labeling individuals as members of any
high risk group. The message must be loud and must be clear, I do
not need to be gay, a drug user or promiscuous to get AIDS, rather
the emphasis must be placed directly on being perfectly honest and
up front with our audiences. Any one of us who has engaged or is
currently practicing specific sexual behaviors, may be placing
themselves at risk for AIDS.

We have to gain a better understanding of drug use in our com-
munities. We have to listen to persons with and the diffit ul-
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ties which face both the single individual and the family system.
We need to find innovative ways of addressing the issue of denial
within our community. There has got to be an opportunity for indi-
viduals to inquire about AIDS and risk reduction practices in a
confidential and appropriate manner.

There is a dire need for anonymous testing and counseling for
our people, anonymous. Many, who will generally resist going to
sites within our program which are sponsored by the gay communi-
ty or governmental agencies, or by sites that do not have bilingual/
bicultural staff, probably would go somewhere where they feel safe.

We have generally a desire within the family to care for their
own who have AIDS, yet we have a lack of organized ways of as-
sisting Hispanic and Haitian families to do a better job of caring
for their loved ones with AIDS.

Our Hispanic and Haitian communities must have access to al-
ternative therapies and experimental protocols, at major medical
centers. These are most difficult for many of our communities to
access. Our people need to also be introduced to alternatives for
living with AIDS including home health care, respite and hospice
care, constant, which are foreign in our community.

We must provide Hispanics and Haitians the opportunity to par-
ticipate at Federal, State and local levels in the development of ap-
propriate strategies to educate and provide services to our own
people.

These are but a few things that we have learned over the past
years about Haitian and Hispanic communities and their response
to AIDS in this crisis. You will find that AIDS influences each
ethnic minority, in many of the same respect that it influences the
majority. That we have added on crisis.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. if you can, if I can ask you to summarize
the written testimony, so we will have a chance to ask you some
questions.

Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. Basically the rest is emphasizing that with
AIDS comes some very very specific issues. They are particular
pertaining to loss, AIDS is synonymous with loss, you have loss of
your physical and emotional well being, your family structures,
and great amounts of str,ess are created which contribute to the
falling apart of institutions which our communities need in order
to survive, the already overwhelming stress that they are going
through.

Adequate resources are not available for our community to insti-
tute and mobilize the resources that are at hand, but are not avail-
able, so that we can adequately deal with the crisis.

And in the last part of my testimony, we have some prior serv-
ices which have been provided by our agency in a very limited
fashion to this community, because it is a small agency and it is a
large community. But with appropriate resources, we will be able
to expand on these very needed efforts of mobilization within our
community.

[Prepared statement of Laureano-Vega, M.D., follows:)
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PaEPARED STATEMENT OF IV/MERLE TRINE, M.D. AND MANUEL LAUREANOVEXM, M.D.,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LEAGUE AGAINST AIDS, MIAMI. FL
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heavily on the Church and the Home to tranomit cultural, othi,al 3nd
moral valuer. Pat unto and eldero Are held in bight t,t,tev-in Te,,-,),ted
through ones lifetime We depend heavily on certain modiumN of
communication to get Our information particularly tolevit,ion and
radio, and to a laocer extent the printed media Ve are gehcrally
proud people who work hard to provide A better life for our future
generations, in thin country We are by in large reoourceful and take
pride in taking care of our own within the ,ontext of the family And
the community. In tillers of criol we teem to truly show our vefy halt
attributes of compascion, caring, and unequaled devotion to anyone in"
la Familia" and that includeo an extended family concert

What have we learned about AIDS and Stn Impact on our communities. in
the pact years?
1. Aim le perceived differently by Hiopanico and Haldane Initially

it was thought to tw a White Orly Dieeine and thic--. Jr- the
ease in many inatancee.

Our people have difficulties identifying with AIDS aA a potential
risk to them, or their !amnion.

3. It is difficult to dircuOe AIDS openly with A large ,L44sMerit Of
Hiepanice and Haitlano bet:sure of certain lahuf, on r,exua 1 4131,,le,to,
becaute of the innue of Homooexuality and the iaouo of denial

a There iv difficulty among our people underotanding a long
Incubation period, modern biomedical germ trier or the .rn,oet
that a behavior engaged in "tonight" might potentially place
anyone at rick for developing AIDS live to eight year-c 13tr,

5. individuals in our community appear to wait until the "loot
minute" to opt-, a physician or enter the health are ,,.pfterri, the
tree of culturally appropriate pou t are teac,one that th.
membery of our community die factor after a dingnotsir. of AIDS
than the white Anglo patient coix =litho v.= two
formation on bow and when to accent-, appropriate health zArt, cat,

a tInely baoia io deoperstely needed
0. There doer. not appear to be large numbero of credible health .-are

providero that ate truoted by arc: people with whom they an be
frank And open about their nexus orientation or behavior- rr
that Can impact neeottary risk rtdoction Informer ion without hvir,g
Judgmental.

7. Our people have difficulty In acceoodne tilingual-hiculturol health
care that Jr rev.pont-Avo to their perceived nevdf, ao well ai. to tlo,
needo of their familleo and nignifi(ant other:, in Chit; regard

B. There appear t', to be conAiderablo reluctance On rho pact of ,ernin
key and influential memberi of our community art wc11 af, come
elected otficialo to be aorociated with the Air, sv ahl
large the Hit panic phyolciano have beet, enoenttally 1i1214.41 dui isle
thin criol and only A few have hecc,mo or nivin_At4.4
At a time when they need moot to he heard in VIeloT to

What kind of approach we hsve ut1117ed in view of ti, r: +. re,ogn171
that the reoulto art, yet to t,e mea.:,urod .and require frush mr/o-
documentation, further r,tudy and rettearch

our approac.h In the AlDr I ct ttea among, our peoplo mu.t he +1%.y/ 7 .

solely motivated by a derire to onV., 71vo., and redu,:e the humt1 rf
persono from our C.Dralsullity who will t,0.47114-..inlvt.d. al'hOUFh tLf.
AIDS I001142 beta and will ,ohtinue to t,e coat .
may genuinely he mere, intervoted and contributory in TIO politi.al
arena of AIDS, the grente, ,hellenge and need le,. in educatir.e of.1
informing our community and conc..- quietly caving
Aldo prevention and educational mervageo mt. I given .%1MT,)V



terau within -ultura:lv relevant !..vtamotet,. tiliz:ne tried art /tut.,
concept ii of Health edincatIon aLd Lt.arth t.La.lot LAruic 11!,,

must he clear and conc,4e and give', iv .redirle and 11,1e-inns:
pernonn who .an eronally And ,01f,VolV le tatp.t
audience The audience mart pp!, .1,31., 1

q,,

that our mwt,ago appil.at,illgy me A: w-1 1 A v Any of
could be potentially at r irk frq AITC

Out audiencoc murt L.e reached in natural etting- winrn
community C.lsur her. thol:Iv, at wor k trete14,lv at :10! 11,

special forums r.r :0mmunIty .onieten,er
There is a tendency to not want to 1* 2,tvL attf,nirnw *h, for ot.,1,-
reanon,i. There rmirt not ,t ItcmAtI:.3t1

01 cur Hinpanlcs and Halt lane tat, vu e- n1 A111.* lt Irnvf>t

ispcttant to tai , latillying or labeling inlividua, se. member, of an,,,

Rierrink group. The me t:sabre mit.i lt, and . 1a-_i:. InL't n*ed to
Lee gay, a drug tmet. or ptoml,..ut)tre to Ft Pat late *A, prill,ta;Af.

aunt be on being perfectly and uOtont with )11: anAlerre-- any
one of us who hac, engaged ot it. urtently pta,ti. ':.!,!1,a;

hehaviorm, racy be placing ra,elver, at for A:1,r

We have to gain letter underctanling n1 drug ut.e 1r. o.rt -!7mmunitier
Ye have to listen to perr,on% with AID:: and the ditti.ultre, which
boface Goth tilt, single individt.al and the 1amilv tv,tvm We 1, 1 rcr

find innovative way. of addre,,Ar,F th, lci,vp of within
community. There hat. got to 14, Al: oppcitunily for 1ndi?3,-itnalr .o
inquire about AMP and ri.xlt re-ttic/ion practiceq in A ,17,11de,MtlAl and
appropriate manner. Vo have sucem,..fully lmr,lemented a 71",Atil,.h t'ra'de

language Hotline in Miami which in the future sal,/ ter-rue part of a
larger local effort to provide- thin needed -ervi,e to tL
There is a dire ne,d for anynynoutt. teating and ounelinv for -rut

people many who will goaerally resist truing to 14, within or
SpOnsored try the gay .-ommon'tv,or by governmental agn.:e,n, or 1.

rAtect that do riot have i.:111nguai
We have found g07102-311Y, 3 dercire withtr, the family tructur to 0,Ar
for their own " Who have AIDS, vet we Lave to la,a ol orgatil:ted waVt, 01
asnisting Hitipani and Haitian families to In a hotter atr of caries
for their loved ones, with A11113.

Our Hispanic and Haitian ,:ommunities must ha'..e to Altelnattve
therapies and experimental protocols, a the ma4or mdi,al -entert..
these are most difficult for many in VW LOMMULity to accer,.,7
people need to elm, be introduced to alternativeri. for living with Al DS
including Hone health care, respite and Hospice cite.

We must provide Hispanicct am, Hailtianr. the opportunity to }'art t, !pate
at federal, ntate and In.-al levell, in the development of apprortiate
strategies to educate and povide nevi -:a-c to our own people

Thetie are but A few things' , learned over the part yearn about the
Hispanic and Haitian rommunitien responnw to our communities AIDS
crisis.

Aida in a unique disease in that it presentc earth community with !:arse'
basic prblens. which could be considered univert,al. The Impact of
Aldo on specific racial and ethnic .omMunitius varies to the extent of
the differenceo in cultural valueo which characterize the individual
eubculturen which compooe our great nation

The impact which the AIDS epidemic in having or, the Haitian and
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Hispanic families can be classified into the following cetegoriee.
Personal. Social, Political and Legal.

Personal impact

The physical and psychological integrity of the individuals which
CONVOGO the family systems are threatened. There is a variety of
physical and psychological losnee. Sur central to AIDS its the concept
of loss that it becomes the central fixation point of the individual
or the family.
The physical losses be it an adult of a pediatric case include
I. loss of energy
2. loss of strength
3. lams of appetite
4. lose of motility
5. loss of basic physiological functions such at' bladder and bowel

control

Ve also see neurological complications, which result in additional
losses such as
1. loom of speech
2. loss of cognitive ability
3. loos of sensory functions among theses

a. sight
b. hearing
c. and tactile seneations

many other complications brought on by the side effects of medications,
contribute to the losses which the family must cope with.

A person with AIDS ac well as, the re-t of lila, Or her family unit miur.t
learn to deal and accept the multiple psychological lossesphyical
stamina, body Image, mental clarity, privacy, self eufficioncy and
personal competency.

The life, future hopes and dream; of then individuals are threatenel
The interpretasionc of new symptoms, that once miEht have t4,en ignored

become. anxiety provoking since those ne4 .vmptorms mav inkli'dr. a new
infection or signify the progreeeien of the diF,esae.

ember of fears befall on the family eteratri1$ of a pedistY1.7. Or adult
case. These include fear of the unknown t what will hApr.en hext.
It happen to me or to my baby first;, fear of death and dying(
ill die first, myself or my baby) How difficult it must he for a

;.tent to see his or her baby die and then face eminent death
4xaselvee. Fear of loneliness, tLe fact that we have seen gambles

virtually eliminated makes one eontemplate how these individual,. mue*
feel as they watch the demise of their family due +o HIV infe,:tIon
Pear of abandonment Min only by ,lose friends but the
community). Ve have witnessed the death of families in solitude eosopt
for the support they may receive from the scarce neychonocial agencie,.
such as ours. Pear of sorrow, not only the grief provoked at th
thought of ones own mortality, but that of a loved one rear of cuilt.
specially a Mother or father who may feel very much responsible for
the fate of their uffepring. Fear of dependency and regresmion. AII1S
la en expensive dice:gee. many individuals of Minority origin do not
have the economic resources to Adequately manage thi= impact Many
families succumb to the economi,- pressures of their situation be:ominr
totally dependent on social s=ystems that are not prerarei to meet
their needs.
Consider the impact of AlWl on a persont, life: The individual mu..t
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change lifeetylee and behavior, reexamine priorities and aspirations,
cope with complex medical eyotemes and learn how these function. and
establish relatienehips with care takers. The individual has to deal
with the pain and incapacitation of themselves and eventually the
family structure on which they rely, and adjust to changes in their
external reality--- relationships with other family and friends,
income, perhaps social and employment roles. The fact is that this
disease is considered to be a homosexual disease or that of I.V.Drug
userti, not uncommonly this brings up reactivation of internalized
negative feelings towards borsomexuala, and in othera internalized
homophobia and fear towards prejudice. These events often result in
lowered self esteem. depression, guilt and self blame of having become
infected with HIV and having transmitted it to a spouse or child.

The social impact of the AIDS epidemic extends itself in a largely
multifaceted problem in the Hispanic and Haitian Communities,
Countless incidents of people who are being evicted from their homes,
loosing their totes, being abandoned by friends attest to the
sociological phenomenon which surrounds this disease. These issues
coupled with addi, ional political issues faced by those HIV positive
individualc reeking residency status in the United States create a
tetric ecenario The Life style characteristics of those initially at
highest rick for this disease create and stimulate emotional reactions
from the community. reseetrae of this erroneous perception within our
eonununititae, Individuals with AIDS and their families may be eubjected
to fear ,hatred, and prejudice which may be blatant or covert. This
diagneeis with in a family system forces it to be exposed to and
environment that already may be hosstile,

The political and legal implinatiom of AIDE: are Also complex.
Discuseione regarding deportation of HIV positive aliens or refugees,
the denying of reeidency status to individuals applying through
Amnesty, Haitian/Cuban Entrant, and Xietant farmworker programs
becete-a of their HIV positive statue is a disgrace. The possibility
that thetee individuale were infected in this country and that this
country otter e the highest hope for cure or treatment of thin disease
cannot Ie. over looked. Yee, the problem is there but we must apply
constructive reeseuree, to cope with it appropriately. One doe not
pink up the prol"lem and export it to another county whose public
health r,OlViEtt,, educational and prevention prrigranes are rudimentary
err tinexintent. This would equate to devastation of neighboring
population, , who already nave a proelern on their herein let alone
receive te'n't rte tnotentinde, of infected deportees.

many or 14i:un ity indiveluele do not have goad AcCeft.; to medical caret
they anne afford I' so Ial v1 -ett,t" they are not eligible, and
petn is er, S, can n, yrnErAmt, Platrt,, of our people have been here for a
numner ci 7t2Ar .1 71i have id F:Ncte.,Itt:, which now they can not tar,
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Prior Servicee provided:

The League has entebliehed a two pronged approeeh tea eeeiet the
Hispanic and Haitian commueitiee in Dade and nroward eountiee on the
issue of AIDS: EducationeFreventinn end Coueeeline Prevention
information ceminars and activitiee are eoeducted upon request.
Information in the form of written and graphic materials aired at
higher rick group are distributed alone with rick reduction peckagee
that include condoms, to members of the following group. general
community, hoMosexual and bisexual mite, the sexual partners of those
previously mentioned, teenagers, and women.

Information regarding AIDS, its medee of trausmiseion ftee paiticularly
the dangers of contracting the disease ie provided to organizations
compoeed mainly of minority individuals, i.e. coeial eervice groups
such a, Kiwanis Clubs, and at events such as the annual Calle Oeho
Festival. More formal and structured presentations are aeailable to
profeeSional grouper that serviee the racial and ethnic minorities of
Southern Florida (H1I0e, Medical Aseceiations, ete.) Many of the
activities of the League with regard to the edueationeereventiou
aspects of our program are based on misee media dieeemieetion of Rick
Reduction information The favorite and most effective mater media
tool for Hispanics end Haitians: are teleyieon aed radio. On both
these media forms we have employed compreheneive edueetional
programming. The League has strongly eetablisned its credibility with
the media (radio and television' and local newspapers Over the past
two /ears we have appeared on nmeroue radio :led televieion ehowe with
the purpose of educating the public about Alto and the Laeue'e
intentions. The propram formate are talk ehowe with queetiou and
answer segments where the viewer or listener mne call in their
questions.

The content of the erogrermine ureuallv include the followinee

I. Culturally linked faete about AIDS and AILei trat.emtreion
2. HIV infection and the spectrum of disease;
3. Religious lee:. and AIDS;
4. Sex, AIDS, and the Adolescent:
5. AIDS. family valuers., and communication within, the Hierenie and

Haitian commenitiee,
8. "Say No" to sexual promieceity and drues; if you ear: not. then

engage in eafer sexual and drug ueaeo practices.
7. Hispanic and Haitian children and women with AIDS.
8. Risk Reduction strategies end AIDS.

The use of AN radio includes progremmine whose eole purpeee in
awareness raising. We have developed f our different 30 efei.otel publi,
service announcements that are being sired. The Hispanic AlPS
awareness _:to in "Do not die becneee of ignneancei" "No muerar
per ignorancia'". As part cal this plogramming we have ere4ted a
twenty minute audio tape. Thie tape ie used in ee hour long prneram
with a question and answer format. The first twenty Minutee are
tpretaped) general AIDS information and then r Health Fdueasor anewore
any questions during a 40 minute eall-in peeiod,

We have designed a eerier; of nO second informational mee.apee aimed a
dispelling myths within the Hiepanie community. Thi. proleet celled
"Cepsulae sabre el SIPA" is ,:uitablo fee both AM and FY radio statioes
and targets the younger Hispanic areups Some of the etetione which



have sponsored our efforts
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In this area are:

1.

2.

VQBA
Super

1140 AM
Q 100.7FR

<2panieh:
(Spanish)

3. VCIQ 1210 AM (Spanish)
4. VCIOQ 92 FM (Spanish)
5. AMC 1550 All (SpaniLas)
6. VOCE 1450 AK (Spanish)
7. VI.QY 1320 AX <Creole)
8. VVCG 1080 AK (Creole)

The League Against AIDS has been involved with the conceptualization
and planning of the CDC's National Mailer and Television Public
Sarvic.,i announcement campaign "America Responds to AIDS'. We
presently use these Public Service annuuncements to promote our
Spanish/Creole Language AIDS hotline. on Channel 51 and Channel 23,
Hispanic International Television Cable Network and all the above
mentioned radio stations.

The League has access to many nationally televised Hispanic variety
shows on the Univision and Telemundo televinion networks 'National
Hispanic Networks). Orn various occasions the League hat, done
educational segments in programs of the caliber and high ratings as:
Dia a Dia (4:00 PX Prime time) and Sabados Gigantes (The most watched
Hispanic National TV Program). The League has also participated in
the production of three national documentaries: AIDS LIFELINE
promoted and produced by Metropolitan LIFE. SIDA is AIDS the first
Hispanic National documentary produced by KCET and UNIVISI011. and
recently the production of the third, which focused on AIDS .n the
Minority communities produced by PBS television of Maryland, providing
information and expertise (shout the AIDS crifsec: within the Haitian and
Hispanic communities.

The League has also done a campaign on the local cable teleyi'Aon
networks, HIT TV (Hispanic International Tolev15;ionr whic.h primarily
broadcast to the Hialeah area in Dsie County. We have produced local
TV programming In which members of the League introduce the concepts
of Risk Reduction to the Hispanic viewers of this, predominately
Hispanic area.

The League is presently working with the CDC funded tide County Public
Schools AIDS information and Pducation Program. Ve Are. member of
their speakers bureau and frequently present culturally nermitive
lectures in Spanish. Creole, and English that attempt to reach the
assimilated and non-assimilated non-anglo student and parent. The
school system's presentations are delivered on school grounds. to
groups of students from the 5th, 7th, 10th, and 12th grades. Thu
parents are reached through adult education programs and PTA meetings,
In addition, The League site on the DCPS Material Review Committee.
In an ongoing process to maintain a high level of educational material
in Southern Florida. The League's education department actively
reviews and identified appropriate AIDS material for 11 ,.e within the
schools.
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In an effort to assist in the ael,ion making ine:e'n- with rgsr:i
prensing AIDS irnuen in the eul,lic school n;t:ng. we Ate meahcrn el
the PCPS AIDS Tart Force. Tire DCPS's litri:ulum on AID:7 edit:at:en 1
revised every twc years. Last year the Leogne t.elved on tt,e
curriculum review ;rocese- The alliance that the League Against A1P:'
enjoys with the D,:PO AID: Infermatien end Education Offie
cOaprehensive. We participate in their special teacher and
administrative training any{ in *heir special edecational program-
Lastly, the DCPS has a able television station that the League on
namerous occasions has participated with by Wa Of delivering
preventive messages through the educational television airwavns We
have also participated and helped prndu-e a local behavior change
video taps programming based on plt..DtaliON f positive role medel,
and risk reduction MP41k54,11C014, which targets neninr high student-of Dade.

Networking with the State AIDS Prcgram located in Distrit X 4DADF
the League presently holdn seats on the S;ta*.e't, Material Review
tor both the Hispanic and Haitian communities in an attempt to
maintain high quality and cultural nixeilicity and seneitivitv withinthe total of the AIDE educational materials. utilized and d1.7tritu*ed
by the State of Florida. We also receive materials. for dietrihutionfrom the State these include: Pamphlets, Brochures, and ondome.

In cooperation with the American Red Crose. the League hats delivered
education program, to Corporations. Migrant Farmwerker groups. and
health care workers as pact of their "Beyond Fear" Program. The
League holds a seat on the Miami AFC Chapter AIDE Advisory Committee.
and also works to cooperation with ARC HeadaLarters in Washington a'part of the National ALP :' advisory committee for Hiepanic Youth and
Family. Ve are presently collaborating with the production of the New
ARC Hispanic AIDS Educational Materials. and will be actiiely involved
with the field testing of these materials in the bads- area.

The League, The American Red Cross, The nede County Public Snnoolc and
the National PTA recently cellahoretea in the production of an AIDS
Awareness raising poster of the Haitian (-Immunity. The League In alto
directly involved with meter Haitian coalitions. when addreot; le,nner,
pertaining to Haitian women and immigrantn.

The Haitian Program for Youth and Family of the League Against AIDS,
Inc. le presently involved with educational interventions targeting
Haitian women in environments which are culturally suitable for
delicate AIDS risk reduction information dissemination. This program
is a pilot prenently funded by the United States Cueferenne of Mayors
which is having excellent success and acceptance by the women of the
Dade and Eroward County areas.. This contract entails. the :raking of
protentatione to groups of women. for example, a beauty parlored the
production of telovieatan and radio shows. as well as radio PEA' aimed
at women; as well as, the development of educational materials in
Creole.

This program is also deliverinb AIDE preventive messages to ottne
Haitian Community grnupn such an: Haitian churches. Technical YO,N-
tlonal schools, and health elated training institutions which have
high perceneges of Haitian students. During these preeentations we
use audlovieeal material such as; se Net Ho" a culturally sensitive
Creole video tape and after a brief preeentetion the Smitten Health
Educator entertains quest Ion'. and answers in an attempt to pxo,-er,s
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emotional issues made evident during the wcritchop

As described in the Needs Annensnent. AIDS education and ,:oureelthg
among Haitians in a parti,:ularly sennitive area. Thi-; in 1-,eAll,f of
the devastating effects, the recent publicity generated 1,y the diseae
has had upon the community, because of entrenched Haitian belief and
attitudes concerning the disease, because of Haitian tendencies toward
denial, because of Haitian attitudes Icwardc new and di.cuscion of
sexual matters, and because of the unfamiliarity of many Haitians with
modern biomedicine. The League ha, created a program of counseling
and education that addresnes these 11.sues and depends, for its
effectiveness, upon an appeal to hat,1. Haitian values and upon a
method of delivery based on typically Haitian styles of communication.
For example, one basic Haitian value is that of having children. an a
validation of adulthood and of marital union. as a mainstay of the
household. as an insurance against. old age. And AS the -course of
family continuity. The League' educatotc. and :ounnelorn emphasize
this value in describing the risks of unsafe sex. Haitians air.° value
the ability to work hard, earn a living. and regard good health as
prerequisite to this end. Again. counneloar or educators appeal to
this value in teaching ways of maintaining good Lealrin By doing so.
they not only attempt to change beliefs. but to guarantee that
behavior change will follow, such behavior having been transforned
into AU expression of fundamental Hait_an ealuec..

The League's client services department offers an array of direct and
indirect client and family assistance. This assistance program
addresses their medical, educational, and counseling needs. We have
establinhed thin program with the use of professional staff and
trained volunteers who provide service to the client and family upon
request. We also provide the liaison and referral service to the
South Florida AIDS Network throughout the duration our program.
The counselors work in conjunction with comprehensive case management
system of the South Florida Aids Care and Treatment Network. which in
based at Jackson Memorial Hospital. The counnelore make home-visits
to the League's clients who are unable to come to the agency for
counseling. The program in implemented on daily and nightly basis in
order to ensure access to PWAn who work or have structured day
schedules. The League has programmed to establih a pediatric PWA day
care project that will alleviate the %tress and overwhelming
responsibilities that befall the family members. In addition to
providing day care, the League has instituted a structured management
program for participants.

Presently. the League Against AIDS Client Services Department
maintains a counseling sane load of 125 individealn with AIDS. The
caseload profile is distributed in the following way:

gm* TrassminsiOn Rtbnicity

Male-86% Homo/Bi -49.5% Hispanic 00.88%
Female-14% Hetero 41.13% Haitian 29.01%

I.V. 5.9% Am. Black - 5.01%
HeSo - 1.0% White Anglo 3.04%
Pedi 1.0% Trinidad 1.0%
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Patient/Family Education Services presently being provided in group
and one-on-one settings include:

1. Medication Managennat Group where the group is broken down into
subgroups of individuals using the same medications. Classes will
ft.-ea On:

A. Posology/Dosagea
b, Food,Drus Interactions
c. Drug/Drug Interactions
d. Adverse Side Effects
e. Drug Tolerance Skills

Nurse volunteers and medically trained staff members present this
information.

2. Mimic Fundamental Innumolcsy Information lei given to all program
participants. The nature of AIDS requires that clients (PWAs1
understand the basic function the immune system, how to fortify
it, and prevent recurring infections. This io provided by
medically trained staff,

3. liatioaal and Local Protocol Update - where clients are kept
abreast of available experimental drugs and regimens. Thin is
provided by staff and professional volunteers from the el.e.7ial
immunology laboratory of the University 4 Miami.

4. Nutritional Information people with Amp reluire an appropriate
intake of calories, vitaaine and mlnetale. to insure optimal
health status. The ethrii diversity among the FWA's population
necessitates the development. of cu:turallv sensitive diet plant..
Consulting nutritionists supervise, 'rain and assist volunteesn
in providing this servic.e.

Pnychosocial Counseling Services included:

Peyclionocial Support Groups 'hat in plle7e for Haltisnt 3nd
Hispanics facet -.. on issuot, of

a. Sexuality
b. Risk Behavior
c. Family Dynamics
d. Death and Dying
e. Berearement
f. Coping
E. General Life ELhanemeni

This ..,tsprvi,:o ie.. provided by ptufe.,tional couht4-linE staff,
supervised ty he Assistant Exe.:utlye Director both in Cto,tle
Spanish.
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2, Visualization Sessions - where clients are guided to envision the
process of their minds and bodies. The League stresses holistic
approach through supportive counseling of PWAs and their families.
Visualization therapists provide the above.

3, Gentle Exercise and Body Movement Therapy - is geared towards
cardiovascular stimulation and overall physical fitness. This
program serves to teach TWAs and family members stress manage-
ment through exercise. Staff and trained volunteers provide the
above.

4. Stress Management/Relaxation and Meditation augmnto our
holistic approach to health management of the PVAs and family
members. Trained staff and volunteers provide the above services.

5. Spiritual Enhancement - provided via services (mass) conducted
by chaplains from neighboring churches. The spiritual component
ensures the coapleteness of our holistic therapeutic intervention
program that encompasses the mind. body and spirit.

6. General Recreation - clients enjoy movies, picnics, and other
recreational activities coordinated by staff.

7. Transportation clients profit from free trateportation to and
from our facility, social eervice agencies, and recreational
sites.

Psychouocial counseling is also provided by our staff on a one-on-one
basis to each client by request. This service allows individuals, to
access the support from their counselors directly when they feel that
issues are too sensitive to be discussed in group sessions, or due TO
their particular personalities, they do not wish to attend a support
group.

The League Against AIDS, Inc. holds a seat an the National Minority
AIDS Council Board of Directors, and also holAP, a Cu -Chair man position
with the National Latino AIDS (..au,:us

The League Against AIDS. Inc.. is a smell non-profit Minority AIN,
Service Organization that has a staff composition 100% of minority
origin. We are 50% Hispanic and SO% Haitian by ethnic distribution.
The staffing needs of the agency with ree,ard to the epidemic in our
area are great. We ere managing an the resources presently available
but with an increAr.at In staff we will be able to amplify its -ap.11,-itst
to provide sensitive and specific education and out.ren,h which
responds effectively to the ultural. environmental, ..,0,-.1n1 and
multilingual rllaracter of our Idrge pnpulltionr
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Chairman MILLER Thank you. Dr. Tribie, are you going to testi-
fy, are you here to respond to questions?

Dr. Thimz. No, I am here to respor i.
Chairman MILIXR Okay, fine. Dr. Miller.

STATEMENT OF REV. DR. ROGER P. MILLER. CHAPLIN IN AIDS
MINISTRY, AND CHAIRMAN OF MIAMI AIDS INTERFAITH NET-
WORK, MIAMI, FL

Dr. Mrwr.R. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Lehman and Congress-
man Durbin, members of the Select Committee and other distin-
guished guests, I thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf
of some of the most vulnerable of American citizens, those babies
and children infected from birth with the Human Immune Defi-
ciency Virus.

As Chairperson of the Miami AIDS Interfaith Network, the
Senior Chaplain in AIDS Ministry here at the University of Miami
Jackson Memorial Hospital, and as an experienced pastor, educator
and counselor for a number of years, I am delighted that your es-
teemed group has decided to address not only the medial and legal
issues of pediatric A TDS, but the ethical, moral and spiritual issues
that this epidemic brings to the forefront. I am heartened that you
recognize the appalling rise in pediatric AIDS and you see the need
for all our citizens and institutions to move past the ignorance and
prejudices of past understandings.

For the past two years I have worked in this community to
create a trained, compassionate team of nearly 90 pastoral care
partners to work one-on-one with those affected by AIDS. These

'Aunteers come from a variety of different walks of life, many dif-
ferent religious perspectives, some are men, some are women,
young and old, they are gay and straight, but the one thing that
they all have in common is that they care about other people and
want to live out their faith perspective.

I could tell you many stories, heart-rending stories, of pers
sacrifice by these care nartners from the private sector motivated
by their own personal th and their love and their spiritual com-
mitment. I have seen volunteers cancel their own weekend plans to
share, instead, camping trips and quiet walks and shopping excur-
sions and even death vigils at the sides of those with AIDS. I have
seen our care partners leave long days of work themselves, to head
directly to our hospital facilities and stand at the bedsides of dying
babies and mothers dying with AIDS. I have seen teenagers give up
dates and spend time comforting orphaned babies or aged parents,
mourning the loss of their only child.

I believe there is in the ordinary citizenry of our land a wealth of
concern for people with AIDS and a willingness to be involved.
However, while we are more than eight years into this epidemic,
there are still some enormous bottlenecks to the provision of ade-
quate care. Some of these bottlenecks are bureaucratic, some are
systemic, and some are inatitutic 1. Some of them are merely per-
ceptual, but some are very real ,.lost, however, are complex be-
cause AIDS is complex.

As we have heard it is difficult to determine for several months
after birth whether a baby born to an HIV-int 'led mother carries

I'
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the virus and most likely will go on to develop the AIDS syndrome.
Pediatric AIDS therefore, presents us with some unprecedented
moral and ethical conundrums. Should the babies be carried to
term to save that percentage which may be reasonably healthy, or
should the pregnancies of women with AIDS and HIV infection be
terminated to humanely spare such a tortuous death to the size-
able percentage of children who will finally develop AIDS. A
thoughtful answer will not be an easy one and there are intelligent
peop e of faith with a variety of viewpoints, even within the Inter-
faith Networks, of which I sm a part. It is not a pro-life or pro-
choice issue, it is a question of how we perceive what is most
humane for the children. Everyone would prefer that babies not be
born with HIV infection in the first place, but the fact is, children
and babies are dying from AIDS and they are dying now.

It is incumbent on all of us in both public and private sectors to
do more than wring our hands at this mounting crisis. We must
begin to act swiftly and effectively, even though the solutions will
not be easy.

We must protect the rights of both parents and children with
this virus while acting to streamline the processes for adoption and
foster care and financing of placement of unwanted and neglected
AIDS-infected infants.

The bureaucracies designed for other times and conditions are
too lengthy for proper expeditious care of many children with
AIDS, or those suspected of ultimately developing the infections.

It is not enough for the religious to merely issue statements
about the sanctity of life, or the need for higher moral values;
"Faith without works is dead," say the Greek scriptures. There
must be a rise ' a the private sector leadership, including our main-
stream religious denominations and organizations, to provide food,
clothing, loving foster homes and medical care, amounting to tens
of thousands of dollars per child. Otherwise, all the words we say
about life's sacredness are empty.

Who is going to act in behalf of life's highest values when AIDS-
infected mothers live in squalor and malnutrition and addiction
without dignity and without adequate care? Who is going to pro-
vide healthy, attractive and life saving alternatives to poor women
who see no other options but to sell their own bodies to keep from
going hungry? Where are the options when there are no openings,
as we have already heard,. in the drug rehabilitation programs and
when concern over AIDS is last on a teen mother's list of personal
priorities? Who can provide the counsel, the direction, the training
and the needed jobs? I believe both public and private sectors must
work together to provide solutions. And I believe that the religiour,
leaders of our land, if educated and motivated about AIDS, can
elicit active financial support and personal involvement from a
wide segment of the private sector.

It is true that many religious publications are finally discovering
the AIDS crisis and calling for involvement, especially with the so
called "innocent victims," (as though adults with AIDS wanted or
deserved their fate). However, that involvement needs forthright
1 *dership at the highest levels of our religious institutions, includ-
jag the willingness to fund homes for mothers with AIDS babies,
the willingness to fund adolescent sex education programs, to fund
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drug habilitation p s, to fund pastoral cark, chaplaincies to
persons with A.loS, azIT;111 willingness to cooperatively fund and
work together with other religious organizations, denominations,
secular businesses and private and public institutions which can
help slow the spread of AIDS through education, counseling, and
rehabilitation.

The specter of death from AIDS hi" moved well beyond the gay
community and the IV drug using community and puts thousands
of mothers and children at risk.

Still, we have the curious spectacle of some religious leaders who
are not even successfully controlling the sexual behaviors of their
own members, but who awe against AIDS prevention education
in our schools. It is morally repugnant to deny thorough, clear
AIDS prevention education to any of our population simply because
we are squeamish about talking explicitly about blood, semen, vagi-
nal fluid, anal, oral and vaginal intercourae, condoms, homosexual,
heterosexual and bisexual behaviors. This virus does not care
whether we are pro-life or pro-choice, whether we are Black or
White, English or Spanish speaking, Catholic, Protestant or
Jewish, gay or straight, religious or atheist. The only effective pre-
vention to the rise in pediatric AIDS is a change in sexual behavior
and that will come about only with adequate sex education and
moral and ethical motivation. If our homes and churches and syna-
gogues can do that job, no time is better than now to prove it.

Let us together, with the support and cooperation of business
and government to develop effective and comprehensive education
programs, which can include our varying moral precepts, while ad-
vancing a full and honest telling of the scientific fact , about AIDS

To that end, the Miami AIDS Interfaith Network with nearly 50
leaders who come from a broad cross section of the religious com-
munity is currently planning a First National Conference for Reli-
gious Educators and Pastoral Care Givers to develop some common
ground on which we can all agree to act in slowing the course of
death from AIDS.

Together with the AIDS National Interfaith Network, religious
leaders from many different denominations and the many excellent
providers of services and care for people with AIDS in this commu-
nity and nationally, we are working to develop cooperative plans of
actions in AIDS education that .can even haw: international
impact. But such a conference will not be free. We are still looking
for support, both from public and private religious sources, as well
as from federal grants.

At a conference on AIDS I attended last year, one participant de-
clared, "the church is a waste to stem the course of this epidemic."
I do not believe this has to be true, but I believe it has been true so
far. Nonetheless, there are few institutions with more potential for
bringing about public openness to discussion and for changing
public attitudes than our religious institutions.

Despite all the institutional and governmental reticence to speak
out openly on AIDS, I

Chairman MILLAR. Reverend, I am going to ask you to summa-
rize your

Dr. Miu.sta. All right.
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Chairman Miwgri. We are going to run out of time and I want to
be sure we get the questions.

Dr. MILLER. I bring to mind that it was a man with profound reli-
gious convictions, C. Everett Koop, who brought AIDS into the fore-
front in our national discussion.

I believe that there is a need to offer honest and open incentives
for people who give their time and effort from the private sector. I
do not think just throwing money at AIDS is necessarily the
answer, but I think it does require both public and private sector
cooperation.

I think, additionally, there needs to be public support an I en-
couragement to the private sector and particularly to the re'igious
of our land, to put their money where their mouths are about
AIDS and about AIDS education. I think the issues of racism and
classism and poverty need to be raised in our religious institutions,
because I hear more and more from particularly the American
Black community, of the reticence to get involved because of per-
ceiving AIDS as simply another burden to the people.

And in closing, I do not believe most Americans want to see a
nation where the poor and infirm die in the streets like dogs and
where babies are born to suffer from the racking pain of AIDS in-
fections, and where addicted mothers have as their only goal in life
another hit of cocaine.

However, in the face of increasing governmental fiscal austerity,
and without a radical involvement of the private sector in provi-
sion of increasingly needed services, especially for mothers and
children with AIDS, that is the ominous picture in a very short
time. In fact, it is already beginning to happen. Our religious insti-
tutions can help to change that picture, I believe, but I hope they
accept the challenge.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Rev. Dr. Roger Miller follows:]

u
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PREPAR-D STATEMENT OF REV. DR. ROGER P. MILLER. CHAPLAIN IN AIDS MINISTRY, THE
UNIVERSITY (W MIAMI/JACKSON MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER, MIAMI, FL

Mr. Chairman, Congressmen Lehman, Congressman Bliley, members of this Select
Committee, acid other distinguished guests: I thank you for the invitation to
testify on behalf of some of the weakest and most vulnerable of American
citizens, those babies and children infected from birth with the Human
Immunodefficiency Virus. As a chairperson of the Miami AIDS Interfaith
Network, as the Senior Chaplain in AIDS Ministry here et the University of
Miami/Jackson Memorial Medical Center, and as en experienced pastor, educator,
and counselor for a number of years, I as delighted that this esteemed body is
interested in addressing not only the medical and legal issues of Pediatric
AIDS but the ethical, moral, and spiritual issues that this epidemic has
brought to the forefront. I as heartened that you recognize the appalling
rise impediatric AIDS and see the need for all our citizenry and institutions
to move past the ignorance and prejudices of post understandings end the
bureaucratic and political footdragging chronicled so eloquently in the
bestseller, Lad the Band Played Om, by Randy Shilts.

For the past two years I have worked in this community to create a trained,
compassionate team of nearly flinty pastoral care partners to work one-on-one
with those affected by AIDS. These volunteers come from many different walks
of life, many different religious perspectives, they are men and women, young
and old, gay and straight. The one thing they all have in common is that they
core about other people and vent to live their faith.

I could tell you scores of heart-rending stories of personal sacrifice by
these Care Partners from the private sector motivated by their personal faith
and love and spiritual commitment. I have seen volunteers cancel their own
weekend plans to share, instead, camping trips and quiet walks and shopping
excursions and death vigils at the sides of those with AIDS. I have seen our
Care Partners leave long days of work to head directly to hospital bedsides of
babies and mothers dying with AIDS. I have seen teenagers give up dates to
spend time comforting as orphaned baby with AIDS or an aged parent mourning
the loss of an only son lost to AIDS.

I believe there is in the ordinary citizenry of our land a wealth of conern
for People with AIDS and a willingness to be involved. However, while we are
more thar eight years into this epidemic, there are still some enormous
bottlenecks to the provision of adequate care for persons with AIDS in gt-,.ral
and for babies and children with AIDS in particular. Some of these barn:
are bureaucratic, some are system'c, and some are institutional. Some of
these barriers are merely perceptial but some are real; most are complex.
however, because AIDS is complex. The very nature of how HIV is transmitted,
detetted, and treated means that there can never be simple solutions.

Because it is difficult to determine for several months after birth whether a
baby born to an HIV infected mother carries the virus and most likely will die
an excruciatingly painful and extended death the issues surrounding Pediatric
AIDS present us with some unprecedented moral and ethical conundrums. Should
the babies be carried to term to save that percentage which may be reasonably
healthy or should the pregnancies of women with AIDS and HIV infection be
terminated to humanely spare such a tortuous death to :he sizeable percentage
which will finally develop AIDS? A thoughtful (maser will not be an easy one
and there are intelligent people of faith with a variety of viewpoints, even
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within the Interfaith eetworke of which I as a part. It is not a pro-life or
per-choice issue: St is a question of how we perceive what is most humane for
the children. Everyone would prefer that babies not be born with HIV
infection in the first place but the fact is: children and babies are dying
from AIDS...now! It is incumbent on all of us in both public and private
sectors to do more than wring our hands at this mounting crisis. We must
begin to act swiftly and effectively even though solutions will not come
easy.

We must,protett the rights of both parents and children with this virus while
acting to streamline the processes for adoption and foster care placement of
unwanted and neglected AIDS-infected infants. The beauracracies designed for
other times and conditire are too lengthy for proper, expeditious care of
many children with AIDS sr those suspected of ultimately developing the
infection. It is not enough for the religious to merely issue statements
about the sanctity of life or the need for higher morel standards; "faith
without works is dead" say the Creek Scriptures. There must be a rise in
private sector leadership including our mainstream religious denomination and
organizations to provide food, clothing, loving foster homes, and :medics.' care
amounting to tens of thousands of dollars per child. Otherwise all the words
we speak about life's sacnedness are empty! Who is going to act in behalf of
life's highest valu-s when AIDS-infected moth' -s live in squalor and
malnutrition and aS:iction without dignity and without adequate care Who is
going to provide healthy, attractive, and life-saving alternatives to poor
women who see no other option but selling their own bodies to keep free going
hungry? Where are the options when there are no more openings in the drug
rehabilitation programs and when concern over AIDS is last on a teen mother's
list of personal priorities? Who can provide counsel, direction, training,
and needed jobs' I believe both public and private sectors must work together
to provide the solutions and I believe that the religious leaders of our land,
if educated and motivated about AIDS, can elicit active financial support and
personal involvement from a wide segment of the private sector.

At our medical center we have but one paid chaplaincy sssition for all the
persons living and dyins with AIDS in stir entire system and that position is
funded from the secular philanthropic community for only a brief time. Where
are the responsible religious bodies which can work cooperatively to meet the
need for specialized psychosocial, emotional, and spiritual care for People
with AIDS?

It is true that maims religious publications are finally discovering the AIDS
crisis and calling for involvement -- esnecielly with the so called "innocent
victims" (as though adults with AIDS waned or deserved their fate') However,
that involvement needs forthright leadership at the highest levels of our
religious institutions including the willingness to fund homes for mothers
with AIDS babies. the willingness to fund adolescent sex education programs,
the willingres. to fund drug rehabilitation programs, the willingness to fund
pastoral care .haplaincies for Persons with AIDS, and the willingness to
cooperatively fund and work together with other religious organizations,
denominations, secular businesses, and private and public institutions which
can help slow the spread of AIDS thrlugh education, counseling, and
rehabilitation.
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The spectre of deatt, from AIDS has moved well beyond the gay community and the
IV drug using comas. ,ty and puts thousands of mothers and children at risk.
Still we have the carious spectacle of some reIig.ous leaders who aren't even
successfully .ontroling the sexual behaviors of their own members but who
argue against AIDS prevention education in our schools. It is morally
repugnant to deny thorough, clear AIDS prevention education to any segment of
our population simply because we are squeamish about talking explicitly about
blood, semen, vaginal fluid, anal, oral, and vaginal intercourse, condoms, and
homosexual, heterosexual, and bisexual behaviors. This virus does not care
whether we are pro-life or pro-choice, black or white, English or Spanish
speaking, Catholic. Protestant, or Jewish, gay or straight, religious or
atheist. The only effective prevention to the rise in Pediatric AIDS is a
change in sexual behavior -- and that will come about only with adequate sex
education and &oral and ethical motivation. If our homes and churches and
synagogues can do the job no time is better than now to prove it! Let us get

together with the support and cooperation of business and government to
develop effective and comprehensive education programs which can include our
varying moral precepts while advancing 3 full and honest telling of the
scientific facts about AIDS.

To that end the Miami AIDS Interfaith Network with nearly 50 leaders who come
from a broad cross section of the religious community is currently planning a
First National Conference for Religious Educators and Pastoral Care Givers to
develop common ground on which we can all agree to act in slowing the rise of
death from AIDS. Together with the AIDS National Interfaith Network,
religious educators from many different denominations, and the many excellent
providers of services aru; cars for People with AIDS in this community and
nationally we are working to develop cooperative plans of action and AIDS
education that can have international impact. But such a conference will not

be free. We are still looking for support both from private and religious
sources and from federal grants.

At a conference on AIDS I attended last year one participant declared, "The
church is a waste to stem the course of this epidemic." I do not believe that
has to be true but I Jo believe it has been true so far. Nonetheless,
are few institutions with more potential for bringing about a public openness
to discussion and for changing public attitudes than our religious
institutions. Despite all the institutional and governmental reticence to
speak out openly on AIDS I remind you that it was a man with profound
religious convictions who most influenced our country to bring AIDS to wide
public discussion. That men is the illustrious Surgeon General C. Everett
!Coop.

I believe that in the private sector there ,re thousands of points of light in
the dark picture of ADS that hovers over our world. There are thousands of
caring individual Americans who make up this nation's religious, business,
industrial, and political institutions and who are willing to take their place
along side of (but not in place of) those organizations and institutions
already working to slow the increase in Pediatric AIDS. Why can't government
and religion work cooperatively to motivate this private sector to more
personal involvement as well us to provide concrete incentives to encourage
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this involvement? What about tax incentives for those who give their time and
money to provide help for Persons Living with AIDS and their children? kr.at
about creating food pantries, clothing banks, recreational facilities, respite
care to mothers needing a few hours of relief, church and synagogue based
nirsing care, and volunteer support services as a pert of our faith
coamenities' outreach and mission prograes? How about easier tax deductable
credits for the givers?

Some people feel that the answer to every problem is to throw money at it.
Others believe that less governaent will produce more inoividual
respoasibility. The truth probably lies somewhere in between both extremes.
We greatly need increased national funding for AIDS research, treatment, and
prevention, but we also need a greatly expanded private sector involvement of
our business, industrial, and religious institutions. Instead of permitting
our difference* to keep us from effer 've action let them spur us to new
models of cooperation between privet,. public sectors.

Every church and synagogue in our nation ought to already be learning about
AIDS, talking about AIDS, and opening their doors without blame, accusation,
or judgment to those who are suffering from this plague. There ought to be
throughout our fa: amenities support groups and care facilities for anyone
with HIV infection, and our religious institutions ought to be in the
forefront of raising money for medical care, medical research, AIDS education,
and for personal care of all kinds of persons living with AIDS. True
spirituality requires responses to children and adults chat are based on
understanding rather than fear, mutual concern rather than personal greed, and
tolerance rather than bigotry.

Nowhere is the institution of recites and classiest: in America more apparent
than in the way churches (especially minority churches) are dealing with AIDS.
It is no accident that AIDS is ravaging the poorer Black and Hispanic and
Carribean immigrant communities while little is being said from the pulpits of
those cultures except an occasional perjorative pronouncement against
"perversion". Out of all the trained Care Partners in our AIDS ministry only
one is a Black American! In the Mimi AIDS Interfaith Network only two are
American Blacks when between thirty and fifty percent of our medical center's
inpatients with AIDS or HIV infection are Black. Is this because AIDS is seen
by the poor as yet another of many problems over which they have no power or
control? Now that discrimination against people of color is legally
unacceptable what is the responsibility of our religious institutions to
educate and empower those on the bottom of the economic ladder?

I do sot believe moat Americans want to see a nation where the poor and infirm
die in the streets like dogs, where bebies are born to suffer from the racking
pain of AIDS infections and where addicted mothers have as their only goal in
life another hit of cocaine. However, in the face of increasing governmental
fiscal austerity and without a radical involvement of the private sector in
provioion of increasingly needed services, especially for mothers and children
with AIDS, that is the ominous picture 14, a very short time. In fact, it is
already beginning to happen. Our religious institutions can help to change
that picture, I believe. I hope they accept the challenge!
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Thank you very much for your
testimony. Mr. Plummer, some years ago, this committee, at the in-
sistence of Co an Lehman, came to Jackson Memorial Hos-
pital and the ban Center and between the two institutions we
spent quite a bit of time discussing the cost of low birth weight
babies. And I think we set out a course for this committee, and
eventually for the Congress, that culminated this year with the
participation of my two colleagues here in the largest increase in
the Women, Infants and Children's funding in the last 10 years of
that program. WIC provides prenatal care and nutrition assistance
to try to stem the cost of low birth weight babies in recognizing
that the cost of prevention and intervention is cheaper than deal-
ing with the results. It also, of course, improves the health of the
child and the mother.

You are pmenting us again today a chart of the awesome fiscal
impact of AIDS on institutions, setting aside for the moment the
human suffering and misery and concern that we all have. We can
spend an awful lot of money on prevention before we get to these
kinds of numbers. These figures are not, if I look at them correctly,
are not out of balance with what we are starting to relay presented
to us from other institutions and the costs that they are starting to
relate to the Select Committee. Who is paying the bill? Are these
all covered?

Mr. PLUMMER. I think that for the most part the Federal and
State Governments are paying the bill. We do have portion of our
population with AIDS who are not covered. Jackson Memorial Hos-
pital alone, despite the fact that we have almost $10 million
coming into our community to help, to defray some of the costs of
caring for AIDS, Jackson Memorial Hospital alone had almost a $5
million deficit this past year, fiscal year, in caring for persons with

Chairman Muni. You mean just caring for individuals with
AIDS?

Mr. PLUMMER. AIDS and
Chairman Mruza. What do you project in terms of the future?
Mr. PLUMMER. That as we deal with larger and larger numbers

that cost is just going to continue to escalate.
Chairman Malin. How long can this institution stand that?
Mr. PLUMMER. It cannot stand it any longer. We have got to look

at providing the dollars to take care of this patient population. But
I think that, again, the cost of care in terms of hospitalization can
be continued to be minimized, as we look at more and more preven-
tion, education and early intervention. We are going to see more
and more medications that are going to provide us with the oppor-
tunity to provide early intervention, and we have got to begin to
shift the dollars that we have available to us, to this early inter-
vention, so that the cost of care for hospitalization can be reduced.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Laureano-Vega, let me ask you something.
In the earlier testimony and in written testimony received by the
committee in conjunction with this hearing, them is the constant
suggestion that, if I am stating right, within the male population
there is a very very difficult task in getting individuals to change
behavior in the Hispanic community and in the Black communi-
tyeven when, according to some studies, they know in fact they
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are endangering themselves, or possibly endangering somebody else
or infecting somebody else. It was suggested in one of the testimo-
nies that they are more aware of itthey are still taking risks but
they are wo more about it. But the risk taking activity is still
being e in, in this case whether it is drug use or

agging
sexual rela-

tions wlsomebody else once you are infected or risk being infect-
ed. You described a number of things that the League is attempt-
ing to do. Where are we in terms of being effective in the Hispanic
community, the Haitian community, and in the Black community?

Dr. LAUREANO-VI1GA. We are just getting started and the epidem-
ic has been around for 10 years, that is where we are. Mainly be-
cause there are not sufficient monies to put into education and pre-
vention, so that programs can be expanded in terms of manpower
alone. We have been trying to get our community to stop smoking
for the last 20 years also. Behavior change is one of the most diffi-
cult things to accomplish for a human being, especially for human
beings that live in such a free society as the one we have.

So, it is very important to target and to, unfortunately it all costs
money. We need to let go of buying a couple of bombers and then
put some more money into education and prevention programs
that target adolescents, that target specifically younger males of
minority origin, older males of minority origin. We have to put to-
gether programs which really look into the idiosyncracies of each
one of our subcultures, so we can appropriately target them.

Chairman Mmes. You know, we have had some experience in
the gay community, in some of our cities where they have been
able to put together two amazing projects. One is a very consider-
able support network for people with AIDS, and the other is a net-
work attempting to get people to change their behavior, to change
the risks. And, we have watched the numbers of AIDS cases in the
gay community, certainly in my State of California, decrease sub-
stantially from the escalation that was taking place. What is our
ability, do you think, even if it is speculative, in terms of putting

r that kind of open and public support networks in the his-
panic community and the Haitian community, with respect to this
problem?

Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. I think t is very possible. One of the main
differences that I see is the fact that, of course, the gay community
rallied and supported economically the institutions which were ac-
tively pursuing the decrease of the incidents of HIV infection
within the gay community We have not seen that yet in our com-
munity, because our communities still have not taken responsibil-
ity for the problem that they have with regard to this epidemic.

One of the things that we need to do is make them realize that
there is a responsibility towards ourselves as a community and we
have to take it seriously; that the problems that face our communi-
ty in this epidemic are, in some cases, very similar to those faced
by the gay community and in some cases very different from those
faced in the gay community.

Chairman Mat.n. Let me ask you this. Do you expect it to be
more difficult., or just different? I mean, your testimony suggests
you

ri
expect it to be more difficult, but I do not know if I am reading

it ght.
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Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. We are faced with very difficult issues. We
are faced, for example, with issues of people that do not want to
come forward and say that they are MV positive, even though
they already found out, because Immigration had them tested so
that they could get their residency. And they are hiding, they will
go right out and hide. One, well this is what we have been stating
all along, that if you go out and you test people and it is not kept
anonymous, that people are going to go into hiding, people are
going to underground. There are thousands of Hispanics and
Haitians that are testing positive and they are hiding. They are not
seeking appropriate help. We have a very small amount.

Chairman MILLER. When you say they are hiding, we can assume
from this side that, whatever activities they were engaged in, they
are just continuing to entfage in, because if they ar... hiuing they
are not receiving counseling, they are not receiving any kind of
educational effort?

Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. That is right.
Chairman MILLER. Okay.
Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. Particularly because of the way the whole

system has been set up. It is a prime example of doing things the
wrong way. There was no counseling instituted whatsoever with
this testing. People went out and they found out by mail, you are
not going to get your residency because you are HIV positive, and
then these are individuals that have maybe been in this country
maybe 10 or 15 years, they probably became infectei in this coun-
try. And at this point they are being denied residency after they
had trusted the Government enough to come out and fill out their
paperwork and do everything the right way. And they are just
being told sorry Charlie, the next possible alternative for us is de-
portation for you. And at that point then what are we doing, we
are exporting infected people to countries which do not have a
health care system and a prevention and education system which is
as sophisticated as ours. We are exporting people that are infected
to countries where there is already a problem, we are just increas-
ing it for them. We are also knocking out for these individuals pos-
sibly the only alternative for adequate treatment and possible cure
that there is in the world, because most definitely in the Third
World country they are not going to get the adequate care that
thehliiererta

uMILLER. Thank you. Congressman Lehman?
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. Dr. Miller, on the second to the last

paragraph of your second page, ,you say that many religious publi-
cations have finall discovered the AIDS crisis and calling for in-
volvement, *, : y with the so-called innocent victims, as though
adults with Iv. wanted or deserved their fate. And then you say,
what the involvement needs is forthright willingness to fund
homes, willingness to fund pastoral care, willingness to do this,
willingness to do that. Is this an indictment of the religious com-
munity?Are you saying the religious community is copping out of
the AIDS crisis?

Dr. Musa I think the religious community is in a very high
state of denia! They are in a denial.

Mr. LEHMAN. In other words, a cop out.
Dr. Mnizx Absolutely.
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Mr. LEKMAN. Right. Question answered. Next question. Dr. Laur-
eano-Vega. On page, "Ely and large the Hispanic physicians have
been essentially quiet during this crisis and only a few have
become spokespersons or advocates at a time when they need most
to be heard in order to save lives." Are the Hispanic physicians less
forthcoming than the other positions in that community?

Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. I would tend to say that this is something
that has happened universally acrosa all communities.

Mr. LEHMAN. I did not ask you all communities. I said are theHispanic community
Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA.. I think the Hispanic physician has not

come forward.
Mr. LEHMAN. May I ask you the same question then, do you

think the Hispanic medical community is copping out on the AIDS
crisis?

Dr. LAUREANO-VEGA. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Chairman MILER. Congressman Durbin.
Mr. Dusan. I hope that Congressman Lehman does not ask us

about the Congress.
Mr. Lsiossx. The answer is yes.
Mr. DUEBIN. I will say in our defense that on the Budget Com-

mittee we have each year increased the request of the administra-
tion for funding in this area, not only for medical research, but
also for all related activities which have been so duly noted this
morning. There is more to do, much much more to do.

I find it intemting, I listened to the problems which present
themselves here in Miami, Florida and think of my own Central
Illinois Congressional District, which is a much different world in
many respects, but also very similar. And the one thing that I find
very curious in my concern about the issue of infant mortality in
some of my communities, is the role of religious leaders. And Dr.
Miller, Dr. Laureano-Vega, Dr. Tribie, I think, have highlighted
this.

Let me start off by saying. Dr. Laureano-Vega, do you believe
that the Haitian and Hispanic religious leaders can have some in-
fluence on the people whom you are trying to serve?

Dr. LAUREAN1.1-VIIXIA. Yes. Our community, as I said before, is in-
fluenced by our leaders. Our leaders are credible leaders, are politi-
cians, health care providers and the religious leaders among others.
If they were to stand up and state that we need to behave and we
need to think along very specific lines, because the epidemic war-
rants us to be more rational rather than emotional, I think that
they would be a big influence in terms of helping curtail
the epidemic and the attitudes of the community so that
the epidemic can be d t with in s better fashion.

Mr. DURBIN. Dr. Miller, in the closing page of your testimony,
which unfortunately because of our time constraints you could not
read. In your second to last paragraph, is a very eloquent and I
think forceful indictment of religious leaders. And I might say it is
not unique to South Florida, it is unfortunately a difficult task for
many of them to rationalize and to accept their responsibility.

You testified earlier about your attendance at so many confer-
ences can we hope that maybe as an outgrowth of this hearing, w?
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could have some sort of Miami meeting of religious leaders? Is
there a Black Ministerial Alliance, is there a Hispanic Ministerial
Alliance, is there a Haitian Ministerial Alliance which could now
as a result of this hearing and the fact that our friends in the
media may publicize it, come together and finally deal with this
candidly about their important role in this? Is that too much to
expect?

Dr. MILLER. That is one of my strongest desires that out of this
hearing can come that kind of support, that we can give permission
and say it is okay for eminent religious leaders in our community
and in our nation to speak forthrightly and up front about AIDS.
And it does not brand them with any kind of stigma, which hereto-
fore, everyone has been hanging back for fear somebody would
think that they might have some kind of other agenda. And it con-
cerns us all.

Mr. DtrasiN. Well, simply as a visitor to your community, and I
guess I am far enough away from home to be considered an expert,
I would hope that that does happen, because I think it is important
to develop culturally and from a medical viewpoint that we have
that kind of discussions and perhaps again, my friends in the
media here today will seize this opportunity to then ask leaders in
each of these sectors what they think of such a conference, it might
then occur.

And let me conclude by saying, as I started off, I do not want to
(get the politicians off the hook either. We have a lot of responsibil-
ity for more candor, more cooperation and a greater effort to un-
derstand the deficit of this problem. And I hope again that this
hearing will be a catalyst for the local, state and Federal leaders in
this area to get together and to engage in that same dialogue.
Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. If I might ask a question. Dr. Tribie, where
are we in terms of, I guess the term is culturally appropriate mate-
rials and approaches to this problem, and I would use the term cul-
turally appropriate to refer to adolescents and/or the Hispanic/
Haitian/Black community what have you. In your work with the
League and your attempt to go out and to reach these various pop-
ulations, what are the resources available to you? I am not talking
about money, and that may be the basis which you do not have it,
but are we developing materials that we can take to the communi-
ty? Are we upgrading the training of individuals who can then go
to this community and talk with the patients on a basis in which
the individuals would be welcome and would be understood? Is that
happening, or are we still talking about our inability to do it?

Dr. TRIBIE. Both. I think materials are really not readily avail-
able, mostly talking for if we might go into the ilaitian community.
There is maybe one or two videos available for the past 10 years.
One is very, very culturally appropriate, but again, it was created
in New York for the large segment of the Haitian population there.
I would say no, we are not really creating relevant materials for
the Haitian community, but I think there is a movement where
More people who have been in the battlefield, I would say, for the
past three or four years and know the issues and how to target the
communities, they are getting together and try to create more rele-
vant.

69
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Chairman MILLER. But you know, there are a number of points
at which different communities come in contact with governmental
agencies. And I do not know all of the Florida laws and whether
you can counsel people about abortion, or options to pregnancy or
sexual activity. I do not know the extent to which schools can un-
dertake this kind of discussion about sexual activities and the re-
sponsibilities of young men and women. But, you know, we seem to
have all of these points where young people and others come into
contact with governmental services. The question I am starting to
wonder about here is, are we doing anything to see that those
paints of contact are more sensitive, more understanding and
better able to convey the information? We keep talking about talk-
ing to all of the children in schools, but I do not know that anybody
is upgrading the ability of a teacher to discuss this subject matter,
or a physician, or a social work, or a WIC director, or a nutrition
field worker. You know, I do not know that we are making this
kind of effort. It seems to me that when I look at most of the suc-
cessful social service delivery systems, if you will, a lot of the credit
goes to the skill of the person delivering the message. And I just do
not know if this is going on in AIDS.

Dr. TRIBE. In my community, though, it is basically verbally the
one on one intervention, because of the high literacy problem we
have. I am always against printed brochures, it is a nice gesture for
my people, but are they really going to understand anything? So, I
do not believe so much in written materials and pamphlets. I do
believe in letting the message out verbally, radio, which is a very

media way of reaching my people. The video they just pro-
uced in New York, this is definitely something that is appropri-

ate, because they can watch it, it is entertaining and also the infor-
mation is being passed. Also with the Haitians you have to relay
the in a very, not carry away, it has to be interesting, it
has to be unny, at the same time serious, you are going to get the
message across. And they have done a beautiful job in New York, I
wish in Florida, in Miami we could create something to compli-
ment whatever they have done there.

Chairman Mum.. What is standing in the way of that?
Dr. Timm. I guess resources would be the only answer, because

we certainly have the professionals. I am in the Haitian communi-
ty and I am targeting, there is this group which is a theatre group
and they are very knowledgeable about the AIDS issue and they
are willing to come forward and do something, but everybody says
yes, but then where do we go from there. The Health Department
also is working with us and I am sure we could all get together, but

qrresources
basically is the thing.

LAUREANO-VEGA. I would like to add onto that. For example,
educational processes in the Haitian community are going on with
respect to yes, there have been training programs put togetl. er for
the Haitian Medical Association in attempt to educate the Haitian
Medical Association so they can better propagate the information,
both on radio programs and when they are talking to their client
when they are coming into their offices.

We had, the League, has established for example a women's
project which is to raise awareness within the community of
women that are lUtian t at are child bearing, of very specifically

11
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targeting for example of beauty parlors and day care centers and
giving the information to just the lay person and then that way the
information can be disseminated in the community by a way of an-
tidotal and just conversation.

We have, far example, participated in the training of AIDS re-
source teachers with the Dade County Public School System, in
which we have educated one, person which is a base coordinator in
each one of the schools in this coumq. We have also participated in
a AM- education program for Dade
County Public School System teachers in an attempt to bring them
up on both scientific and cultural issues, so that they can better
deliver the AIDS curriculum to 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th graders. We
have pated with the Dade County Public School System in

. the curriculum, making sum that it is medically and sci-
entifically accurate and that the methods used in the curriculum
are good in terms of disseminating the information to the children
in our area.

Chairman Mmunt- That is encouraging.
Dr. Laussioro-Vecis.. So there are many things we are participat-

ing in to get the resources that are needed, training individuals so
that they by -ome resourceful with regards to AIDS for the commu-
nity, but Iv are working ith a very very limited resources. My
agency's budget is lees than $200,000, a year, and the amount of
work which comes out of the agency with regard to public health
and prevention in the community and direct client service and
taking care of people with AIDS and instituting educational pro-
grams for people wAh AIDS, is a lot And it is overwhelming, and
we need more people, we need more resources.

Mr. IammeAN. Did you your money from United Way, did you
get your money from r.,-

Dr. LAURSANO-VICGA. Yes we do, we receive moneyno not from
the United Way because you need to be affiliated with the United
Way for, I believe two years, before you can get any money coming
in. I intend to for some money from the Resource Pool this
year and I hope find my application to be good.

But for example, will give you an example.
Mr. Leendax. How about have you considered a demonstration

maybe with Federal (Ian&
19118,tyLAUSZANO-VSGA. We have monies from the U.S. Conference
of Mayors, who are funded through the Office of Minority Health
in Washington D.C. We have a contract with the State of Florida.
We have contracts with South Florida Networks, with the State of
Florida. We just applied for a C.D.C. grant, for $215,000 and be-
cause of ina " " to money allocations we were not fun

t
ded. We

. .. . : .... t not funded. The reason why we were no
funded, use they ran out of money before they got to us. So
were a

there is a lot of connotations to that.
Mr. LismigAN. We will try to send some money from the B-2

bomber.
Dr. Tsang. ,:. lit.
Mr. Lawasx e will work with you.
Mr. Pt,. I think in response to your question, I think that

see more and more educational to the health
but it not happening fast enough. The population ie

t.
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growing tore rapidly than we are able to keep up with the need in
terms of educating, not only physicians and nurses, but teachers,
other people that interface and will be affected in dealing wit the
problem.

Chairman Mniza. Let me ask, is there a program that makes an
effort to take whatever number of young people, it might be high
school students, and work with them? Conceivably we can use the
summertime. Even if you paid young people to come to the pro-
gram to educate them, if you educated 3, 4 percent of the popula-
tion, if you selected out whoa leaders and young people that had
some multiplier impact in their schools, that there would be a pas-
sibility of starting to build that anecdotal knowledge.

Dr. LAmtaittNo-VmaA. I do not know who is going to receive testi-
mony from the Dade County Public School AIDS Education Infor-
mation Office, but she may later on if she will provide testimony,
tell you that yes she is the Director of that program; she is in the
process of creating active programs : peer teaching and in taking
in students and even putting together a prospective teenage hotline
to the Dade County Public School System and private school teen-
agers who may want to call into that hotline and receive informa-
tion from their own peers. Peer education is very important. Con-
cepts that are just beginning to be developed in this area, but they
are being put in place.

Chairman MILLKR. We have seen that this kind of peer counsel-
ing is important, and, with respect to other problems, the dissemi-
nation of information seems to be very successful in different com-
munities.

Any further questions? Well, thank you very much for your testi-
mony. Let me say to those who have been in the audience that the
formal record of the committee will be held open for a two week
period of time so that if people want to send us additional informa-
tion we would certainly welcome it, or if people have comments on
what members of the various panels have said, either that you
agree or disagree with, we would also welcome that information.
And with that, let me again thank Congressman Lehman and Con-

Durbin for joining us here today. And Congressman=Tyrfor his invitation to come o South Florida to look at this
problem and again the support of Jackson Memorial and Mailman
Center for this hearing.

With that, the committee will stand adjourned. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. BLILEY, Ja.. A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS eR01411 THE STATE. OF VIRGINIA, AND RANIEING REPUBLICAN MEMBER

By 1991, as many as 20,000 children will become IIW-infected, and 3,000 will have
contracted AIDS. AIM is now the ninth leading cause of death among children 1 to
4 years of age. If present trends continue, it could be among the top 5 causes of
childhood death within the next 3 to 4 years. The current rise in the incidence of
pediatric AIDS presents us with an important public health elallenge. Nowhere in
the country is this better understood than heie in Florida, where the cumulative
number of pediatric AIDS eases is the second highest in the nation. If we are to
meet this challenge, we must recognize four components of the overall problem.

First, we cannot dissociate the pediatric AIDS problem from the drug problem.
Approximately 70 percent of perinatal AIDS cases are related to IV drug usage by
at least one of the child's parents. In over half of the cases, the mother herself was
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the user. Nowhere ie the horror of driers more manifest than in this issue: some
mothers around this nation are injecting themselves and their unborn children with
drugs and at the tome time putting them at legh risk for contracting AIDS. We
have to keep in mind that any ants-pediatric AM: stra must also be an anti-
drug strategy. If behavior is not changed, the Age of AI will bs a long and de-
atructive one.

Second. we need to recognize the potential increase in demand for tester care gen-
erated by pediatric AIDS cases. Almost a third of infanta born with AIDS will not
be cared for by their biological parents. Finding adequate foster care is often diffi-
cult. As one s t imagine, many prospective parents are reluctant to accept an
HIV-positive si d. Compounding the problem is the fact that 90% of 'Live
infinite and children exhibit some form of neurological dysfunction or developmen-
tal MY-positive children are minorities, who have been
harder to . With these lea, finding foster care can be extremely difficult.
Because that, we need to offer as much help as we can to the compassionate fami-
lies who decide to take these children into their homes.

Third, we need to continue research efforts in this area. RN-infected mothers do
not neo ray transmit the infection to their infants. Only about 25%-50% of in-
fants born to - infected mothers become infected themselves. Right now, we don't
know exactly how the infection is transferred from mother to infant in the womb. If
we find out, it may be possible to discover a method to block the transference. We
need to continue research to find out if the potential truly exists.

Finally, and most importantly, we need to testify to the role which religious and
private-sector institutions must play to comfort the sick and prevent the continued
spread of this disease. When we should be doing everything we can to welcome pri-
vate-sector involvement and assistance, it is often the case that there is little
publiaprivate cooperation; sometimes, private-sector help is actually discouraged.
With an issue as important as this, we need as much of a cooperative effort as possi-
ble.

t the public debate on AIDS, some educators and health professionals
haTteirejird some radical ideas in the face of successful public health measures.

have clung to the belief that knowledge, in place of neglected character, can
to logical conclusions.. By doing so, they defy numerous studies which demon-

strate that knowledge alone doss not change behavior. Now, as pediatric AIDS gains
attention, there are disturbing rumblings about abortion and sterilization as "solu-
tions". But such social insurrectionists have confused the power of government and
medicine, whose powers are severely limited, with character and social morality.

HIV infection in newborns and children is at the vortex of many public policy
issues. It is one of these issues which periodically rises to require an examination of
our national consciencewhat is America about? Our actions will forever be meas-
ured Jefferson's simple question: "Sometimes it is said that man can not be
tie with the government of himself. Can he, then, be trusted with the govern-
ment of others?'

Therein lies our conflict of today. By asserting an unlimited right to privacy over
the past 20 years, we have witnessed the self-destructiveness of man. Like scum on a
pond, drug abuse, deviant sexual activity, abortion, and pornography have risen to
foul our nation's health. Such activities have been excused and defended as exer-
cises in personal liberty. These claims are selfeleluding. Our right to privacy is
grounded in and therefore must be consistent with natural law. One who professes a
belief in liberty but who acts in contradiction of natural law is engaging in hypocri-
se-

The future of AIDS is America's future. How will we, as a people, assure care for
the suffering, halt the spread of a deadly disease, and protect the public health?

As public officials aiA community leaders, we must give to young people the nec-
essary encouragement to avoid tragic consequences. HIV infection is eV percent

eatable; that is the important hope we can offer. Yet, we know that our youth
t tempted by the fantasy of short-lived sexual relationships without commitment
and the fraudulent promises of drugs. We know that these are mirages which lure
them into indifference, self-isolation, and even violence against themselves and
others. Thus, we must help our young people build the skills required to assume the
responsibilities which go with being a free people. These skills certainly do not rely
solely on formal education, they include attitudes and knowledge gathered from tel-
evision, magazines, and the daily lessons of life. We may say it in different wa e,
but the idea is the same our form of government depends on the individual govern-
ing himself. This is an old theme, but it is not an old-fashioned one. The indissoluble
union between rights and responsibilities must be taught and tsieforcee.
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Human life is of divine origin. With this knowledge, we affirm the full value of
each member of society as unique and irreplaceable. If the value of life is leasened
becuse of disease, infirmity, or dependence, then at some point in our lives we are
all at risk. Government does not grant ua the right to life, it can only protect it..

This is one of the obligations we must all take up. AIDS is not just about death
for the who suffer it; it is about the unshakable value of life which we profess.
AIDS is a teat of faith, not just of others, but of our own. Will we allow the babies to
live their short lives only in hospital nurseries? Will we abandon the sick to a sense
of melee:mess in suffering? Will we not show that love is more powerful than anger,
bitterness, and contempt? Will we abandon our vulnerable to the drug vultures who
will consume the last vestiges of their victims' dignity i If we reject these children,
will we not ba treated likewise?

We can embrace the parson but denounce the act. We need to show that sacra-
mental commitment to marriage holds greater rewards than the dehumanizing rela-
tionship our young people are experiencing today. We must reach out to those who
suffer in conscience as well as body. We must, at the same time be clear, direct, and
unambiguous about the risks of certain behavior. And we must persevere in teach-
ing it, not in judgment but in solicitous care.

a

I
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ileilerDAJIMIELOMEd

o Ninety percent of infanta and children with HIV infection
exhibit some form of neurological dysfunction or
developmental disability. Merlons Dappott Serf, Caublasiorer, mininssiestlan an
saveupingstsi Dfscblitmo. ong, tosocom before tee COMittee on Gmmencliftt Ogerstiam, 23

fteruhry emu

o The drug AZT is the only drug approved for the treatment of
AIDS, bet it is licensed for adult use only. That may soon
change. The drug has been used on children experimentally,
and the Phase I safety trials have been completed. The
Phase II safety and efficacy trials are now being done.
io 1114011

o Host children with AIDS were infected by their mothers.
Eighty percent of children contract AIDS through their
motheret 18% contract it through transfusion of contaminated
blood; le the remaining 2%, the transmission route is
uncertaie. emee

o Of all women who transmit AIDS to their children, most
aothora contracted AIDS throug" IV drug use (52%) or through
sex with an IV drug user (20t). measelftrosemeceeree .enelas
Sureillance, Jai, t969.1

o HIV-infected mothers do not necessarily transmit the
infection to their infants. Only about 25%-50% of infants
born to HIV-infected mothers become infected themselves.

ow. laslitritigirner4"1112Lesete.11121"51.
o Children with AIDS do not survive long. Once diagnosed with

AIDS, the mean length of survival is 14 months for those
infants infected perinatally, and 20 months for those
infected through blood transfusion. emde

REIMIEL011111tMifinEflfdintELLSlia

AIDS is now the ninth leadift cause of death among children
1 to 4 years old. If present trends continue, it could be
among the top 5 causes of childhood death within the next 3
to 4 years. ifiroilneurt st t66 119atteres Work Gram en Pedistrk NEW insectt6n and

Mom 0989, 48 anniatter 1988.3

o The Public Health Service predicts that by 1991, as many as
20,000 children will become HIV-infected, and 3000 will have
contracted AIDS. teemlineeepeenteAmm:seemeeseistuteesemeel
Uteluotaiiifte.mwmel

o Children affected with,AIDS represent 1.6% of total AIDS
Cases. Wits, In CR$ i0 89009, $6 Jura 1959.1
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Pediatric AIDS cases, repotted July 1988 through June 1989, United States

Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance, CDC, July 1989.

o As of July 1989, there Nava been a cumulative total of 1,681
cases of pediatric AIDS reported. In the 12 month period
ft'm July 1988 through June 1989, 620 cases were reported.
sueser. toe NNW* Ciontrod, MINIMS Ihirreftimm My 1110P.1

o CDC statistics do net include children infeczed with fry but
who are *symptomatic or have only early symptoms of
infection. Most exports believe that for every child with
AIDS, there are 2-3 who are HIV-infected; some put the
number as high as 10. tom ue. tit. & Is NM

reatarCmitm

o Approximately 2S% to 33% of infants born with AIDS will not
be cared for by their biological parents. Um-wreM44~3491,
omopoiro ad rostsrinp atIcarm Welt MN, pildren Today. Rsy/Jvne 14681

o Confidentiality can at times pose problems. In
Massachusetts, for example, the laws surrounding
confidentiality are such that social workers have
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occasionally found themselves in the position of not being
able to tall a substitute parent that an adoptive or foster
child is at risk for AIDS.

o The Florida foster care system has strict confidentiality
policies -- e.g. children's HIV status is never written on
their records. The State does, however, dictate that
certain people must be told about children who have AIDS,
ARC, or are HIV positive: 1) the counselor handling the
case, 2) the child's medical practitioner, and 3) the foster
care provider who has agreed to accept the child for
placement. nitsti of Florida. aeultitlinee fee Piecing Er Peeftive Mildew% in emergency
Shelter arid hew Cam* february ISOM

federal Froarams for HIV-infeoted ClAildren

Federal Funding Targeted to Pediatric AIDS
in thousands)

FY86 FY87 FY88 FY119 FY90
Actual Actual Actual Eat. Est

Nei $4,550 $11,289 $37,270 $50,343 $65,981

MAMMA 229 5,084 7,248 8,250 9,200

CDC 3.900 19,629 26,848 33,475

HRSA 4,490 7,904 7,904

OHD8 -- 2,798 2,796 2,798

Total $4,879 120,273 $71,420 $95,840 $119,356

Source Agency Suttee, 0:ficos, comolled by CAS. 2184

o The National Institute of Health funds are predominantly
used for research on how to block transmission of AIDS from
mother to child, how to treat disease manifestations in
children, and how best to screen and diagnosis HIV positive
children. The turding for the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration is used for programs to reduce
the number of IV drug using mothers. Centers for Disease
Control funds are used for epidemiological studies. Funds
under the Health Resources and Services Administration and
the Office of Human Development Services are used for a
broad array of education and treatment projects.

o In addition to funding directly targeted to pediatric AIDS,
there are general programs which benefit HIV-infected
children. Medicaid is probably the most important of these
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programs, since many of AIDS-afflicted children are poor and
qualify for Medicaid. Furthermore, Medicaid Some and
Community-Based Services Waivers have allowed States to
expend Medicaid eligibility and the range of allowable
services. The waivers can be used to provide targeted
health care and related services -- such as case management,
hone care, and nursing -- to persons with AIDS or AIDS-
Related Complex (ABC). The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage
Act (FL 100-360) expended the authority and targeted
children under 5 years old who are or will be placed in
foster or adoptive homed, nedicaid funding figures for
pediatric AIDS are not available, but Medicaid spending for
all AIDS purposes was $330,000,000 in 1988 (Federal share).
fook prelaerfs Ate, ap. eft. 311111 Irtaasuardar. 'leant Sind1110 Co' ltt.MS C/114" W the

*um haimadr11s1fatea 111rus kanti parrot of NedIcina, 15 eta $1151

o Another source of indirect funding is Title IV-11 of the
Social Security Act authorises funds for fleeter care for
children eligible for AFDC. The Federal government provides
matching funds to States for maintenance and administrative
costs of foster care. foster care children with special
needs, each as children with AIDS are usually given higher
reimbureemeet rates.

rIBWOLIAM-1111461COMILifdlan9311111

o Approximately 1 in 200 woman bearing live children in
Florida in 1989, may be infected with )!IV. meteereeue
Orions:ma al imailb e itabatAlltathap larv1sa, Pralialarry Phatiaass air Sorcarvaolearo fa
011111k ffecoolur V90.3

o Florida ranks second in the nation behind Mew York in number
of cumulative pediatric AIDS cases. Now York has 500, and
Miami has 215. Matra tar Mama Centro'. 41004

o Slacks; are ovorrepreeented in pediatric AIDS cases in
Florida. Slack infants are 6 times more likely to be
victims of pediatric AIDS: 808 of pediatric cares in Florida
are black, while only 13% are white. Hispanics represent 78
of owes. Ooporoisoct of SID old fohobfiftstfoo 9orof000 4111 f000propoolow* Study, Soto
of ?toff* 31 Nadi %MI

o Most children in Florida receive AIDS from a parent.
1110'7-five percent contracted AIDS through their mothers:
9$ through transfusion; 31 developed it through hemophilia;
and 7% contracted it through other means. Ubld.1

o Dedo County accounts for almost half (491) of all pediatric
AIDS cases in Florida. in4L)

o Among metropolitan *roes of residence, Miami ranks 2nd in
cumulative Ember of pediatric AIDS cases. Masi had 100 as
of July 1999. senors ter °loom Covet, op. 1t.3
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The University of Masi Mailman center for Child Development
is a not-for-profit institution which has been active for 20
years. Financial support comes primarily from the University and
from grants from Federal and State government, as well as.from
private philanthropy. The Center serves developmentally disabled
children from Rade County, Florida and the Caribbean. The
Mailman's programs.provide diagnostic services end care for
children with developmental problems in an inter-disciplinary
clinical setting. The interdisciplinary teams are made up of
specialists such as psychologists, social workers, pediatricians,
speech pathologists, nutritionists, nurses, physical therapiets,
and geneticists. Hach year, the Center's staff sees more than
6,000 children and their families in addition to 2,500 adults for
genetic tasting and counseling. The Center's stated purpose is
to enable handicapped children to roach _their fullest potential
while, living at home. In addition to service-provision, they
also train child health professionals from a wide variety of
disciplines. They also conduct research on the prevention of
developmental handicaps.

The Jackson
Memorial Hospital received a three year grant from 0/01/85
to 7/31/91 for 6359,000. The goal is to develop a model
program to effectively address the special needs of HIV
infected infants, children and women through the development
of coordinated and comprehensive care and treatment at
community -based facilities. The portion of the grant which
goes to the Mailman Center is approximately $210,000. The
Center focuses on psychological and psychosocial development
of children with pediatric AIDS. They evaluate the
psychological and psychosocial status of a child, and
prescribe a regimen which will allow a chi:d tha greatest
opportunity to be integrated into normal education programs.
There is a home-based and center-based component. Most of
the services are delivered at the child's home. Social
workers typically visit the home 1-2 times a week; early
childhood educators typically spend 3 hours a week with the
children: physical therapists typically visit 1-2 times a
week: a speech therapist viaits 1-2 tines a week if
necessary. The center-based component is delivered at
Debbie's School -- an early education center composed of an
infant and toddler preschool, infant nursery, toddler
nursery and preschool nursery, all of which are specifically
for children with developmental disabilities. The project
plans more cooperation with Dade County Public Schools and
with Headatart in the future Manuottrtr. 40miloWW.mkAttoomMmmor
(3114) sat -fteas

I 0 t
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August IS, 1969

Select Comm:ttvv on ..hildrvr"
Youth and Families

llniteA: States House of Repvt.sentative.-.
House Annex Room 364
Washinpton. D. C. :051S

Abortion should not it encuraged or advc: t..! for
pregnant women who toAt !o:;itivo .r
reasons are many and varied.

The social stigma attached to the diagnoni,, ct
AIDS is devastating and ',he .,.ncern of tre hami.
to family, relatives and friends; adds to tt:e
feelings of guilt and self wortnies,ai,vss. Addisp
to all this, the trauma of a recommended atnrtcn
could he ton much for an alvead levastata w0mn.

Careful monitoring of the fast moving medical
literature on AIDS rev.'s'.:: that there is no
uniformity on the recommendatior, of ahotios
a solution for this catastrophic H-ot-14.

In reviewing the multiplicity A.: ortici.s
on AIDS in the last few vay.-, tne common t!.mA
which can he deduced after 1,tudying them in ,'tat
"Revised recommendations will Le cuhliThed oL
additional information frnhcominr."

In one studie three .)11 mf four ;.f i;;.

HIV infect-d methern were !.(.:ftmal.

It is already aamittAd that !no time yvt-Hd f t

counseling and m5nit2sing 5erc,pos:,tive
can !,t7. prolonged ivto ivdetcrmisotv t.omLer v-

fore the actual ds.,;.-..ste
during this time mav ccI lc:ad ;,rma: .

and ,lurinr tk+if; i us
of the natural t.; the wil!
and more vtfActiv, i.A !rtt,-m;;....

1 S) 77102242 4711 NORTH FEDERAL AliGHWAY SUITE 84 f OPT LAUDERDALE, f LORIDA13308 463
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With the level of public concern so high and with misinforma-
tion so widespread, the greatest need'now is for accurate
information to be disseminated. The propagation cf the
notion that abortion is the best solution for the pregnant
patient who is HIV positive should be discouraged. Even the
recommendation of abortion for the pregnant patient seriously
ill with AIDS can be questioned. Women so seriously ill may
well die from the abortion operation as case histories in the
obstetrics and gynecology literature have documented.

We all realize there is no quick fix solution to the ravages
of AIDS. But to offer an abortion, the destruction of human
life, to a woman whose life is already being destroyed, is
offering her nothing but sadness. Let us pray for a more
sanguine alternative.

Atutezzo
Matthew J. Bulfin,
President

MJB:ahr

10
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HISPANIC AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAM
PROGRAMA DE 1NFORMACION SOBRE SIDA

V

Karabell Pizzagati

Faust° S. Gomez

August 7, 1989

Thank you for affording us the opportunity to provide
testimony to the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families concerning our research on AIDS and the South Florida
Hispanic community. Our research data is significant in that it
presents the only assessment of what South Florida Hispanics know
and feel about AIDS. Since the knowledge and behavior of child-
bearing age adults will, for the most part, determine the extent
of the epidemic for the pediatric segment we think it important
for the Committee to have this information.

1700 5 W 57th Avenue. Susie 220a Miarn FIowa 33155 ep0512452-2585

Sponsored by F.ducattionas Ninhcsgemens ses\tres onall)e
State 0$ Hondo Deportment 0$ Hearth and Repot uttotrve Servsces
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HISPANIC AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAM
PROGRAMA DE INFORMACION SOBRE SIDA

TESTIMONY OF:

SANDRA VIGGIANI
PROGRAM OFFICER OF THE HISPANIC AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAM

AND

MANUEL MENDOZA
CONSULTANT TO THE HISPANIC AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAM

BEFORE THEs

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Miami, Florida August 7, 1989

1700 5 W 57th Avenue. Stith? 220 0 MOT! Florida 33155 c (305) 202-2585
Spansofed by Eaucatfonat management 5emces. ine and the

State of flonaa. Deportment of fieatm and Ren.00040tNe Services
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Mr. Chairman and Honorable Members of the Committee'

In 1988 the Florida Legislature funded the Hispanic AIDS
Awareness Program 'HAW) at Educational Management Services.
The Legislature was concerned about the number of reported cases
of Hispanics with AIDS and the limited resources available to
conduct research, education, and information programs for the
Spanish-speaking community of South Florida. The purpose of HASP
is to present facts, destroy myths, foster awareness, create
support for constructive action, and influence the behavior of
individuals.

As an important program initiative, HAAP has recently
Completed a comprehensive research effort aimed at assessing the
general South Florida Hispanic population's knowledge, attitudes,
beliefs, and behavior relating to AIDS. The program conducted
four (4) focus group sessions with participants representative of
the different nationalities comprising the Hispanic community of
South Florida and a Knowledge, Attitude, and Behavior survey of
508 Hispanic residents. These activities are unique in South
Florida and form the baseline for the continuing study of what
Hispanics know and feel about AIDS. The results of the foCuo
grou,.s and surrey reveal data that have important implications
for pediatric cases, since the knowledge and behavior of child-
bearing age adults will, for the most part, determine the extant
Of the epideisic'for the pediatri,: segment.

the research conducted hao a qualitative component through
the series of focus groups and a quantitative component through
the administration over the telephone of a specially derived
questionnaire based on the beliefs and attitudes expressed by
focus group participants and utilizing a core group of questions
from the National Center for Health Statistics "AIDS Supplement."

A few of the most significant research findings aret

Over 67% of those surveyed indicated that they were
"somewhat or not very" informed about AIDS.

Although 75.5% of the respondents believe there is
something that they personally can do to avoid acquiring or
transmitting the AIDS virus, only 31.9% considered themselves to
have sufficient information to make affective changes in
behavior.

- Only 37.3% of the respondents stated that fear of
contracting the A11)5 virus has caused them to change their sexual
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behavior. Young Cuban males are least likely to modify their
behavior. This group indicated a heightened awareness, but only
slight behavior modification. It appears that they are still
taking riskst but worrying about it more.

,

- Over 55% of the respondents were unaware of the
difference between being infected with the HIV virus and having
AIDS. A major risk is that infected individuals, who do not
manifest symptoms, may not recognize the need to take precautions
to avoid transmission and/or pregnancy.

- Almost 50% of the Hispanics sampled believe it possible
to acquire AIDS by donating blood. This has caused a significant
reduction in the local blood sepply with negative ramifications
for people of all ages, including children. Additionally, only
32.5% believe the blood supply is safe.

- Findings that bear specifically on children show that 44%
of Hispanic parents have not discussed AIDS with their children
and that 25% of the sample believe that children with AIDS
should not be allowed to attend public schools ;the percentage of
women who believe the latter is significantly higher).

It is clear from the above findings tnat there is a need to
increase AIDS informational and educational activities targeted
to the Hispanic community. The research provides an objective
base of information upon which decisions about message and
communication channels can be made. Effective intervention
strategies, derived from the focus groups and survey and verified
through a field test, are tieing implemented by MAAP to increase
levels of knowledge and education and affect behavior. (An
outline of innovative educational strategies is available upon
request, but has not been included since it falls outside the
immediate scope of this hearing. Elements of the campaign
include definition of objectives; identifying target audiences,
message content, and communication channels; the use of research
in program planning and evaluation; and, models of behavior
change.)

In closing, allow us to thank this Committee for the
opportunity to provide testimony and the Florida Legislature and
the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services for their
sponsorship of the Hispanic AIDS Awareness Program. Their
leadership and 5upport have placed Florida at the forefront of

the fight against AIDS.

U
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La. Mioust of Reprtoentatibes
8CICTCOMMMTIM1004

CW/DDEN IOUT14 AND fAUcAls
a wow Q.wt Pu40.4. .41

Iltmemouraas DC 7 MB

October 2, 19139

Margaret Oxtoby, M.O.
Epidemiologist in AIDS Surveillance
Centers of Disease Control
1600 Cliftoe Road, N.C.
Atlanta. GA 30313

cow a Doe.
,,as te...1*

iLta o sta,u,4
4.44.4 410., obs.1.11.

1445 JP4 !44I

Dear Dr. Oxtoby:

I want to wmprees my peroonal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Select Cammittee on children, Youth, and Families at
our hearing, "ATM and Young Children in South Florida° held on
in Miami. Your testimony wan, indeed, important to our work.

The Committee is new in the process of preparing the transcript
for printing. It would be helpful if you would go over the
enclosed copy of your remarks to assure that they are accurate,
and return the transcript to ua by October 10, with any necessary
corroctiono.

I would also appreciate it if you would answer the following for
the record:

1. The Secretary's Work Group on pediatric HIV infection made a
number of recoseendetions. Has the Centers of Diseaue
Control (CDC) developed a work plan and time frees to
implement those receemmodations? Is there a priority order
for addreaning the recommendations?

2. What results have been unen from he 0 perinatal AIDS proven-
Von projects designed to promote morn effective contracep-
tive tune and family planning ;twee HTV-infected and at -rink
women?

3. Dr. Scott tertified that over 71 of the oeropooltivo women
tented at Jackson are adolencento, underscoring the growing
risk of HIV infection among teenagers and children that they
may bear. You have noted in your testimony that edoloccente
be targeted as a unique group. However, It in my under-
otanding that the cDc currently doe, not routinely report
the full range of eurveillenco information on adolescents;
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rather, they are grouped with adults for the major categor-

Joe that reported.

Why doesn't CDC report on adolescents separately from

Adults? Are there piano to do so? If so, when? If not,

why not?

Lot me again express my thanks, and that of the other members of

the Committee, for your participation.

Chairman
Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families

gnclognires

CC: Welter R. Dowdla, Ph.D.

J. tt)
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11421;PO1Y8E TO QUETITIONS Pai ED BY COMOILESTMAN GRORGE MILLER

OffgROXIINT Of MUTH d Arum sEctvhas Puti,c tiooitt, Sen.:or

Canton tot DamageControl
Atlanta GA 3:1333

November 20, 1989

The Memorable George Miller
Chairmen, Select Committee on

Children, Youth, eed Vanities
United States Reuse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Millen

Thank you for your letter regarding the hearing in Miami entitled "AIDS
sod Young Children in South Florida." The reviewed transcript of
Dr. Catchy's teeth:may is enclosed. Centers for Dia:wove Control (CDC)
has the foliation responses to the three questions raised in your letter.

1. CDC's response to the recomesdatione of the Secretary's Mork

9r°41

The CDC participated in the Secretary's Work Croup on Pediatric
N1V Infection and uuppurts the recommendations of that group, two
of which directly concern CDC:

lieconneotintion 3: The CDC should convene a committer of expert
conoultanta to diacvau the need for expanding surveillance of HIV
infection in children old adoleacentu and broadening the HIV
classification ayotem."

Surveillance activities of HIV infection in children and
adoleereato currently undertaken at CDC include:

o emphasizing ongoing national nurvefillifwe for AIDS /sees
t.nd evaluating the compieteuesa of cane repotting;

O conducting aeronurecya of neonates In 40 Staten to help
determine the extent of HIV infection among childbearlag
women;

o expanding surveillance for III children with HIV
Infection in six geographic :treat; to evaluate the current
AIDS cane definition and claattifiratlon system, to better
describe the opecttum of HIV dinea,e In children, and to
explore the iyaothtlity of expanding suryeillane to
Include not juNt AIDS canes but all children diavosed
with HIV Infection; and
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o working with those Staten that now require reporting of
HIV infection to develop a uniform reporting system.

A committee of expert consultants will be convened to 1990 to
review these and other pleased ourveillance activities.

Recoomendatios Ils *Special adoration and prevention programs in
ettinge other then schools met be developed for hard-to-reach
adoleseente, including adnorities, drug abusere, runeveya, and
others.'

gdecation dad prevention program for youth cannot be limited to
school aattittga. CDC is providing fiscal and technical
assistance to seven national orgeetratioae that address the
special needs of these undeserved adoleaceat populations through
cooperative agreements. These organizations includes The
National Omgaaimation of Black County Officiate, the National
Coalition of. lispanic Health and Rumen Services Ormaization. the
National Coalition of Advocates for Students, the National
Network of Runaway and Youth Serviced, the National Rural and
Small Schools Consortium, the Association for the Advancement of
Realth &interims; and the National Coomdsnion on Correctional
Health tare.

2. Semitic from the Perinatal AIDS Prevention Projects

Sight perinatal AIDS prevention projects are underway to promote
more effective contraceptive use and family planning among
HIV-infected and at -risk WOWS. 'reductive working relationships
hove been established between fixedly planning providers and
providers in aettiags serving women at high risk for HIV such an
drug treatment clinics. Preliminary data on the results of these
perinatal AIDS prevention projects is expected during calendar
year 1990.

3. SI.Iperata Reporting of Adolescent AIDS Gases

AIDS canes are categorized accoc.Ang to oex and 5-year age groups
in the monthly AIDS surveillance report. In addition to ongoing
national surveillance of adolescent AIDS (-AVON, HIV seroaurveys
are conducted in adolescent populations including hospital
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patients, and military ata Job Corps applicant,. All
CDC-supported aerosarssys collect information on age. Reports
froo these oeroourveyo will cautious, to laclude tables showing
HIV pravalamcs rated in each age group.

hope Mute smeltery ore helpful to the Committee.

Halter R. Dowdle, Ph.D.
Acting Director

Enclosers
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October 2, 1989

Gwandolynn Sc tt, M.D.
Department of Pediatrico, De-e
University of Miami School of Medicine
P.O. Box 016960
Miami, FL 33101

Dear Dr. Scott:
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I want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at
our hearing, "AIDS and Young Children in South Florida," held on
in Miami. Your testimony was, indeed, important to our work.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript
for printing. It would be helpful if you would go over the
enclosed copy of your remarks to scaling that they are accurate,
and return the transcript to us by October 10, with any necessary
corrections.

I also would appreciate it if you would answer the following for
the records

1. Substance abuse is a significant factor in the increases in
MTV infection. TO what extant is Substance abuse contribut-
ing to increases that you are seeing among pregnant women
and young children at Jackson Memorial and in South Florida?

2. What efforts are there to work with clinics that provide WIC
services, including referral of at-risk or HIV-infected
women to WIC clinics so that they can set nutritional
oupplesentation, formula for their infants, and referral to
other services (e.g. prenatal carp, drug abuse treatment)?

3. You noted that in a recent survey of pregnant women at
Jackson Memorial, 2.1* of those tested were HIV- antibody
positive and 7.34 were adolescents. Are there speoxal
research or prevention activities underway or planned that
target adolescent populations who are at high risk?

11
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4. You make eight recommendations. Among them, are there
priority areas which should be addressed first?

Let me again express my thanks, and that of the other members of
the COmmittee, for your participation.

44-
Chairman
Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families

Enclosures
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octobar 2, 1989

Deana James, M.D.
Medical and Executive Director
C.L. arembeck community Health Center
35754 State Reed CO
belle Glade, FL 33430

Dear Dr. James:
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I want to express my persons& appreciation to you for appearing
before the Select committee on Children, Youth, and Families at
our hearing, "SIDS and Young Children in South Florida, ', held on
in Miami. Your tectimony was, indeed, important to our work.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript
for printing. It would be helpful if you would go over the
ancloned copy of your remarks to assure that they are -"curate,
and return the traneoript to us by October 10, with any no eonary
ourrectiona.

I also would appreciate it if you would answer the felleeie for
the records

What do you think mode to he done in Meet Palm beach in
!erne of services,, resources and other mechanises to address
the increaning problems of ITV infection generally, and
particularly among regnant women and young children?

Let no again express my thanks, and that of the other members of
the Committee, for your participation.

LtEt
1

Chairman
Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families

Enclosures
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UM= TO SELECT COSSMIITER ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES WITH RESPONSE TO
QUESTION POSED SY CONGRESSMAN GEORGE MILLER

STATE OF FLORIDA DISTRICT ix
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND REHM-Mt ITATIVE SERVICES

HRS/Palm Beach County
Public Health Unit

38754 State Road 80
Belle Glade, FL 13430

November 21, 1989

U.S. House of
Representatives

Select Committee on
Children, Youth
and Families

Room H2-385 Annex 2
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Sir(s):

This letter is to address the future needs for AIDS services
and AIDS prevention in West Palm Beach. The number of liRS
cases reported to the Center of Dinease Control (CDC) has
grown to well over 700.

Many of the existing services must be expanded to meet the
rising numbers including: inpatient and outpatient health
care, home health care, food services, housing and transpor
tation. Foster care for HIV seropositive children will
become an issue as their mothers expire.

In addition, as the numbers of HIV seropositive person con
tinue Lo rise, prevention must become a priority especially
amongst teenagers and the female population.

Finally, with the rise in cases of AIDS has .-,ome an increase
in Tuberculosis cases in Palm beach County. To curb tt,e
Tuberculosis outbreak, additional manpower and outreach will
also be need:2(l.

Thank you foi your interest.

S' rely,

Deanna M.D.
Director

PALM BEACH COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH UNIT P.O. BOX29,WESTPALMSEACH,FL.,33402
809 MART Z. GOVERNOR GREGORY L COUR, SECRETARY
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Me. Am Garcia, X.S.14
adversity of Mimi
Departmot of Onetetrice and Gynecology
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Marna. Garcia:
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I mat to empress my pommel animistic.) to you for appearing
before the Select Committee on Children, Tooth, me Families at
enr Mario', 011SOS end Teem Children in Smith Florida,* to4d on
in Mimi. Veer tertheemsee, indeed, leportent to our work.

The committee Le new io the promoa of preperieg the transcript
for minting. It mold he helpful if you meld go over the
enclose& copy of your remarks to assure that tbey are accurate,
O nd miters the transcript to on by October 10, with an mummery
corrections.

I elm mold
records

appreciate it it you would answer the following for
the

1. Mould yee elaborate on the Merriam to plaemmt of 017 -
iefaated obildree with mmolow or outmoded !molly nenbero?

2. I understand that the state has developed a special tooter
care ;ointment* rote for an lirrinflated child who in
pieced in tooter cm*. Mot is it? Is it adequate? Now
well Mee the peonage work?

3. What specific medical and *mild services are covered by the
Medicaid waivers that the state mos for RIP-infected
children?

4. Mom you **countered problem in eainotroanine an-infoctod
children in ho public ochoela or Mood Start program?

140
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it us again express any thanks, and that of the other members of
the Committee, for your participation.

Get: /11--/
Chairman
Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families

Enciccurme

22-974 (120)


